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PREF AGE

The Deans Grant project, whici relates to the implementation of, P.L.

94-142 and mains reaming, is funded through the Bureau of Special

Education, Department of Education. Although there are many historical

antecedents, the more recent, evolution of P.L. 94 -142 and mainstreaming can

be traced at least from the Kennedy election and the President's personal

interest in educating the handicapped. There are also some suggestions

that this movement is simply a logical extension of our whole civil rights

movement. Presiden1<ennedy's interest led directly' to the passage of the

Handicapped Edulcational Act in 1963, which was landmark legislation, taking

handicapped persons out of the closet and enabling massive funding for

research and development in the field and for the) training of special

educators. This legislation' also stimulated a great deal of activity at

the National Institutes of Health, including the establishment of centers

focusing oil research and training in the field of mental retardation and

humAn"development.

The law also helped to make the Council for Exceptional Children

(CEC), an organization of parents and educators, a very powerful advocate

for the handicapped person. The CEC led the whole movement of citizen and
)

parent activism in the area of exceptionality. The Council was especially

effective in stimulating additional funding at the federal level and

influencing the passage of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Section 504) and

eventually P.L. CEC was also the cat-ilvst that triggerpA greater

activity at _Late level) including passage in Oklahoma of a

legislaturemapdated course covering characteristics of the exceptional

child. This course, once accepted, has become recognized as a/valuable

educational experience for both spdcial and regular educators.
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The Dean's. Grant program can to viewed as a means. through which

selected colleges and departments -of education .(SCDE-s)-can plan and revit,e

programs to assure that the next generation of teachers are equip d to

handle the pressures and challenges of providing the best

possible for the handicapped in the most appropriate school environment a

to assist in the mandate demanding the best possible education for all

people. Nationally, the Deans' Grants movement continues to grow. In

1980-81, there are 141 projects. The OSU project is funded for three years

and was preceded by a small planning grant. It is currently the only such

project in the state, and consequently, an attempt is made to disseminate

results of project activities to all state institutions with teacher.

education programs.

The immediate and continuing project goal is to provide knowledge and

information for faculty and teaching assistants relative to the concept of

mainstreaming and the mandates of P.L. 94-142 so that they in .turn will

prepare regular pre-service teacher trainees to meet the challenge fOund in

public schools.. A secondary and more general god is to provide a vehicle

and resources to the college to review our courses, curricula, and

programs. The Dean's Grant is also anbasic link in a process of faculty

development--a means Of providing enrichment activities for faculty that

will be reflected in their professional development.

The volume of papers grew out of activities designed to help the OSU

Dean's Grant project reach two of its stated goals:

1. To increas involvement among regular education faculty in
education of handicapped children and youth;

2. To generate an increased level of coordination and communication
among the departments and programs in the College of Education,
relative to -meeting the educational needs of handicapped students,
in regular classrooms.

A series of retreats, seminars, and colloquia was established to d

Iv
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encourage the development of a greater understanding of the handicapped and

to foster discussions concerning issues in teacher training. This volume

was not designed to have a single thew, nor was it designed as a showcase

for formal papers only. Rather it reflects recorded and transcribed

presentations as well as formal papers written by OSU faculty and visiting

consultant S.; However, a single theme does emerge, and that theme can be

described as providing better' services for the handicapped, and all

students, through better preparation (see Howsam), through better

understanding of civil rights (see Selakovich), through removal of

architectural and attitudinal barriers (see James, and Bauer) and through

development of a pluralistic attitude toward assessment and learning (see

Warden, and Dillard, Kinnison and Peel). In closing, it can be stated that

the essential thrust of P.L. 94-142 i not simply a passing fancy as some6 ).

-administrators, parents, teachers, and feaeher educators would suggest dr

hope. It is not another fad that wi ,atrophy if,it is ignored. It is 1

here to stay. There is simply too much power, organization, and belief in

the essential' rightness of the movement to allow i`to be suppressed or

ored. SCDEs have been charged with the responsibility of preparing

teachers and other educators to funirion in the environment of the schools

as they exist today, and of preparing them, given the mandates of P.L.

94-142, to deal effectively, confidently, and humWnelv ,1

-ses in the futuL,. it is clear that the papers

presented in this volume reflect the acceptance of that charge by the

faculty of the College of Education, Oklahoma State University.

I
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A Common Body of Practice for Teachers:

The Challenge of Public Law 94-142 to Teacher Educati

Maynakd C. Reynolds

Public Law 94-142, the Education for All Handicapped Children Act of,

1975, has created'a new set of conditions under which teach/Fs must function

and which mast be addressed by te her education. Attempts to implement the
I

l- aw already have revealed in pract ce what was evident and predictable in

Advance: The level of professi 1 preparation simply is not adequate for

the new conditions. Pechallenge" they present could be the opporttlity

( long sought by many educators' bring, the teaehing'..profesalon, to maturity

and into its own. Never before has there been such 4. pervasive force

buttresSing the arguments for quality teacher educattoji., The opportunity

should not be lost. Nor should Public Law 94 -14 be lost for want of

\ teaching personnel adequately prepared to achieve its intent.

'This Paper evolved, in the main, out of the experiences of the Deans'

'Grants Projects, which are supported by)(he Rur,, ,t Ion the

, . ItLive .weply involved in recent efforts for changes in
Leacher education in relation to Public Law 034-142 met to draft a' set of
statements fkom which the present paper has been abstracted. They'are JackW. Birch .--- Dawn Grohs, Robert Howsam,' Catherine MotsinkCand MaynardReynolds. All, of 'thes4individuals have been associated the Deans'
Grants Projects which are supported by. the Bureau of Spec4a1 Education;
several have also been involved in related projects supported by Teacher
Corps and the Bureau for Educational Personnel Development. The first and
Second drafts were criticized by "regional liaisons" associated with the
National Support 'Systems Project, including Percy Bates, Dean Corrigan,
Robert Gilberts, Harold Mitzgl, Bert Sharp, and Bob Wpods. A third draft
version of the Raper was submitted for formal criticism to leaders of
parent organizations concerned with children -who are handicapped. Thethird draft wag also discussed broadly by representatives of about 80
Deans' Grant Projects in a national meeting held in May 1979. The present
version represents an attempt totake account of all earlier, criticisms and
discussidn.

1



Handicapped, U.S. Office of F.4uratton4 for the purpose of redesigning

teacher education to accord with the principles of Public Law 94-142. Only

_deans of education or other-Idministrators who carry broad responsibilities

for pre-service teacher-preparation programs 'have been eligible for these

gran. The central focus has been the renewal of preparation programs for

so-called "regular" teachers. In this paper, the concern is for all

teachers but its special focus is on the large task of upgrading the

preparation fdr "regular" teachers.

'Me three parts of the paper'.are as follows:

1. An introductory statement on Public Law 94-142i its

historic significance, and its challenge to teacher

education. f

2. A sasiantive\discusaipn of-and recommendations for

competency clusters or domains which are derived
, /

c'-n+^ Pu4plic Law 0L- ' and which define a common

of ,cluiremE, "pro' es- qlture" for

all ceacners.

3. An outline of a model for tehcher'edikation and a

detailing of the "cchflpetency clusters" in a form

which canoe sed to eval ate and plan efforts to
Ai

improve teacher" education.

In the main, this paper outlines knowledges, skills, and commitments

which are essential to teachers. It does not discuss creative-intuitive
a

processes which are so essential to teaching- this omission is not intended
O-

to,. suggest that,teaching is a totally calculated scientific. process; the

subject matter treated is simply limited in scope:

.

As Oork goes fotward in` prepafing perSonnel to work under the

a0 41 2*
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conditions imposed by Public Law 94-142, it will be necessary to take

account of other significant current forces for change in teacher

preparation.,. For example, tt will be particularly important to 600rdinate

the-work proceedihg on behalf of handicapped students with the efforts on

behalf of,racial minorities and ethnic groups. In the past Organization of

the schools, the segregatiOn of children on the basis of race and handicap

was ifttertwined; excessive numbers of children. from minority group families

Were labele4 as handicapped and placed In isolited special 'classes and

schools. Solutions to the prob ems (will require broad and coordinated
4

efforts for change. Although th paper deals mainly with handicapped and

gifted students, it is intended t be used as one pait of a ',broader effort

Cfor the reform and improvement of, teacher preparation.

''he Impact on Teacher Education of Public Law 94-142

During the decade of the 1970s, the, Congress of the ,,y)Kited States

enacted two pieces of legislation that, together, open wide to handicapped

persoens': the opportunity to participate more fully in the mainAtreamiof

America education. They are Section 504 of the Vocational ,Rehabilitatlf

.Act of 1973 and' Public Law 94-142, the Education for All Handicapp d

Apt of 1V75. Sect,p k 50i authorized vocational trainini'Nkn

c mainstream settings for handttapped persons, the'promotion and expansion of

employmenapopportunities for them, and the removal-of all architectural ando
.

transportation-barriers that impede handicapped persona. Public. Law 94-142
'

mandates equal educational opportunity for all handicapped children, free A
,and' appro-priate education, placement-in regular public school settings with

their nonhandicap0e4 peers xo the extent that it is feasible, cooperatively
/ .

4011
..

written individualized edvcational plans, provisionof special education and

2



related services as needed, and observance of handicapped children's and

their parefts' due-process rights.

Public Law 94-142 represents one of the &en significant commitments

ever made in American public education. From the, Common Schools Act of

1641, which provided basic, sthopling for all -children who sought it out,

society has moved to guarantee appropriate, individualized

education to each handicapped child, rqgardles of the extent of his

handicap. Many children affe<ftd by the law are also gifted and talented.

Moreover, several states already have- acted to bring all their gifted'arid

talented students under` legal provisions equivalent to those of Public Law

94-142. It takes little imagination to project the extensiol/Of the new

policies and procedures to all childrenviran only be a matter of time.,/

Although,qegislation and court orders are powerful forces for change in
2r

our society, they do not 'by themselbes effect change. institutions are
1

altered by community support,' resources, and people, and tie effectiveness

of the change efforts ckn 6e no greater than the weakest component. Public

Law 94-142 itself prima facie evidence of community" suppOrt nd its-,

funding provisions offer a substantial part of the necessary resource . It

is tab early to tell whether the Congress will ftilly fund programs under

P4blic Law 94 -142; if supports fall far short of early projections, the

messages about community support will be clea

4 fa.

Like other social institutions, education provides a system for the

delivery of services to members of society and the person?el to perform the

Services. It seems reasonable to assume that given adequate resources, the

delivery system -an- he altered to accord with the intent and_ provisions of
,

Public-10aw, 04-142. Less certain bylbtar is the presene/capacity of the
t

personnel to meet the (iemancts,of,a new delivery system.

4



teachers, in general, have not had the. kind and,revei of'preparation
/

that is ssary for dealing within regulr school sett4ngs with the full'

range of differences found among the total population of children. It was
A

in response to this fact, in part at least, that -special classes for

handicapped children proliferated over the' ears. Recent yearS have seen

dramaticchanges'in the school situations within whichli.teachers function.

1For the most part, the changes have made teaching more -OA ging and . .

difficult. Howevef, the 'changes have, not been :reflected in teacher
.

r

, .

preparation; 05 has nremained unchanged both in form and sulastnce.

It can be stated with confidence that the goals of Public Law 94-142

will be realized only if the quality of teacher preparation and profes-sional

\.) .

service in the schools can be -improved. High priority must be given, to

substantial if not massive upgrading and retooling'of the programs that

prepare teachers for entry into the profession and facilitate their

'continuing professional development through a lifetime of service.

Teacher preparation in America has never beeroptimal; it alWays has

been minimal. The level of professional exiiertise develope,d in .preparation

programs is faX below that needed for effectiikness'even 10 the most

favorable teaching situations. It is disastrously inadequate 'for meeting

42
the dhallenges of a delivery system in which children with handftapping

conditions share learning environments with the,nonhandicapped school

population.

1'

,

To draw firm .distinctions between handicap and nonhandicap, is, of
4

,

.

course, a mistake. Condition that impede effective learning are widespread
o

throughout the entire school populatiyn "Handicap," in_theofficial sense,

is but a more .obviouse and, perhaps, More severe conditiorr*that tests the'
.

.

'

.
.

,
.

.
.

aklequacy of the instructional system and reveals'the. weaknesses that are

5 i)
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ik- Obscured wholl the students whO require the highest levels of

profetsions,1 ..competency are.Selecttvely removed. All students 'require

4

professional teachers who have the 'capacity to so manage the processes of

individUaltzed learning that the development of educationally handicapping

conditions is prevented, extant handicaps are eliminated or minimized where
4 ;

posslble, aid learning is optimized, whatever the conditions.
/

The mandate to mainstream handicapped children has thrust upon schools

and teachers new demands for which neitherhas been adequately prepared.

Needed are both short- and long-term programs which are designed to.develoP

the capaCity of both systems and teachers to deliver on the intent and

promises of Public Law 94-142. Adequate solutions call for a comprete

redevelopment of teacher prepaution.2

Common Body )f Practice Derived from Public Law 94-142

A
Established professions are characterized by bodies of knowledge and

practice which are held in'eommon by members. When individuals carry the

designations of doctor, lawyer, or minister, the public generallioknows

what services each can he expected to provide competently. Howsam,

Corrigan, Denemark, and Nash (1976) used the term "professional culture-3 to

-In the balance of this -paper, references to "teachers" signify all
teachers: those in kindergartens and elementary, secondary, and
vocational-technical schools;teachers of the handicapped; and teachers of
music, art, physical education, and chemistryliterally, all teachers.
Not included are other school employees, such as school psychologists and
speech-language pathologists, although occasionally they are included by
specifiC reference.

3Prof,essional culturethe totality of transmitted behavior patterns, arts,
beliefs, knowledge, skills, and all other products of work and thought
characteristic of the teaching profession (paraphrased from American
Heritage Dictionary).

I
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designate°the'Kuntiledge, skills, behavior6, attitudes, and values that make

up the Callecttve basis fol.- practice and decision making hv members of a

profession. They lamented the absence of strh A culture among teachers and

deplored the reality that teachers have yet establish for themselves a

professional body., n'

common to all

-wledge nr set of prnfe tonal behaviors that are
Mb,

... the tt,. 'ot: sston is characterized by La, -4 a common
body of knowledge and repertoire of behaviors and skills needed in
the practice of the profession . . . Teaihers do not possess a common
body of professionally validated knowledge and skills whichAris
transmitted in the process of professional socialization; held in
common with other teachers thereafter, and constantly increased
through the career span of the teachers. (pp. 10-11)

In the absence of agreement on the substance of the professional-
culture needeol'`..by the teaching profession, there can he no
agreedupon performance standards either for admission to, 'Or

continuance in, the profession. (p. 12)

Since so many aspects of professional realization depend upon
the relative absence' of a professional culture in teaching practice,
it must be seen as the most critical factor in the professional
status of teaching. Little progreSs will be made until educators
develop and use a body of recognized ' professional expertise.
Unfortunately, neithr teachers in service nor teacher educators
[have. yet reached] consensus on the development of appropriate
technical skills which all teachers should master. (p. 13)

Realistically, ... teaching ... is becoming more professional,
but it is hollow without an accompanying professional culture.
(p. 15)

Acvel,,pmctut_ ot , is ,eLcalnly d MdtteL of CCncial

importance it teaching is co he recognized as an established profession.

To date, the nearest educators have come to agreement on a common core

for the professional preparation of teachers has been the content of certain

foundational subjects: usually, history of education, philosophy of

education, and educational psychology. These subjects provide an

understanding of education and a framework in which to practice but they do

1
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not prepare anyone to "practice" education. They are much needed and should

. be linked closely to studies relating more directly to practice, but in

themselves they fall far short of supplying anything comparable to the

common bydy of professional knowledge, skills, behaviors, attitudes, and

4.1

values that characterize an established profession.-

Consequently,, . it is suggested here that upon this

theoretical-hi )rival fou !rc, there be constructed the body of

knowledge, skill, and in t w! :h is essential to the professional

culture of teaching and which will prepare students to function as teaching

professionals within the context of social mandates. The contents of the

knowledge, skills, and practice would he derived, in significant part, from

the intent of the mandates to assure equality of educational opportunity for

all handicapped, disadvantaged, and other minority group children, as

provided in Public Law 94-142 and other recent laws and adjudications.

A salient feature of these requirements, whith reflects the current

social philosophy of education, IS the individualization of educational

programs for children with special needs. Public Law 94-142, for example,

provides for an individual eduGattonal program (IFP) to he written At least

annually for each pupil by a ,_ommittee of relevant personnel (including the

child's 1,ttetiLl1), e program that spells oot. what 10 Lo. be taught, by vhom,

h.../ it 1, Lo he iciohht how the so,,,eb:-i or Lhc pl,gfdm will be Judged_

rhe development and Implementation or LI, individualized educational

program is of far greater import than following (.ertain procedures and using

a few learned techniques. Based as it is on the concept of optimal

individual development, it demands or teachers broad knowledge and refine,

abilities to assess and t,reat the range of children's educational needs.

The fundamental nature of the individualized educational program,

,)

8



consequently, provides a natural focus for the development of a professional

culture that can he acquired by all teachers and that can be recognized by

society as evidencing functions which educators can be expected to perform 1

with the proficiency of professionals.

At present, the individualized educational program or IEP is conceived

of as the basic educational management tool for handicapped and gifted4

children. It must be anticipated that this requirement, as a matter of

equal rights, xtended to all children. It provides the means of

adapting ge ational goals and methods to individual needs and

abilities. This is not to say that each pupil will be taught separately

but, rather, that the style ,,nd rate or learning and strengths and

weaknesses of each pupil will be recognized and respected. The public

nature of IEPs--that is, the requireMent that the IEP be planned and written

by a team consisting of school personnel, the pupil (when/feasible), and the

pupil's parent(s) or guardian, and that the effectiveness of the IEP be

reviewed periodically--makes teachers accountable for the first time for the

application of proper instructional procedures under appropriate

conditions.

Cu of IL puptIS ftquIlcn

.y.l,mn ceSouC,_, which ,nn w.1dtCt atti uSC

ett,,Liv,1/ 1[1,1"Ac, tai. n L,ason,hly

adequate 5.A,y ot ditterenLiated 1astlu,LIou,1 atel idle, late

facilities- and space in which to employ the materials; access to

consultation with and technical support from specialists, adequate

4 In several states t'ic it t' piocedure 18 Leq,,i,,,A col gltted 68 well as
handicapped students, even though the federal law, Public Law 94-142,
refers only to those who are handicapped.

9



preparation time, and, for at least part of each day, the assistance of

teachers' aides. School systems are derelict if they do not supply these

resources; it would be tantamount to expecti4 surgeons, for example, to

function effectively without operating rooms, nursing assistance, or proper

instruments.

If we assume, however, that the essential resources are available, then

it is possible to identify the clusters of capabilities which teachers and

other emmitialists need to plan, -ropare. and execute productive IEPs. These

1111PW *.tlusterek he viewed .fuh'atlal components of the professional

culture, the professional behaviors that the public can expect all teachers

to, he able to perform at a safe and competent level.

It is highly significant that although the discussions began around

cobeernsifor students with handicaps and Public Law 94-142, the competency

clusters which were derived are quite general hnd have implications for all

students.

Clusters of Capabilities.

The following Leo clusters were extracted from broad discussions and

expetlen,es relatiLlg to t1L implementation of training programs -tor teachers

who are engaged lit mcettng the new requitmeutti of Public Law 94-142. The

,lo. -,tees ate not Intended L., be COMpleirt ul mutually exclusive- They are

out presented lu a systematic sequence and they are nor offered as

competency statements in the sense of "competency-based" instruction; they

are both more discursive and less detailed in phrasing than competency

statements should be. At this stage, the clusters simply prqvide a

convenient map of the domains of professional competence that appear to be

Important to every teacher who participates in the design and implementation

10



of individualized instruction.

1. Curriculum (i.e., What is deliberately taught in school)

It is clear that the addition of handicapped youngsters to regular

classrooms increases the breadth and variety of students' learning needs and
7

skills. This greater spread of abilities, in turn, creates a major demand

for curriculum that treats subject matter with fewer assumptions about prior

learninga and previously acqUI'red skills. Teachers 14ve been working hard

over the past cent, to make their classes more homogeneous and curriculum

materials coiespondingly homogeneous.
.

TEPs and the increasing presence of

handicapped students in classrooms turn such assumptions and trends on their

heads. - The heart of the movement toward individualized personalized

instruction is the optimal '1evelopment of each child and, therefore, '

assumptions and goals must be based on heterogeneity.

All teachers should have a general knowledge of the school curriculum

that is'offered from kindergarten throUgh high school (K-12). Every teacher '

should 'be able to describe/ the curriculum content nd objectives which are (

typical of the nation's elementary and secondary s hools, and the rationale

for each major curriculum element. They should he able to relate the

curriculum to what:is known ahouc the development of dren and youth and

to the functions of schools as social Institutions. They must'be skilled in

the preparAion of individualized curricular plans for children based upon

careful assessments of individual needs. These knowledges and skills are as N

necessary for professional educators as th4 knowledge of the bones and

muscles of the body isbfor physician7, regardless of specialization.

This is Reit to say that everyone in education must be a specialist in

reading, art, modern languages, or other specific curricular components, any

more than every physician must be an expert to hone surgery or in the

11



cellular structure. of uscle ti51nflp. Instead, it is to say that a sound

general knowledge of curriculum is necessari in order that responsible

planning;/for pupils can be done with assurance that no essential (

considerations are overlooked.

Recommendation:

The preparation of all teachers should include the study of and

first-hand experience witA curriculum principles, guides, and structure from

pre school through _secondary school levels. All major, subjects that are

sII_Itlpiatically taught in schools by professionals should be included. The

means and procedures J2z which curriculum is developed, adopted, and changed

should he understood and there should he practice in designing and modifying

curriculum and materials, especially to suit the individual n eds of

students.

2. Teaching Basic Skills

A1,1 teachers should he able to teach the basic skills effectively.

These sills fall into three math categories: literacy, life maintenance,

and personal development. They also need preparation for co-teaching and

oche' of collaborative work with specialists who are called upon to

ilucitIve help oklits for selected students.
44

Alu those for which the school has primary

,,,ns 1 bi i i t, aud .w F ,At ate e necessary ,to continued learning as well as to

efticienc pertokmance Irt most work situations. They include reading, which.,

all teachers should he able to teach to at least fifth-grade level (word

attack, word recognition, comprehension, and rate), % writing (letter

tomaatton. sentence structure, and paragraph structure),i) spelling (rules and

e!cueptIous), aLlthmetic (whoi-numher computation, simple fractions, tine,

12
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and wasurement applications), study (use of resohrces, critical thinking,

and data), and speaking (sending and receiving accurate verbal

mess "tpression, and intonation).

ight he argued that only teachers of the elementary grades need to

he prepar(LI as teachers of reading and, undoubtedly such teachers do need to

have very strong preparation in reading instrqctinn. However, the intention,

here is to make the case that literally all teacher's-, including those at

Secondary and vocational levils, need to understand,,processes of teaching

reading at basic levels. All teachers need t.26 assist their students in

developing better teadinr, skills; they need to choose reading materials

appropriately, to set twalS rot Leading carefully, and to work with

specialists in reading knowledgeably.

Life maintenance skills are those necessary for survival and effective

- functioning in society. Sometimes referred to as survival or life skills ttl

they include health (personal hygiene and nutrition), safety (danger signs,/

maneneering in traffic, and home safety), consumerism (making purchaSes,

and comparative shopt)inp,), and law (10uman rights, "appealmaking chang,

proctss, coot systt, and personal tia'hjlity).

Versonal development slIls AL, nc 5nry tut se 1 t C t za t ion.

"1,-,,.:hers should be able to exemoliry a high 6etiz,c Identity and
f'

integration for theft SLUAchL,,_ Siote struggle -frith values,

philosophical p()sltioas, moral behavior and basic life issues, teachers

should provide mature models for their student's in these domains. They

should he prepared to assist students in processes of goal setting,

decision-making, problem-solving and conflict resolution, in taoth intra- and

interpersonal dimensions, as aspects of their own personal develiment.

Similarly teachers should he prepared to help students acquire good habits

13 ,)
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and skills in recreational activities and\ in creative approaches to both

work and play. The teachers should also be able to relate their subject

matter to its career implications, i.e., the several life careers in which

individuals engage as members of socia,ty,Ancluding: 1) paid employment, 2)

homemaking/family member, 3) avorttionar\pursuits, and 4) involvemelpt in

. 1110.1t.

civic affairs;

Recommendations/

The preparation of all teachers- should includejecessary elements to

assure competency in teaching the basic skills (defined to include literacy,

life maintenance, and personal developmentfskills) "and in spllaborative
A

practice with specialists,in basic skills instruction. Instruction should

be provided in teaching the skill areas as such. 1)n addition, supervised

practical experience should be provided in teaching of literacy: life

maintenance, and personal development skills.

44/..

3. Class ,management fi

All teachers should he able to apply individUal and group management,

skills insure a high level of positive response from pupils in

instruetionarsituations.

p The skilled management , h-ips to maintain attention

to 6,;hoot-tela4ed a.Llvittes build positive teelipgs about

thrinselves, their claclatzi, and thett schools. Teachers. flied to he highly

4 (-)

effective in group alerting techniques, management of transitions in school

activities, e spouses to daily crises, and management of a variety ofJ

learning activities in a single setting at the same time (Borg, undated).

For effective llearning outcomes, k time on tasks And favorable at Ludes need

MP
Students need to learn to dare increasingly in theto he maxim e

JP

14



responsibility for gffective management, and helping them learn in this

domain is a primary task for teachers.,

All teachers should be able to apply behavioral analysis procedures

(sometimes called, behavior modificatical. or c0E-t.ingency Illnagement

procedures) and itlier spc Fic method ogles to encourage both scholkstic

achievement and acceptable personal and social conduct,, and to instruct

parents and teacher aides in applying ose procedures under' teacher

guidance.

RecChmendation: 4

I

All teachers should be proficient in class management ures,
,-

1,

including applied behavior analysis, group alerting, guiding trans tions,

materials arrangement, crisis intervention techniques, and gro

\
p a.1 oaches

to creating positive affective climate.

4. Professional Consultation and Communications

All teachers' should be proficient in consultation and other forms f

professional communication, as both initiators and receivers, to establish '

and maintain responsible interactions with colleagues and aiiministrators.

Teachers should he able to *verve as consultants. .Teachers who

specialize, for instance, in. working with children who have visual

airments should'be able to consult with other teachers on the kinds of

methods and materials that they should learn to use with visually impaired

pupils in their regular classes. At the/ same time, all teachers should

learn to he competent receivers audusers of consultation.

Educators should he practiced at collaborating with colleagues who.

(I" share responsibility for individual students' programs. Regular teachers

and speech-language pathologists, fo'r instance, must deliberately and

15
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colliellie
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profeS nal*:

j

11411h

nt and rei

4
each other' work with pupils. Readiness_ .4

txmember of # Illpm doe not tone n'aturall7 to most
-

must be developed through guided )erience.

Teachers also need to know how to'negotiate objectively and equably)
A

with colleagues; administrators, employers, and other persons when their

goals, values, philosophies, or prTor.Wes differ. Matters foKneaptiation

may range over working conditions, curriculum design, pay and benefits,
9

materials selection, need for inservice training, and other considerations.

In all these matters teachers rased he ability to keep the atmosphere of the

negotiations open, flexible,

Key elements in all these interacti,,bns include a firm grounding in

consultation and communiclatiQns processes, the requirements of due process,

frde of personal conflict.

and a thorough knowledge of acceptable practices regarding confidentiality.

Equally essential in. the 'proceSs pis ASource'fulnessIc in building trust

relationships.- In all collabdratians, teachers should be encouraged to take

co-equa status with 611 other personnel on the assumption that each

partici ant in. collaborative work is a specialistjho is sharing expertise
1 .

to order to create optimal school programs for individual pupils.

ReCuMillen,tdilOWJ:

It is essential nun LII,L all Ledk.heLb ha,,t, opportunities to master the

k.owled6e and prActi,ces involved in effective consultation and other forms

of professional communication. Every teacher should have instruction and

practicum experience leading to assured capability in these areas as part of

preserkice preparation.

5. Tischer-Parent-Student Relationships

fil teachers should learn skills and sensitivity in "Healing With

16



\ parents of their students and especially wtth parents and Siblings of

handip:apped and disadvantaged students. Instruction should be provided

which enhances respect for the role of the family in the nurturance and

education of children. This should he extended to include a history of

.disenfranchiped groups (e.g., handicapped, black, hispanic, native American,

migrant) and.knowledge of the effects of such disadvantages on families,

Nespecially .)on how family-school contacts might be influenced and on how%

parer*ts may view teachers and other professionals. 'teachers should haver.

some training and experience tin clinical approaches , to suspicions,

hostility, and anger; and In approaches to building trust and coo0eration.

They yhould he .prepared to share teaching skin_ s with parents, so that

/-progr elements for students can the continue in the home situation

whene er that is appropriate.

4
ecommendation:

All teachers ,should have skills and sensitivity for dealing with

parents aud siblings of handicapped students; they should have had

opportunities to practice skills in this area'as part of their practicums in

teacher preparation.

:-)tudent Student K.A.IlonshIL,

All teachers should he able t,) (eAL k,,.4 ix rtA,11._ k,tner

In ways that produce satistalction and sell-improvement. is ability should

be based on counseling skills, knowledge arm -skill in using group activities

that encourage cooperative behavior, and strong foundation studies in human

development.

Peet and cross-age teaching is a spectf-4e form of constructive

relationship which can he used with advantages for all tpartiFipants.
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Enc'ouraging pupils to teach each other and to beshelpful to one another is a

complex undertaking. It offers very tTportant learning experiencesMo the
\--1

tutors as well as to those who are tutored. Fordexample, a teen age boy or

girl can acqui;--selfconfidence and petsonal satisfactio n through helping
et

ti

second graders n learn to use phonic or configured= clues toy" uplOck new

or unfamiliar wogs; and home economics students can instruct immature

I.

children in selfhelp skills. Teachers can and should learn to use

heterogeneous groups of pupils in wOr6k of cooperatiVe kinds to achieve group

goals.

When teachers have the prerequisite skill to take solid command of the

sociaLstructure of their Classes through effective teaching, they find that

they have a powerful additional tool with which to construct ingividUalized

'learning sibiationag.

Recommendations:

kfrjteachers shoulde able to convey to students the attitude that

ttsbear some of the respon4bility for their social environment and must

be willing to help one another. Also, teAchrs need to be prepared to

manage the social structure of their classes by generating cooperative,

mutuallL hLAhral hehaViot amOli the students. Teachers need specific

insqlta lato and ^kills tot developing hete_rogeneously t:ooperative group1116_

procedures and p.er and ctOsS-age 'tutoring. They also should he able to

teach students to use some of the basic counseling/guidance skills in

relationships with other students.

/. ExcEtional Goliditjons

All teachers should h,,, .11Vi1,a6C of f.1 A._ .1k 4. . h

Instruction ot students with exceptlonal conditions, ch as 'limited sight

18



---for hearing, emotional .problems, limited' ognitive abilittest or `outstanding
(

'talents and gifts, and they should he aware of the literature and body of

practice in each areA which can,, he pursued in depth when, necessaryfar

example, when an exceptional student is en011ed in the class.' They need-

also to he famili,qr with the functi-ons of various specialists who work in
>-

the schools (e.g.,- psychologists, educational iudtolagTsts: school soagl
.

A
workers, resource teachers for the visually impaired, etc.) so that they are

prepared to establish teaming arrangements for .t4 instruction of

exceptional students. it is not reasonable to expect all teachers to know

everything uhout exeptional conditions; but the,/ shoiild have rudimentary

knowledge in all area4 and know that additional help is available, how to

get it, and 1-low to use it.

Recommendations:

All prospective teachers should have preparation 1,n understanding

exceptional children, in school procedures for accommodating children's

special needs, and in the functions of specialists who serve'exceptional,'

children. Moreover hands-on ex riences with the children and utilizing

the help of specialists our,ht to he Erovided.

6. Refeft.t

Whclt a pupil t . 1,3 I, Lt tiCt feels undt,lL

Lo resolve, it is not a mark of inadequacy for the teacher to refer the one

or the other to a colleague. In fact, failure to make a referral in such an

/ instance is a violation of broiessional ethics. Depriving a person of

access to someone who can provirieh&lp is'professioq1 malpractice which may

worsen a problem and cause other problems. It is important to establish the

attitude that making a referral is not to transfer "ownership" of
, a Soblem

19



a sPecialisti rather. it is a way of calling into one's situatipn a

spepialistWho bay be able to offer help.
4

Few teachers are so well and so broadly prepared that ,they can solve

on'their own every 'kind of problem Which Is encountered in schools. "What is

needed is.training that will give teachers the 'skills to detect actual or

potential problems, determine- -Whether the solutions tb the problems are)

within their professional, competency, and;,if not, permit the referral of

the problem for 'help in solution.' -,SOMetimes the referral will be to a
. ,

special resource within the school, and sometimes, to a broader community
---

agency.

An important act
'.and report .systematic

# difficulties. All teachers

of a good referral process

obselvations-. of pupils

individual students in the

ReCombendations:

Teachers

need,teeompetent

context of group behavior

need to learn the procedures

is being able to make.

who are experiencing'

responsibilities involved, and the way, to capitalize

in the obserVation of

in, their classes.

for rrals, the

on referral resources

in behalf of better education for'individual pupils. They'bust be skilled

in making systematic' observations to provide data and undergird judgments

for the 'referral process. There should be o rtunaies to obtain first-hand

experience in how both in-tchooi and COmmuni

9. Teaching
:

nWOchers should he

pupils, to carry out indiv

styles.,; spot special needs

recordli;'on individual pupil

agendas operate.

able, while managing and monitoring a group of

individual learning

4
signments, and keep

objectives.

idual assessments, identify

personalize and adapt as

progress toward established

20
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These skills form the essence of teaching to the individual pupil, IE

'does not mean, of course, that all teaching is one-on-one, and it does not

mean that the teacher-should attend to all pupils at the same time with the

same degree of intensity. It does mean that the teacher has mastered the

tactics of instruction which result in a reasonably close match between the

'interests and abilities of each pupil, the content that is being taught, and

the methods of instruction being used.

Teachers should be able to understand and interpret theory and research

relevant to the individualizing of instruction, be able to discern strengths

and weaknesses of children's abilities, be knowledgeable about diverse

models'for individualized instruction, be skillful in {developing objectives

for each student, and he able to assess whether each student is meeting the

objectives.

A particularly important aspect of individualizing instruction is

dompetendy in using assessment 'and grading systems that promote honest and

useful information sharing with the individual student-and parents. Thus,

teachers should be competent in domain - }or criterion-referenced assessment

and in'structuring case data for interpretation of the child's tPtal,

educational situation. Also, they should be able to conduct valid

evaluations of their own instruction.

Recolimenda t ions :

All teachers should be competent in the assessment of the individual.

student's educational needs and in adapting instruction to the individual.

Starting from the first week of teacher preparation, and continuing until

its completion/ trainees should be in the company of experienced teachers

who individualize education expertly and of specialists who can help in

diagnostic and instructional processes.

21



10. Professional Values

All teachers, in'their personal commitments and professional behavior

with pupils, parents, and colleagues, should exemplify the same

consideration for all Individuals and their.edudational rights as.are called

for in Public Law ,94-142 and An the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. These

,include the right of individual 'students to due process An all school:.

placement decisions, to education in.the least restrictive environment, and

to .carefury individualized education.

They also should be.skilled in assisting others (parents, colleagues,

pupils) in understanding and accepting as positive values, the increasing

diversity in characteristics of students who are enrolled in regular school

$rograms. They need to be able to lister( to opposing .viewpoints without

considering them as attacks on their own behaviors or values.

Both practicing teachers and teacher educators should be skillful and

consistent models in what they say and do as professionals and of commitment

to the implementation of the national and state laws relevant to education.

If they choose to dissent, which they are free to do as matter of

individual conscience, they should distinguish clearly between their

continuing professional obligation to their students and each other under

existing law, and their rights as individuals to propose and promote orderly

changes in the Iaw.

Recommendations:

Selection and training processes in teacher education should include

attention to values which give primary place to individual students, their

needs and rights. Such values are required on a moral basis for anyone

involved in teaching; but they are undergirded codes of ethical behavior

established 121: the teaching profession and in law. Teachers in training
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should be. oriented to ethical codes regarding their responsibilities to

individual pupils.

School law,, and the regulations that relate to it, also Should become

part of the foundation' of preparation for all teachers. The knowledge is

necessary for the safeguarding of pupils' rights, self-protection, and

intelligent professional behavior.

Assessment and planning for Revision in

Teacher Preparation

In this third section two major topics are presented: (a) a general

model for the conceptualization of teacher pteparation and (b) the

recapitulation of the ten competency clusters in the context of a definite

structure or model suggesting a system to advancethe analysis, evaluation, -

and planning of teacher-preparation programs.

Th Teacher-Preparation Model

Following is the outline of a model for the conceptualizatioq__of

teacher preparation. It involves two major dimensions: (a) areas of study

tnd (b) instructional modes.
I

Under "Areas of Study" are presented five general domains for the

)rganization of the content or subject matter of teacher preparation; they

ire designated by letters (A tkrough V and can be described as follows:

A. The general or liberal education which is designed to
produce an "educated" person. The studies are those prescribed by
the liberal arts faculties of iittitutions of higher education as
the central core of knowledge which must be acquired by all degree
candidates. Certain to be included are courses in the humanities,
sciences, mathematics, literature, and languages.

B. Specific sAlects.ix the specialty area in which .a

student intends to teach. Obviously; the choice to teach in
primary, secondary, special, or vocational education xequires

23



different kinds and degrees of preparation. For example, 'a
student must expect to meet very high competency standards in
mathematics if he' wishes to teach that subject at,he high school
or vocational school level; less advanced courses, in mathematics
are needed for primary school teaching.

,C. Undergirding disciplines. Each profession has its base'
in one or more disciplines which are basic, to it, foundational, or
undergirding. The special concerns of the teacher trainees for
human development and the efficient operation of ,social.systema
would dictate' some areas of study, especially psychology, for
example. Studies included here are basic in_nature but selected
for relevance to teaching. Though commonly taught through liberal
arts, there is no inherent necessity that it be so.

D. Educational foundations includes the humanistic and
behavioral studies, that form a bridge between undergirding
disciplInes and their specific. application to teaching practices
in the schodls. Here, 'foT example, are included history. (of
education), philosophy (as related to 'basic principles and
commitments.in education), sociology (a related to the structures
and processes of schooling as a social system), and psychology (as
related to the studies of learners and the management of
Ostructional procedures). 'The purpose and propesses of schooling
are the starting points for studies in educational foundations;
they reflect on education and have meaning for practice but do not
reach the specific'level of teaching practice.

E. Professional. practice. The specific knowledge,
_strategies, and models for_the professional 'practice of teachers,
plus consideration of the attitudes and values which must permeate
the life and commitments of the truly profitssional teacher. Among

,

) specific studies, here Would' be curriculum, methods of teaching,
.diagnostic procedures uld materials, and system's of instructional
management.',

Themodel also includes a
....

seyies of six."Imstructional Modes. In

'ougil aestienCe% thetniittOtilOnal *41114s represent a progression from direct
P.

ifistrIp4on .1.n.jihti.h the student in teacher preparation is the object,

h; c?4*ed4ate stages where the student begins to take more initiative

kar'111,i0iigiiiiglifs:.,own learning using special resources and laboratories, and

finally, to modes in which the student is confronted with complex clinical,

field, and internship experiences-and to which he/she is expected to respond

in a professional manner. The instructional modes and other features of the

model are presented in schematic form in Figure 1.
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Across the bottom the schema presented in Figure 1 is an

input-process-output model .that,indicates the systemic nature of teacher

education toward the level of professional competence exp/ted by the

profeIon. Learner accountability is emphasized because admission to and

continuance in,s profession depend upon practitioner possession and use of

the extant professional/culture. Implicit in the model is the necessity of

clearly specifying objectives or sivindards toward which all work is

directed. Implicit also is the need for.effective evaluation systems, both

formative and summative.

Superimposed 4iagonally across the matrix formed by the intersect of

the columns and rows are three overlapping circles: "modeling,"

"mentoring," and "tutoring." These designations are chltracteristics of

effective teaching which seem to transcend their mere consideration as.

strategies of Instruction. They are, instead, the essence of greatness in

master teachers. - "Modeling" refers to behaving' in/ that cause the

consciously or unconsciously, to imitate the observed

education unWitssilly sh&ld exemplif

student, whether

behavior; teacher

< "Mentoring"
. O

is the procesi: Which , teachers

t
t it, explicatet

exgrc se Conscious

the studentresponsibility for personally interceding in the 40yelopient o

#
and in the 'making of wise- choices in areas, that will determine future

directions. Mentoring is individual and highly personal. Studies have

shown that most successful persons can identify one or morn mentors in their

lives. "Tutoring" is one-on-one instruction whin the need for such

attention is evident. It can he cross-age, peer, professional, or other.

Competency Clusters in the Preparation Structure

In this final section, consideration is given to each.

4
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a .ccompetency civaters in the context of the teacher - preparation model.

Although brief, the presentation is sufficiently specific to be useful to

teacher educator's who wish to examine th&tr own programs or to accreditation

or other agencies that have 'occasion to monitor the operations of

teachereducation programs.

The discussion is organized in th form of a chart that consists ofL
three parts: (a) the identification of the competency cluster; (b) the

designation by capital and lower case letteri of the areaW.of study and

instructionla modes which are involved (for Key, see Fig. 1); and (c) a

brief delineation of process guidelines or standards in the area. should'

be recognized that the selection' of areas of study is somewhat arbitrary

since institutions may be organized in different ways'and allocate functions

accordingly. Similarly', there will be differences in odes between and

among institutions.

gib



Competency

Clusters

Areas of

Study and

Instructionl

Mbdes

Curriculum B. S ject Specialty(ies)

E. Pr fesional Studies

M. Presentation- Lecture

N. Learning Resources

P. Clinical

Teaching

Basic

Skills

Description

. Every candidate for teaching should be provided throug}( direct

instruction with a knowledge a the school curriculum from

kindergarten' through high school. They should examine samples-

of curriculum materials in learning resource centers and make

observations of instruction in Various curricular areas at all

levels of schooling. Students should know how curriculum

decisions are made and be aware of and concerned with preper ,!

sequencing and interrelations of curricular components. They '4

should be able to relate curricular topics to basic considerations

about the history, purposes,.and governance of schooling and

to knowledge on human development. They should have experience

in planning a curricula forvindividual students, including those

whose needs dictate modifications in the ordinary structure of
N

the curriculum. 00

D. Educational Foundations
, All teachers should be able ,to teach literary skills from beginning

E, Professional Studies up to at least fifth-grade level and be proficient
in instruction

4i whiCh maintains and .vanes good literary skills at advanced
1 levels.* This will require familiar ty with literacy teaching

materials, some clinical (one-on-one r small group) experience plus

M. Presentation-Lecture

N. Learning Res urces

O. Laboratory

Clinical

Field

R. Internship

supervised applications in field internship.situations.

Similarly, all teachers must be, able to teach personal arid life-

maintenance skills (safety,
personal hygiene, mobility, and the

like) ,and take a share of responsibility withiail other teachers

for instruction in these'areas. Teachers should..be able to relate

4 instruction in these areas to the purposes of schooling and they

should be able to relate their teaching roles to those of specialists

in the Cases of students wha have exceptional neqds.

k,
*For ex maple, regardless of whatspecialty are of teaching theyiay be in teachers should be skill in intro

duc,ing new vocabulary, creating the "set" forap opiate forms 'of reading comprehension, checking on student

bac and (through survey exams), on prerequisite basic skills and concepts for` an instructional unit, etc.

1
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Individualized C. lindergirding ,

Teaching
'Disciplines

D. Educational Foundations

E. Professional ,Studies

Exceptional

Conditions

m. 'Presentati n-Lecture

n). Learning espurces

Laborato

. Clinical

el. Field

r. Internship

I

D. educational Foundations

E. Professional Studies

m. Presentation-Lecture

n. Learning Resources

p. Clinical

q. Field

r. Internship

4 ' Cl

'Nk
Al l teachers sould be able to carry outilindiOdual assessments to
establish the developmental level of students in the subject r
bee taught, and.to identify studenti who have special
11 rning styles. They should also be able'to'persona ize and adapt
Lassignients and keep records of progress fir individual student$,

They should be able to state individual goals and objectives for
students and to carry out careful assessments

in each domain of
instruction-, They should be familiar with at least some of the
major systems (IGE, IPI; CAI, etc.) for the general management of
individualized instruction. This compe ency cluster calls for

strong preparation in criterion- or in-referenced assessment
as well as-norm referenced testing,' acher candidates, should be
expected to participate directly. iii variety of supervised clinical'
studies that involve individualiz ssessments of the students,

parent consultation, communication with diagnostic specialists
(i.e., special educators, school psychologists, school social
workers', speech-languap

pathologistss educational audiologists,
etc.), observance of due proqess principles, and the writing of
IEPs, It is important that the teacher of teachers provide a model
of, individualized teaching,

0

All teachers should
recognize exceptional conditions in pupils

that call for educational adaptations. They should know the key
terminology and be able to specify the

instructional (and special
service) assistance needed to maintain those pupils in regular

classes. 'This' domain should include presentations to teacher-

education students of basic information on exceptionality and

common adaptations. in regular classes. Also, experiences at
clinical, field, and internship levelsshould include interactions
with exceptional students.

Although P.L. 94-142 refers only to handicapped
students, it is

important that teachers be prepared to deal effectivelyyith

gifted"and talented students, as well 111.teachtrs shot4d havi'
knowledge of the major i)rinciples'adpraCticeS

derived -from
research and experience in working with gifted students. Also,
all teachers tust be committed to and able to competently manage
instruction which is multicultural in orientation.

'4
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Conferral and D. Educational Foundations

JReferral E. Professional Studies

m. Presentation-)tctur

in. learning Resources

p. Clinical

q. Field

r. Internship

Student- C. Undergirding

Student Disciplines

Relationships D. Educational foundations

E. Professional Studies

4

Professional

Values,

./

4

m. Presentation-Lecture

n. Learning Resource

o. Laboratory

q. Field

r. Internship

A! General Liberal

C. Undergirding

Disciplines

D. Ed cational Foundations

E. Pr fessional Studies

m, sentation-Lecture

n. Learning Resources

o, Laboratory

p. Clinical

q. Meld

r. Internship

4

I

All teachers should recognize that they can obtain help from, teaching '
4

colleagues and various Specialists and that it is a sign of.sUperi

professional ability and state, not of weakness) to recognize

help is neederhd to ask for it, use it, and acknowledge its value.

Teaoheisshouldbe skilled, in making and recording systematic abse-

vations.of their student as a basis for informed referral and con-

sultation. This competency cluster' calls'for knowledge of the

rolq'of various specialists, plus:clinical experience in referral

procedures. All teachers should be geRerallyfamiliar wi 'the full

range of special services both within the schools and i the broader
1,

community.

All teachers ahouXi beiprepared to manage with higF skill the relations.,

among their, students in "peer tutoring," "cross-age tutoring," and

other group activities. Teadiers should be skilled ,in giving students

developmentarperspectives abort their own problems and concerns, in

teaching them to ip mutually helpful and supportive to one another,

and in giving" het increasing,responsibility for helping,to manage the

educational environment, This setof competencies requires strong
).

orientation in developiental and counseling psychology plus supervised

experiencesAn laboratory, clinical, field, and internship settings. '

All teachers should be we informed, concerning such concepts as "right

to education ," "least retrictive atternative," and "due process," par-

titularly as they relate to education fot children from minoilty groups, ,j!

and those who are handicapped. They should make professional commitments

to ,the realization of the val which these concepts represent, To

achieve the goals in this area t is e sentia that prospective teachers

receive relevant instruction as part o general, foundational,

and, professional studies; perhaps more e ntial,is that the attitudes .

be moOeled by pheir ins tort and be fu ly exemplified in tht field

and tRternship settings used for teacher preparation.
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Professional' C. Undergirding

Interactions Distiplines

D. Educational Foun ations

E. Professional Studies

o. Laboratory

p, Clinical ,

q. Field

liternship

Teacher-

Parent-

Student

Relationships

/

C. Undergirding

Disciplines

D. Educational Foundations

E. Professional Studies,,

m, Presentation-Lecture

o. Laboratory

, p. Clinical

q. Field

r, Irternship

Pupil and Class C. Undergirding

Management Disciplines

D. Educational Foundations

E. Professional Studies

m. Presentation-Lecture

n. Learning Resources

o, Laboratoryrj,

q. Field,

r. Internship

41

All teachers should'be knowledgeable about processes of consultation,

effective communications, and intervrofepional planning, This

knowledge requires strong elements of preparation 'in relevant

disciplines and educational foundations plus supervised exper-

Aencie in clinical, field, and internship settings. Specific

instruction in parent education and counseling should be pro-

vided, Important contributions to training should be expected

from other professional fields, such as Counseling Psychology.

All teachers hould have knowledge of the functions of families and

how familie interact with bureaucratic structures (including the.

schools) in which family member§\become involved. They should be

especially ell informed about difficulties which may arise in

school/family interactions when the,family is part of a disen-

franchised group or when individual students are handicapped or

unusual in some way. Teachers should have experience at clinical

levels and in all other practicum settings in meeting with parents

to plan school'programs. They should have experience ,in working

with other professionals in the same context. They should have

training and experience in sharing educational tasks with parents.

All teachers must be skilled ingeneral classroom management procedures,

including group processes (e.g., use of heterogeneous cooperative

groups), group approaches to creating positive affective climate,

and approaches for achieving group attention and individual orien-

tation to task. These competencies call for specific elements of

preparation in ungingirding disciplines and educational foundations,

especially in are of sociology and social psychology, and for

professional instruction and experience in application of procedures

in group settings, A specific set of insights to and skills in

applied behavior analysis should be included, in which case both'

clinical and classroom applications should be required.
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Some Implications

Obviously, the preceding materials have been developed from a

particular perspeCtive, that engendered by the principles of Public Law

94-142. Although thifi important law has surprisingly complex and

fundamental implications for teacher preparation, it is clear that ehe,

contents of this paper represent only a part of what needs to be considered

in the formulation of a total rogram for teacher preparation. Thus, it is

intended that thlt statement be used as a stimulus for creating a broader

set of alternative statements about teacher education in general.

A number of teacher educators and other persons who are interested in

teacher education have prepared responses to this paper in which they

consider the broader implications for all of teacher education. They raise

critical issues about teacher preparation, such as the time or lifespace

requirements and resources necessary for effective teacher preparation. May

this not be the time and occasion for moving solidly for a minimum of five

years i the customary four for entry level preparation for

teaching? Other major issues surely needing attention include the

following:

--How do we aLran6e instruction in undetgirdlng disciplines and

education foundations that, besides reflecting disciplinary

structure, also reflect the structures and realities of

teaching/learning problems in the schools?

--How can we arrange for sufficient flexibilitylwin staffing teacher

education programs so that new elements of importance can be drawn

from various departments of the college or university?

--How can we arrange the continuing development of present teacher

education faculties so that they can address competently the
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emerging new issues and challenges in teacher education?

''"Are we expecting too much of the great mass of "regular" teachers

and do We need, to work through a differentiated staffing strategy as

we try to meet added challenges to the classroom?

"'What are the implications of Public Law 94-142 and other new forces

for change for the preparation of school personnel besides

teachers?

This statement was prepared in the belief that Public Law 94-142

reverberates against the basic structures of teacher preparation; that it

amounts to a new and urgent call for examining the basic content and

structure of teacher preparation. It is hoped that this statement and the

set of responding papers will become one force in energizing a new and more

searching look at teacher preparation, not only by teacher educators, but

also by other persons, such as political leaders and interested citizens,

who believe that effective education for handicapped students requires

fundamental improvements in all of teacher preparation and teacher

performance. It is time to raise public school teaching to the important

professional status which tt deserves and which the school and the public

interest requAre.

At the time of L1,10 ..1L1.6, (Auti",L I I ) woCk 18 underway it the

offices pt the N811olk81 Support ;iystems Project at the University of

14innesota to analyze each of the ten competency clusters and the major

:elements of processes of teacher education to delineate a set of

topicA--perhaps 30 to 40 in number--on which efforts will be concentrated to

develop materials useful in teacher education situations. The materials

will he oriented, first, to assessment; that is, they will be useful to

teachef educators who wish to examine their own competencies and the teacher
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preparation programs they conduct for covetage of certain critical topics.

Secondly, they will provide sketches of the knowledge and skill bases

included u er each topic; these should provide "starters" for teacher

educators o wish to make new efforts for improvement in the selected

areas. Hopefully, these materials will make it possible for

teacher-preparing institutions to "map" their strengths, weaknesses and

needs in relation to the content and processes said to be important in

earlier portions of this paper.
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Commentary

on Teacher Education for Mainstreaming
,

(A Tape Transcription)

Robert B. Howsam

Introduction

It has been interesting to be involved with you in your deliberations

about programs of higher education. My participation leads me to the

following remarks, the purpose-of which is to analyze, put in context, and

perhaps in places enlighten the discussions.

In 1910 Abraham Flexner issued the report which resulted from the

Carnegie ,Foundation-suppotted study of medical education. It is an

enlightening document--one wh4ch youwould enjoy. As one reads, one

realiAthat if you were to remove "medical" and "medical education" and

insert "teaching" and "teacher education," much of the content would be

AL remarkably 4ntemporary. The difference between 1910 and 1980 would be the

.difference of professions-Tmedicine and teaching.

Flexner came to his conclusions after looking at the medical profession

and the dismal conditions in which it found itself. After examining the

medical education institutlons and the horrible conditions found in

them--far transcending most of the things we could-find in our situationhe

came to the conclusion that the only solution to the roblem -Was to

concentrate on the preparation of medical people for i4/ medical profession

And control the quality of that preparation. Once that was done, the

medical profession began its forward March. Suddenly, almost explosively

(the time was right apparently), it happened. It.was made to happen by



concentrating on Ole development of medical science through research and.

medical,prac4tioners through training.

We in education seem to have no alternative but to do likewise. We

will spend our lives, and our successors will spend theirs, in a sudCession

of crises if we do not got, back to the root and get at what it is that we

have t6 be able to deliver. It does not matter whether the specific issue

-is multicultural education or mainstreaming or something else; each issue is

-fundtimentally rooted in the capacity of the profession to deliver services.

If we do not keep oir eye do that, we will have missed the main purpose for

which we are supposed to be in business.

I often tell people that it takes two kinds of institutions to deliver
Ar

a professional service to the society. One is the delivery institution we

have been focusing on--the school--the delivery institution for educational

services. The other institution is the profession that delivers those

services in the school., In my view, our primary attention should be on the

development of the profession. If we do, our jobs well, the schools will be

able to take care of themselves. And if we continue not'to do our jobs,

there is nothing under the sun the schools can do to take care of

themselves, ekcept V.) Lulu In despeLatAo ocallztug the preparation of

[cachet's In the wock pLAILd. The only alternative lett to many

superintendents of schools who ace cuntronted with a problem such as

mainstreaming is to go in and Cry to patch the system with inservice

education. If we in teacher education continue to allow that to happen, we

are very likely to he bypassed totally in theme processiss. When school

superintendents cry out that colleges and univ\ersities cannot prepare

teachers, they are speaking from their own personal experience as to the

kind of professional service that they get. They come to that conclusion

36
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because, although we have had teacher education for 150 years, the product

is not able to perform to the needed level. That is what led our Commission

on Education for the Profession of Teaching to emphasize the preparation of

teachers and to try to find the conditions under which we cad ;do that

properly.

I frequently comment, too, on academic freedom, about which there has

been a great deal of talk. The concept of academic freedom comes from the

academic profession and it applies in pure form only to the academic

profession. It was for this that the universities were created and given

anutonomy. The academic profession--the oldest of all the

professionsdeclared that, in order to perform its functions, it had to

have .the right of social criticism, 'free inquiry, free teaching, and

dissemination. When you consider a professional school, howev'er, you are

talking about a preparation institution whose program is rationally built on

consensual agreement among the members of the total profession. Such a

consensus is based on research and on accumulated, carefully examined

experiences. Once the substance of the preparation is decided, institutions

and professors are bound to deliver. We as professors in a professional

school do not have Lhe right to ca1,1 academic freedom into play in matters

of instructional delivery. We do not have the right to say, am goingtto

do this and I,am not going to do that." If we belong to the professlon, we

are accountable to the profession.. We have to dance to its tune. (Nothing

in such a position should be interpreted as restrictive of the professor's

right and obligation to question, to challenge, to research and experiment,

and to seek prdgram change.)

We in teacher education have tried play both sides of that street,
r ;.

like the man in the Civil War Oho could d t decide whether he was on the



side of'the North or on the side, of the South; aril so wore a- blue coat and

gray trousers. He got shot-lin both, 'We have been shot in both just too

long, and now we must make our choices. We can be the Cinderella of the

academic community, which we have always been and will continue to be, or we

can stand up and be counted and become a respectable profession in our own

right. To accomplish this, we will have to give up that comfortable little

spot, where, though the sisters go to the ball, at least they drop us the

crumbs from the (ends of their fingers. That is not good enough for us,'but

it is all we will,get as long as we insist that we are academics and that we

want our identification within the academic community. I am sick of the

game. It does not fit us. If we cannot buy in on the idea of profession,

then I think we do not buy in on what our profession,needs and has to offer
46

us.., I spend much of my life trying to rationalize tha't' issue in my own mind

and trying to convince other people.

Rs,I have been listening to you, I think you have identified a number

of different phases through which we have to pass. Before I evens mention

them, I think I ought to warn you that linear thinking in connection with

the process you are undergoing is a very dangerous thing. One does not say,

"We have to do this before we can do that," tecause many developments can

and do go an at once. Anybody who deals with systems learns to take hold of

a system anywhere he can get hold of it, and to manipulate and massage the

elements of the system all at once, not just one at a time. Rarely does

one need to say, "We have to get to thishpoi with the faculty before we

begin to do that." As far as q am concerned, it is far better to think in

terms of a numbei of different phases or developmental processes that we

have to go through.

ItAleems to me that we have been talking about orientation a great
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deal. How are we to orient ourselves and how are we to orient ourof

colleagues? Knowing what something is about is clearly a phase that we have

to go through, and clearly it is a first step. However, I do not see any

reason why we cannot start almost at once to develop some position

statements. A small group of people can begin to write down the assumptions

underlying what we propose to be our position. Others can develop

meaningful and helpful statements based on literature and other resources

that we presently have. Each activity of this kind will sharpen faculty

awareness of their need for orientation. If the faculty had tossed on their

desks tommorow a set of assumptions that you proposed to adopt at a faculty

meeeting, there would be a very 4(ck heightening of concern over their

awareness levels. That is one process through which I would go. I would

have some people who are good at developing assumption sets and position

statements get at this, task. No matter how crude these first position

statements are, begin to feed them to the faculty. You will very quickly

heighten people's concern over their awareness levels and get them on board.

They will recognize that, except as they are involved, they will be bypassed

in a pr.ocess that, as the decision makers in your college, they cannot

afford to be bypassed on. Out of all of Oils, you would begin to develop

some sort of a consensus i.i a co4itmenu co what\has to be done.

Such a process is much more real if it is.done out of position

statements than if it is done out o orientation. Though orientation is not

without value; all you get out of it is a sort of geneVVilized commitment.

When you begin to put down your position statements, you get down to nuts

and bolts. Out of our own college's records I can show you a great number

of these draft pos'ition papers which were used to refine sets of objectives
4

for our college. Such activities force people into an examination of the
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AP
fundamental issues and away from the triji. that we tend to argue about as

we consider whether we are going too -do some-tiling one way or another.

Once basic understandings and commitment8 are obtained it is necessary

to get into the question of implementation. Once again, I am pot talking

serially; phases are conceptually discrete

interacting. This puts us into the position of

, but in pract they are

saying, "We must implement

something now." We
;

find that we have need for a curriculum development

process, and an instructional design process.

Instructional Program Considerations

Figure 1 on the following page is a model which andi-ytically portrays

several elements of teacher education programs (a f her description of the

model can he found in Appendix A of this paper). . On the lefthand side of

the figure is a list of the substantive or the co tent areas on which our

profession depends. It really isv list of a 1 the components of a

preparation 'program for teachers. Across the top is a selection of

Instructional modes

0

Arras of Study

Five

W,,14

which are suited to professio al preparation programs.

,ust.,fflakily are the

lespousthility ,he Arks s.A Sciences taculLy at,d some of the professional

school of education.

General Liberal. All students have o meet the general' education

requirements of the institution. Whethef that amounts to 40 hours, 45

hours, or 50 hours depends on the institu Vion, but there almost always Os a

common core of up to 50 hours. our own purposes, the best we in

education can do with the general education requirement is to negotiate with

the academic community to relate this component somewhat to teaching. For
4
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The Education of Professionil Teachers
Areas of Study/Modes of Instruction

INSTRUCTIONAL MODES

MODELING/MENTORING/TUTORING

Areas of Study

General Liberal
mormumiair

Teacher Education

Life Space

Subject Specialty(ies)

Undergirding
(Pre-Ed)

Educational Foundations

Professional Practice
- Knowledge
-Strategies
- Models
-Attitudes/Values
-Professional Literacy

LJ
+ 100 s.c.h..

Input
comult Process

± 56 s.c.h.

Output
A
* Standards as set by theE10. teaching profession with
m learner accountability
n
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the most part, however, students from all areas of the university are

involved in such classes, so little can be done to have them madeg)Ireetly'

relevant. In some institutions, education students could elect cuutses

under professional school advisement.

Subject SpecialtY(ies). Texas requires everyone who is going to teach

secondary school to have 24-hour specializations in each of two teaching

fields (except in the all-level which requires 48 hours in one field .

While other states may vary in the number they require, universally thereis

a subject area requirement similar to that of Texas. /It is these' hours that

the other professions use for a major part of the professional preparation.

After General Liberal, re have to work for up to 50 semester hours on

teaching our students something to teach--before we get muh chance to talk

about how we are going to teach it. Regardless of how we interact and

interface them, they remain fundamentally 50 hours of content in the

disciplines. We cannot de much about it and would not want to if we could.

It is an important element of teacher preparation.

Undergirding Disciplines. One of the characteristics of a profession

identified in our Commission report indicates that a profession always is

based in one or more undergirding disciplines out of which the practice of

the profession is developed. Doctors have to study anatomy which is a

discipline. Teachers need to study psychology, sociology, ,anthropology, and

philosophy--four commonly-agreed upon undergirding disciplines of our

profession. Normally these are taught in Arts and'Sciences. Usually they

are introductory courses. As with general liberal, we sometimes are able to

influence the courses and have some teacher-relevant content in them. Rut

for the most part, while the professors teaching the courses know their

disciplines, they do not know how the disciplines relate to the. education
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institution and to. the act of teacN.ng.
-,

Educational Foundations. For every ,undergirding discipline in the pure

sC6nces, there usually is a corresponding applied disCipline called

#

"educational foundations which relates the discipline to schooling and/or

teaching. Thus we have educational psychology, child development,-

educational sociology', educational philosophy, and so on. We have at least

one foundation area for each pure discipline on which we depend,

Professional Practice. ally we have the particular concerns which

characterize our profession. These are the knowledges, skills, attitudes

and values that our profession has to develop in its graduates before it

inducts them into the profession and gives them a license to practice using

the whole repertoire of instructional strategies, knowledges, and

Xrofessional\behaviors.

Life Space

Oro the right side of the model is a column htaded "Teacher 'Education

Life Space." Lif space is expressed as semester credit hours.

If we take all of the cOOponents commonly assigned to Arts and

Sciences, it takes roughly 100 semester hours, more or less, even with aciMe

overlapping among the components to get these first three Arts and Sciences

functions performed. This leave us in education, at a bachelor's bevel ,

with roughly 20 hours within which to perform our obligations. It

represents the amount left after others have taken their time out of the

available 120 hours. That is where we get the box in which we live. The

box is rational.

concerned.

Our continuing to live in it is irrational as'far as I am

Thoughtful teacher educators rarely argue for reducing the Arts and

Sciences input to our professiOn because they believe that nobody honestly
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can e y that teachers s uld not be liberally edueat001.shoeld not know well

the au jects they are going.to be teaching, should .not well informed so

they can relate to current societal events, and so on. With:this we readily
. .

agree.. Neither can we Argue that teachers 'should not be iell versed in the 4

undergirding disciplines of theirprofession. We cannot responsibly argue,,

for cutting credit out of ,that area of study. But agreeing to this leaves

us with the problem of our own life apace.-
.11

When it comes. educational foundations and to. the professional

component of the knowledges, behaviors, and skills for teachipg, we have

agreed that we'heed,,,he 20+,hours that we now get in the undergraduate

program, plus another 30, hours which yields the approximation of a master's

degree program. This provides_ 50 hours that we would have to ourselves to

'work6 on educational foundations and professional components. When we send
. e

students out to an internship, we probably wtll offer seminar credits for

each of the two seiesters they .are ;interns, and that will run us up to 56

hoUrs;

Rationally, therefore; what w, e'are arriving at as if'definition of the

.minimum level for profespional frprharation is' the master's three plus or

inclusive, of an internship.

Instructional Modes

The' content of professional/ teacher preparation is on19' one

consideratiOnt Equally important eh the means h which the ihstruction is

to he delivered. Some representative mode's are shown across the top of the

model. Of these, only some will require a comment.

Ihstructional Resources. We will )0MP ize much more the use of

. .1
mediated and other learning resources which it the student to be an

independent rather thfal a dependent learner. In our college, for example,



we have a 10,000 square7foot leariiqg resource centerJa 4,000 aquat4-font

production center; and another 4,000 square -foot facility that is a learning

satellite. So we have roughly 16,000 square feet of'our building devoted

learning resource center development and delfVety, Developing materials for

this center has caused us to grow more than anything else we have eve done;

one really has'to know whaehe is about when he Starts to mediate himself.

He has to know what he wants as objectives, how to deliver the instruction,

and, how to evaluate the outcomes. One growsvin the prdcess.

Laboratory Simulation. The laboratory methodology is one that our

profession has not d ne well (micro - teaching and the use of protocols are .

examples of laborator technology) but it is one which is vital to certain

kinds of learning. For example, one can put students in lecture classes and

lecture at them until hell freezes Over and not neceosarily -touch their

attitudinal or their behavioral componentsexcept for affecting their-

cognittge ability to reproduce what ybu ask them to reproduce.

Producing teachers is probably the most ifficult of all the

professional acts carried on in our society. It is the most difficult,

partly .becaUse it is more complex to, begin with; it is a less deliMited

field than most of he nther professions. But the ceicial reason why it is

the most- difficult, is that the school is a primary stitution `which most

people, as children, have experienced for 12 years, 200 .days a year, five

hours a day. They have had model teachers.' All the other profesons take

people who are not already programmed when they enter the profession. They

have seen their doctor a few times. may never have seen a lawyer; they

have lit (le idea about what lawyer do and what lawyers are. In such case

people are a tabula rasa, waiting to have .written on them what they should

do 'and what they should he in their professi Not so with burs. Every
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child can play school andA it with great fidelity. They know precisely

what the behaviors of a,Principal are and precisely what the behaviors of a

teacher are. They know it from long experience and their experience is
)

value loaded. They are emotionally involved in who is a good teacher and

who is not because of their' own past experiences, what their parents have

said, and so on. If we want to make teachers who are already imprinted

either favorably or unfavorably into effective profed-Sional teachers, we

have to eradicate the harmful practices and the value loadinka that are o1

the practices.

I refer, for instance, to the tendency of our society to be judgmental

and punitive, which is a common observation made about American society.

From the very beginning of our history we were judgmental and punitive. We

were extremely hard- on children, extremely hard on each other. That is what.

we have learned out of our backgiounds. '.Yet we know from the science of our
Citi!

profession that such behavior is a ally dysfunctional mode. How are we

to remove judgmentalism from a person before we turn him or her loose as a

teachertin the school? Similarly, if a teacher is biased against a black

skin or a brown skin or a language that is different from his own, do you

just tell him it is not right? We know that such approaches cannot he

expected to work. We have to use powerful strategie, of instruction that

are capdble of changing the attitudinal, value - loaded behaviors that

teachers bring with them. We need powerful strategies to overcome the

forces that pull teachers in other directions.

The technlhogy-supported laboratory, where people are brought together
0

in small 'groups, is one of the best strategies for this purpose. In

laboratory situations different modes of behavilr are experienced and.

feedback is given in a supportive mode. This is dole process in
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micro - teaching. We say, "This is an instructional behaLior or strategy that

teachers need--try it; we will video-tape you; we will sit do4Wkith you and

play it back; we willt point out what occurs and you can'go back and try it

again. As long as it takes, we want to keep att this. We are not rejecting

you. We are simply saying that some behaviors are beltevedto be necessary
Ali

to teaching and you need to have them eventually."

-All kinds of materials--some developed in federal -projects--are not

used in most institutions. because either we do'not know about them or we are

,not comfdrtable with them or we do not have they time to uy them. So we,

rush through our simpler processes and send out students who are note,

fundamentally changed but who can verbalize glibly those\ things that we
4

wanted reprOduced. This does not constitute action-effective professional

behavior. So laboratories are needed as Ale of our major strategies.

Clinical Studies. We in teacher education know the variety of real.
.

world experiences that people need to -get the orientation to and the

praCticed reinforcement of what.we teach. Th7 clin1.91 experience is the
.

-\
.

_ ,

...- mos,----ally.t neglected of ally. In my view, not a single teacher -shoal' eV-et- be

permitted to. go into -the schools unless that teacher has had a minimum of
to

eight or ten in-depth cl ),. ical experiences with children with different

kinds of learning challenges--hopefully there could be more. This requirs

an operating clinic on the campus- or in conjunction with the schools, where

. a student teacher, under 16perviston, can work up cases on particUlar

children and develop recommenda4ons regarding those children. In other

words, it is an.individual program dilthe kind that optometry students, for

example, experience in coAtless' }lifts of clinical training. Such

experies involve' being assigned to a client, working up a case, making up

a prescription, calling the professor, having the professor sedl if it was an



a

accurate prescription. Students in the professional schools do stibh

processes over and over again'to make .sure that they can prescri1 safely.

We, on.the- other hand, send people out into the. teaching profession without

the experience pf a single case. Then we tell. them they have to

individualize programs and do diagnosis and prescription of learning

problems every minute of the day. We are never,going to prepire

professional-teachers until we put them in clinical settings and make them
/

Mee children as individual children. Schools always have looked at classes

4,4
/

of students -as the unit. Even though .7 have talked about

individualization, we also always have talked about grouping for

instruction. We never liave taught teachers to look at children as

individual cases to be diagnosed .Td dealt .with'in terms 'of the individual's .

particular needs. If we are not prepared to go into depth in our

reparation, most of our training will fail..

The Internship. Perhaps it would be /wise also to point out that

teachers, unlike practitioners of most other professions,, do not deal only

with indivi4uals. They also have to deal with the class as a group and with

subgroups within the class. Clinical studies of.the sociology of the

clissroom and its impact on learning are as important as -studies of

individuals. In the last year, after meeting the requirementsof the

training program to a irtisfactory level, the.student teacher would.be

employed in a'school as an "intern" or "beginning teacher" for a year or

two, under the supervision of and pith assistance from both a professional44

from the local school and a te i cher educator from the college. This

instructional mode would be similar to other professional internships where,-
i ''-

fot a year the intern's decisions: are monitored, help 14 given, and

effectiveness on the firing iiine is assessed in actual situations.

e r
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Modeling, Mentoring, Tutoring'

Among the most important modes of instruction, three hew been singled ,

A

out and placed separately across the top of the model. These are

"modeling," "mentoring," and "tutoring."

Modeling. Modeling refers to acting in ways that serve as examples to

those whOm we teach. There 'is ample'eviden6e of the power of models in-P

affecting the behaviors of people. In teacher education everything around .

the student. should exemplify the best of educational practice. This is true

of professors add

facilities, of

fessorial behavior, of strategies of instruction, of

personal relations,.and of support serviCal A College

of Education must seek to "exemplify what it explicates," in part because it

must be true to itself and in part because modeling is one of its most'

'effective strategies..

Mentoring. Extensive studies have revealed the power as well of

.mentoringZ' Studies in business rveal'that every successful business leader"

studied cn identify one or -more personal mentors--a mentor being a person

who has taken a personal interest inland has intervene to influence the

of,the individual. A prominent medical doctor has indicated the
4

-tmputliAce of;one-arclone4ento%tng in-medical education as well

' Tutoring. As a concept and practice, tutoring is well known t? us.

Teacher 'education students need instruction in and experience '"with

tutoring.

with other forms of instruction, students of teaching .need. to

exper nce all three of these powerful modes off Interpersonal influence.

Systemic Process 1
Though the model is analytic in its nature and intent, It can also be

viewed as an- input-process-output system model. The input-process-output
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nature of the preparation process is shown on the lower right.. Operating

towArd a set of objeCtives that are declared, node publicvand'known by the

learner, the strategy is !limner to that of competencybased education. It

does not matter whether it is called competency based or something else. In..

any case, professional education ha's to be objective oriented; we TINTe

identify what we want the student to know and what we want 'the student to

121iable to do. Then we have toput online an inputprocessoutput operktion-74"

and assessment. Whsn. it is all over, we have. to hold, t
the learner,

accountable for meeting the objectives. It is important to .--keep in mind

that the objectives represent the stendardsiwich the profession sets. In

the ideal sense, both teacher education and the student are accolintabla to

our profession.

There is no excusing our sending an unprepared professional out.to

practice because we did not have enough life space; no decent profession

sends -out a person who has not been held accountable, before he/she Is sent

out, for demonstrating the capacity to be a- good professional to a safe

levell

ynard Reynolds has been trying with the help of agroup to put flesh

on the hones of this model, particularly on those items on the lefthand

side of our figute. The intent will o see 3f we can ideneify, for ,the

mainstreaming movement and for the teaching,profession in generpl, the
r

,

instruction that we can offIr that would be directly related to the question

that we have been considering here, the 'mainstreaming of handicapped

children. The profession no longer can afford to prepare its practitioners

to a level which assunes,-/E-RAt the most challe7ging cases will be sent

elsewhere.

SC



Resource Implications,
4

.

It is obvious that the" use of extended'prografta and more effective
0

strategies. of instruction has resource impltcations. The propos0 program

yould'involve a higher per student cost. It is important, however, not to

jump too qui6kly to conclusions about cost. It also is important to take

.the broader rather,than the narrower view and to emphasize cost benefit.

The purpose behind improvement it teacher education program is *ore

effective education in the schools. Schools have a choice., ;They can
. - .

_-

operate so as to create problems and then mount expensive corrective and
,,J. \,

remedial programs, or they can seek to prevent problems. If, as this

) )

.

4

observer believes,many of the chronicoblems of schools derive ,i,,c1.ctly

from chronic negle t of teacher preparation, then the least expensive

solution may be b'tter initial preparatidn. The exercise of the teacher
.41 14111N..

. .

-preparation option would cost more in the higher education budget and leasmore
.

in that of the p'ublic schools.

Even that line of reasoning may be faulty, however. Teacher education
.

--nas long been the bargain baseMent of.higher- education. Students have

flocked to it, but many, bought ,what they didn't really wanE-Aelcept lor"the
*4.

degree label on it. Thus, in the eyed, many went into other wars of life

without ever teaching or after teaching for short periods of time. Extended

and rigorous, programs of teacher education would cut out the bargain

shoppers. A program twtce as long in the professional requirements for half

as many students could cost little more than at present and benefit schools

at the same time.

Neither are all of our present programs low cost. Professors justify

the need for 4all classeS And then lecture to them; such instruction' has a

.

high unit -Cost and low effectiveness. Student teaching--a relatively
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4

ineffective instructional strategy--has been relatively high in cost.

Post shotild not be permitted to turn 'Ode efforts to improve teacher

education. The profession can make better use of existing resources. More.

importantly, however, it can call upon those who provide resources cto the

educational system to invest in the most significant effort of all--the

education of professionalloteachers.

Ps

Coftcluding Remarks

I Often find myself asking whether we any longer care. 4.1Do we as

professionals stand up and tell the public what we couldtdo "if"? Duo we
MIT

relate to ourown teacVz.! profession to convince it that we know what a

good program is? Do we recognize the criticism we deserve for the output of

teacher education? 'Do we seek our profession's support in designing what it

is that needs to be there? Do we respect our practitioner professional

colleagues'and value their involvement In "acher silucation? Do we believe

that if they join with us they will 'come to a conclusion, simi ar )to ours?

There is no way, in my view, that onetan escape these conclus ons. They

are minimal; they are not maximal. Boldltand openly-sharing them is the

only way to get supoport.

As CreminUid last February in his Hunt lecture, nd as I timidly said

last October in Saskatchewan where I thought it was fairly safe, ultimately

all teachers should end up with a doctor's degree. The other professions

do. If one goes through law, one gets a boctor of Jurisprudence; if one

//goeithrough optometry, he receives a Doctor of Optometry; in medicine, it

is,a Doctor of Medicine.' Our'long-term objective, probably not publicly

stated at this time, when we get to full professional status, should be to

grant all teachers professional doctor's degree. Then when we graduate
V
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them, when they walk by.'and-receive . their certificates and diplomas on
,40,

stage,the Dean will not have to whisper to-them, "You get hack here next

fall and get going on the rest of your preparation." That is what we now' do

to teachers. The day they walk across the stage we tell them we will see

them in September. We tell them that they will he responsible for removing

the deficit with which we have left them. That is an unconscionable thing

to do.

Texas has recently proposed a hill which would esteish some legal

requirements of this kind.] The bill would allow a teacher'five years in

4,hich to pick 9_11 stet's. degree. Contemplate, if you will, that

partially-trained teacher, going out to work in a mainstreamed clasa in the

central city, struggling for survival, and being told tha one night a week

or two nights a week he/s146 is to be at the college for three hours and that

he/she is to study at least an additional six hours in connection with each

:nf those three.. Contemplate, too, that teacher being told to be an

effective and successful teacher, and not to let the children down. How

long must we suffer this?' How long can education,professors remain silent

apd seem mot to know or care? 1

Many, professional educators across t'he 'nation despair of major
Ate

improvements in teacher education and the teaching profession without major

improvements in, the governance and control of 4'professi.onalmatters.

Attempts are being made to establish teaching as a profession under the law

and to set up professional practices commissions with appropriate authority

in professional matters:

We in T x/i've actively4ngaged in "§uCh an effort at this time. The
`.%

deans of education and the Texas State Teachers' Association have
w

co lahorated in. drafting and proposing a bill for this purpose. We are
e



confident that it will go forward and*pass the egislature this year.

We in teacher education have,to belie e that teachers, too,' are

rational beingst We can and must work togethe In'the initial efforts

there will he tensions as some long-harbored eelings are relealpolL but

these scan will pass. Then common ground based on commonHinterest will be

discovered and the power of the organized teac ers will drive refNM in

teacher (

education. We are unlikely to get it any other way. Teacher

education has no power of its own and it has few who knOw enough or care

enough to act in its behalf. Our own'p ofession s our source of potelktZl

power and influence.

conclude by saying that I think we ought o remind ourselves that

professors are not immaculately conceived and they are not divinely

inspired. We have to use the same strategies of ins ruction on ourselves as

we use in preparing teachers. Otherwise, we will go into this Vert of

self-improvement at a cognitive level with minimal c mmitment, an , we will

end up with the frustration that many others have erten in similar

attempts. We have to be serious about our own educat on. It akes powerful

strategies and good climates to prepare other people in important things.

It will take ,no less for professors, and perhaps mire, because of their

seeming assumption that they are divinely inspired.. We just:have to take

our own' development very seriously if we are going o get anywhere. The
.

more we can get involved in the kind of process that I indicated earlier,

the more we can actually.take it on as a challenge and a task and work at it

together, the les's likely ghat people will say, "Before tae can do that, we
e

need this." That is what,. leads 'to educational efforts and trailicg ;efforts

on the part of ourselve's.

We should not overlook the reity that the whole system of the

. t
university is against it. One does not get a brownie point on the

it



university- Alibus for attending a norkshop. One,goes not,get promoted for

that; neither does' salary flow fromAt. It will be an uphill fight because

thevAlue system in the university, particUlarly at this time, is not'highly

favorable to it. Sometimes I wish we were still normal schools. At least

we would have control of our own destiny.

When it comes down to the last question of all, the q e ion is: Do we ,

have'enough guts to'risk our present situationin favor of a better one?

The word "risk" always carries the possibility that it could go either way,

thlough in our case there s ms precious little to lose. It is not an easy

thing to confront the aca emit community. It. is not an easy thing to live

through the grinding experience of having teachers and teacher educators

confront each other like horn enemies. But I can tell_ you 'chat we came

through such confrontations before. After all the arrows have been shot and

all the spit balls have been thrown, we have sat down together and found it

in our best interest to stay together and do things. together. I an

_convinced that is the way ileCis going to be if only people commit

4eepmselves.

Ther4 are, precious few CollegtR of Education around the Countv that

are prepared to make the level of commitment that is necessary if we are

going to meet e challenges of mainstreaming, and above all, if we are

going to meet the challenges of a strong professional preparation program.

Anything less than tha, is'not going to get us there. Let this he one of

the precious few!



APPENDIX

THE EDUCATION OF PROFESSIONAL TEACHERS
'

As the College of Education does about redest*aing and redeveloping its
preservite teacher preparation program(s), it `will have to address the
questions of what it wants its graduates to know and 113g able to do. It .

will. also have to address the' questions of how best to conduct the
instruction and assess the results:

Figure 1, included in the body of this paper, is designed to providean
organizer for such planning. 'NO dimensions are addressed:

1. Areas of Study
2: Instructional Modes

Befote a teach eduCation program can be effected, it is necessary,to
determine specificallyithe knowledges, behaviors, and skills which the toial
programrwill require, whit respOnsibilitiee will reside in each area, and
what the inter-relationships between, and among the responsible units should
be. Instructional modes need' similat consideration though they can be more
flexibly suggested as appropriate'for particular purposes.

/

Areas of Study

Areas of Study is shown as having five components.

1. General LiberA14,,,This is the general or liberal component which
universities commonly require of all students in all grog
approximates 50 semester, hours and inclUdes required andio

/ humanities and fine'artn, mathematiCs and science, sooi
scialces, and health and physlcal education. Since they
common to all entering students attl since many (Studen
community college, professional sChools tend to- haVe litt
general education part of the undergraduate program. In s
influence student choices to include introductory work in
to professional eduention.k0,

ams. Usually it
elective work in

1 'and behavioral
are a requirement
s tranSfer acapr
e control of the
me cases they can
ubjects of value -.4.

2. Subject Specialties. Certification requirements will guarantoea

dC1-4

minimum amount of c riewOrk in the areas of teaching Specialization fb
secondary teachers a may .hiVe similar distribution 'requirements 1
elemehtary. Colleges 'of Educatioo should attempt to en e .that the Arts
and Sciences requirements andeofferi
school curriculum. The degree of t.

institution to institution.

s are maximally relevnt to the public
eir capacity to AO so will vary from

Undergirding Disciplines. Ev ry profession has some disciplines
which are basic to it. From them, one the wellsprings of professionll
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, .knowledge. , Teaching can. identify Psychology; Sociology, AntbropolOgy, and
Philosophy .es disciplines from which professional ''practice grows, and,
develops .;.;

. .

In some professions the targetedstudy of such disciplines is labeled
"pre- "1pre-med; pre-law). 'In others, he,41iiciplines are made a part ., .

of the requirements without ApeCial designations., In eitRet case, they are
important sources of insightiOrinciples,,and theory of -great 'significance
to theprofessionr.

Professional schOols may yield all *.some of' the wo in the
undergirding disciplines, to the academic disciplines, or they ma findl.C.
necessary to teach all or qome.°Of ie"themselves. 'Almost invariably there is
tension over how relevant to 'professional °needs the courses in the

...discip ines are. This is perfectly under4tandabl since the courses=-unless
special tau are not targeted at the profes ions or at any peiii.cula,r

-;.:professiOn. The ontain students from more tha one professional schoo.k as ..-

well as majors in the (ft .r

Ihscinline,nd, since to t' usually by faculty from
,the discipline; they favor the academic student .

,F-

Whatever the sidUation, professionpl schoold,need3to require" study ofi
the. unde4gi?ding disciplines and to-exercise as'muCh control as possible
over relevanc . One means professional, ttchool&have of doing this is, to ,

select Elie -most relevant courses Apd, through requiremeat or
counseling/adv sing, get their students into 'thlika. Under favoriibleconditions ,spe ial 'sections ma e.offAred or coritent.Regotiated. ,

--=7,------ .
, .

0
4. Educe tonal Foundations. The foudations of educationeke a direct

,- counterpart .f the undergitding discplines. 'Whereks in the discipliles, the,2
subject or 'discipline is itself the object ,of stILdy, iri the fOuladatilims,.
education 4nd teaching are the objects of atteoeiOrt as seen through the eyes
of- scholars with a dual orientation to the discipline and the object of-'
attention. Together the undergirding dis iplides 'And the ekicatidnal
foundations provide-the 'understandings of ft he individiral,.the school, and.
the society which are fundamental to professional practice in the.society. ,

Professors in these areas may came' orit of the:praCtitioner'roletand take
.

advanced studies or they may come.out of the academic tradition. In eithe? .

case:it- is essential. that
and

have Ilad exttnsive experience with the'.
learner the institution-, and communitTednItional conditions. In these
areas\dfrect relevance and close ties to whaplis offered in the professional''
practie part 9f the program must' be expect.

.:,

a

4
4.

'5. Professional Studied.--\The_ professional stud'ies .0r44id -direct
instruction in and experience With the actual practice of the profession.
Building on the undergirding' disciplines, 2 ho/ ofjknowledge. or:practice
and a repertoire of behaviors'and skills for use( in making and implementing
professional decisions are developertin the student.

it is in th.ts a?ea that the student gains knowledge:of practice and
develops the ptofesstonal beha4iors and sktllS required for admission to the
prOfession. Curriculd*, methods, instructional strategies, evaluation;
professiohal standards, and general professional ldteracy are addreswi.
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'Much of the.actUal expetience with students In individual, clinical, 011bup
and classroom situations is in this, area. Professors and school-based
professionals work together in providing the 'experiences.

Though' there is nothing sacrosanct in these ,categories of instruction,.
4they da correspond to common usage. Together'they portray the broad scope
, of teacher preparation.- They are, however :only a beginning. Much more
-demanding'is the'.0dIvelopment of the knowled--behaviors, skills and
attitudes which represent the outcomes of the'program; deciding on the
specific content and activities which will he needed to yield the outcomes;
allocating the responsibilities to the various instructional units; and
coordinatigg ar integrating the respective functions and instructional
activities into coherent whole.

Modes of Instruction

Modifying the behaviors of students in professionajb sch ols in the
do' direction of pyofessional practice is neser,a simple matter. wide array

of instructional strategies ranging from the most simple to t most complex
is nee The need maybe greater in teacher education si' e students have

._been ex osed to the practice of teaching to such a gr.at ex , The
.teacher education student is no tabula rasa to he writt: von; rat ter,,the4GA

slate is already deeply marked with'attttudes, f,eliefAl,behaviors and models-
of behavior, mircii of which may he dysfunctional to effective practice. No
other profession has thta problem to so great an extent.

Most of the modes of instruttion listed are too well known to require
elaboration. Only those less commonly used or vartantly used will he
elahrorated.

Mucti or the )wItttve substance of teacher education could he
ail p,.sented to students by way of technology if so desired

(hook; film, filmstrip; sltde-tape; audi$Ocassette; video cassette; compute?
program; e Lc ). The Advantage of the approach -is the conservation of human
in,;tructtonal ',sources and the capacity to individualize.

:iloulatton
4....

The laboratory permits the presentaton of segments of reality without
the contamination of situational variables and without unnecessary
Interference with professional practice and clients in real situations;
Protocols. and micro teaching are examples of the use of laboratory
approaches in teacher'education. Computer simulations permit the use of
audio and video .technology along with either linear or branching decision
making. The utility of these approaches has been demonstrated to the point
where much more use wouf h6 justifted.

0
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nical Studies

w

..2"

*

Teaching has long been viewed as a group or cidssroom activity. I?In
. .

keeping with this view (and for other reasons -such as time ,available and
resources), the teacher ectucation 4:.,experiences have been' group tel tAd.

Alcq
Rarely have those preparing for the usual teaching assignment had n r ks
in-depth clinical experience with. a number, of indiviclual cases. It is
unlikely that the group orientation of teachers will be greatly modified--> until serious attention 'is giNren to cases and to clinical study. Some-of
the training cases would have to be real and live. Others might he
simulated or computerized.

.

Field Experiences

Teacher education
activities from undi
employed.

Intership
/

The internship,,common in other professions, also hays been used to a
limited extent in teaching. In essence it involves practicing the

49g'orofesALon under supervision as a last,experNnce in the program. The
internship in teaching usually has been experlmental and limited to a few
students. A commit' pattern has been to assign a group of five or six
students to regular classroom responsibilities and to provide a full-time
school-based supervisor and a part-time college person to provide constant
assistance throughout tfie internship year. The costs\ of the program have
been covered by reducing the usual teacher pay to 3/4 or 2/3 and pooling the
difference to cove-r program costs. A problem in terms of /teacher surplus is
resistance from teachers because of regular teacher dispInce5lent.

(
no stranger to ftri: experience. A range of

observation to student teaching has been

Mentortmi 'uLoring

Centtallv above tie monies of Insteuction in the matrix are three
behaviors that can also he called "modes." They are, however, mor th
mere strategies- they are important and influential bunan behaviors.

Mnletint?

HighlLghted in Banduran psychology, modeling is influencing the
behavior of others by example. Peopl, and children in particular, tend t,o
Initiate the behaviors of significant others t1 their lives.

NO' \
Teacher preparation is the only professional preparation where what the

Instructor teaches abont is what he /the actually is doing. To not model the
nstructed behavior is to introduce disruptive dissonance into the*filch 1 ea rn t syst
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Teacher educators gave no logical option except to exemplify what they
explicate. They also should wise the level of consciousness in teacher
educatiOn studnts about the im0Ortance of 'modeling for the teat er.

Mentoring
.4

According to dictionary definition, a mentor is "a trusted counselor or
guide." In use, however, the term means much more. It means a person who
takes am interest in anotherUsually youngq--person and wisely assists in
directing the course of that person's life. 'Receot research in the business
area has indicated that successful people always can identify one or more
m4ntors in thqir lives. The mentor has been influential in the ,directions
taken and the successes achievd.

,Teacher education ,qhould seek to promote mentoring among its faculty
and to encourage teacher\education students to internalize the mentor model.

Tutoring

Tutoring is one-on-one teaching. It may involve instructoF and student
orlit may involve such. arrangements aS'reer tutoring.

Needed Special Attention:

Multicultural Education, Educaqon for the Handicapped,
and Futuristic Emphases

,'

Logically multicultural education and education for the handicapped are
included n the various components and cells of the matrix and need no
special tention. TIty are shown separately to highlight a pervasive
corifern. '

Ft-kw] tine t., time new thrusts and needs emerge in education or old
concerns take on new meaning. Multicultural and the disadvantaged hav'e
1-come central concerns and majol thrusts. They no longer are just objects
of curriculum attention. instead they pervade the system. Thus they. are
separately di:splayed.

Futuristic emphast,i would appear to merit similar attention. In,times
of rapid change the generations tend tp dtift apart, each being a product of
its own time and pl,ace.y Effective teaching requires "withitness." Not only

. will futures orientatioin help teachers catch up; it also can engeier the
tendoncv to keep up.

Life Space

I

"Lifc; Space" is a term which has been suggested to mean the amount or
preparation time avajlable or the education of pre-service teachers. It
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can he translated int semester credit hqurs or quarter hours in aquantitative sense. Conceptually it expresses a concern fdr the adequacy oftime and other resources for teacher eliucation. The actual hours asindicated are "guesstimates" based on expatience and analysis. As presentedthey indicate need for a more protracted program than preseill)!0 isavailable. 1

A Note of Caution

A
(T)t should he recognized that the Areas of *ad' /Modes of Instructionmodel is designed as an analytic device. It Fs p a process model. Theprocess model, introduced below the main mode 1 s a reminder, involvesidentifyigig specific objectives and building an instructional program tomeet them. The analytic model is the basis for derivation of the objectivesand the delivery system but it is not the system.itself.



Some Legal Aspects of Education for the Handicapped

Daniel Seiekovich

11.

There seems to be a genuine concern for the Iteacis---arid rights of

handicapped persons in the United States in 1978. Some major legislation

was enacted by Congress in the 1970's designed to protect the legal rights

and enhance the education of handicappe children. In addition, state

legislatures have acted in this field fp recent years. This paper will

exsmi4"some issues which have been raised by laws designed'to protect the

handiCapped and some casts which have been brought in their interests. This

examination is prema4ure since few of the cases have been finally decided.

In addition, many "cases" are merely requests fot legal definitions,..

decrees, or injunctions. The laws are so recent and the legal process so

slow that it will he some years yet befoye some of the issues raised in this

paper reach f\nal court settlement. Thus the conclusions which can be drawn

from this paper are limited. This- paper is also limited in the selection 'of

cases. Since there are no genuipe "landmark" cases, the selection- is

arbitrary. Those cases which were selected merely illustrate the breadth

and complexity of the problem.

tiajor Stetuteg on Education for the Handicapped

Briefly, four major national laws have applied to the issue of

education for the handicapped. These are: The Rehabilitation Act of 1973

(Sec. 504), Title'N7I of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (1970), The EdkiLatioil

For All Handicapped Childret Act, Public Law 94-142 (1975) and the

Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (Buckley Amendment), hl-e mnlor

provisions of which have been incorporat4d in Public Law 94-142 (Sec.

121a.15).
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Section 504 of the liehabilitation Act of 1973 provides that

no otherWise qualified handicapped individual . . . shall,
on the basis of his handicap, be excluded from the
participation in, be de0.ed tlieblenefits of, or be subject-
to discrimination under any program or activity receiving

tit 'federal assistance.

rDiScrimination is prohibited in employment, program

welfare social serVices and education. The Ac provides that e&ry

recipient of federal funds that operates apublic elementary or secondary

education program shall provide, either directly or hrough referral, a free

and appropriate public education to each qualified handicapped \person

regardless of the nature ut seVeritylrf the person's handicap. (S. 84.33)

The Act. further provides that all educational placement shali be in "the

east restrictive educational environment with the maximum degree of

tegratton with the nonhandicapped as is appropriate for the handicapped

student.- The regulations describe evaluation and placement procedunegfand

establish proce,eural hafeguards for the handicapped. They insure the

handicapped equal' access to extracurricular services, counseling services,

physical education and athletics.

Title VI of the Civil Rights At of 1964 as amended in 1970, states

pcison Tull . . on the ground of race, color, or
national origin, b, excluded from participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination
under any program ar activity receiving federal financial
assistance. S. 200d (applies to handicapped children, or
those so identified who are in the minorities named in this
act)

Lhe major provisions of the Education For All Handicapped Children Act

is /5 k?.I -)14 142) in,Inty

A toimuin for prietinm t to t.,L f,t..al..,(ppeed starting at 5%
in 1978 unttl 1982 when it will bec,me 40 percent (projected
cost 1982, 3.16 billion).
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2. States must submit a plan which assures complete d process,
non-discriminatory testing and evaluation, the "least estrictive"
educational environment.

3. Development of ,an individualized wr each
handicapped child.

4. U.. Commissioner of Education is empowered to cut off all federal
funds if non - compliance is found,

ten program for

410,
The Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 has been almost

completely restated in section 121a.15 of the Education For Al i. Handicapped,

Children Act. 'data confidentiality is spelled'out in great detail as are

policies and procedures of record keeping and the use of records. Briefly :4

records cannot be kept and used without written consent of parenN pss ,rentsAt .
,

must be iniormed in their own langual,of what prbeedures are being follcA, eti
e-

,

f. . .and what things are in the recoys; parents 'are 05 he notified of the'ir,
r rrights under the law ankthey\mukt understgiirfat/they have the right to

inspect their child's records and to remove ter7als from the reArds.

r.au v. Nichols--A Precedent Selling Case?

In Lau v. Nichols` 0.974) U.S.e,. Supreme Court \ruled that San',
.si

i

',.
(

'',F.r.inciSco's failure to take affirmative 'stops meet the language

1,

Si

11fficultiew of neu,,,Euglish--slieaki Chinese students gnsti,tuted

violatiou of title VI of' the Civil Rights Act of 104. the students claiMed

Lh'tL theli i..iguage difficulties i gthool prevented them from learning and

I) Athis denied them equal protection of thq lawA under* the Fourteenth

Amendment.: The Disit'ict Court .and the Court of Appeals dented them relief,
.-:

finding that their language problems were not caused by the school and hence

they had no constitutional right to spe 1 languAage peograms. The Supreme

Court reversed, finding that Title I, which bars discrimination , in

federally assisted programs, requires affifmative steps-to bring non-English

speaking students into the educational mainstream. The Court said:
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Basic English skills are at the very core of what these
public schools teach. Imposition of \a, requirement that,
before a chd can effectively participate in the
educational program he must already have acquired those
basic skills, ,s to make a mockery of public education: We
know that those! whp do not understand English are certain
to find their classroom experiences wholly incomprehensible 1

4114r/

and in no way' meaningful.

Lest too much be implied from Lau it must be pointed out,t>at the Court

'did not specify what kind of program schools had to Matitute. Lau is

important to the issue of-equal edicational opportunity for the handicapped

since its findings have been,applied to alleged discrimination by schOola

agalnst a vatiety of handicaps.

non

I
Some .Recent Curt Actions

Hundreds of cases have been brought in Federal District courts' since

1),the passage of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and P.L. 94-142. Most of

these have been Civil Actions in which plaintiffs or defendants have asked

the courts Lo clarify of defile the law or to determine if existing sidle

programs we, in compii,...L with reccot national law. This lattet situation

has ..1.e.ied a Lii4,.aLd I 11l1AallOh lu Federal uyoo_s aio,e Loth thus),

taco/titled.., .chuol _cft,ials wc,. ,cage, to a_,..tmioe the

tf 1, ,04.% bIttLc 1dt.06 I-L ppe,lat ,Ao,calLio" do
le

well as Lo AAL. UL v.t- 94 14L uu ,h-1. owo

Ironically, the states WLICh 4.4ele most -progrelsive - lo developing their own

programs of special education over the last decade or ltwo, find themselves

with the gre legal tangles. This problem. exists largely because the

Rehabilitation Act of 1973 a P.L. 94-142 constitute 4 radical departure

from what was the convelai nal wisdom

decades sE

on Awectal education. Fur several
lif

with special

A4P

Io

had assumed. that the best' way to deal

ti

66.
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educational probicemlyas through separate and special treatment. The major

concern seemed to' be to deal with the educational problems of handicapped

students. Little_thought was given.to the Fourteenth Amendment provisions

of "equal p4otectIon of the laws" or "d4 process of law." With the
A
enactment of The Rehabilitation Act and P.L. 94-142, every program in the

country became legaly suspect. Indeed, the philosophyof'the statutes was

a reversal of nearly everything that had been done in the interest of the
4

education of 'the4tandicapped for three decades or more.

In hundreds of cases since 1975, Courts have been called upon to decide

technical legal issues. Some examples from 1975 include: Allen v.

McDonough (Mass.), Rainey v. Tennessee Department of Education, Hernandez v.

Porter (Mich.), Denver Association for Retarded Children v. School District

No. 1, Harris v, Keane (Virgin Island) in Re Jessup (New York), and

hundreds more. Every state which had any provision for special education on

its hooks has had some court action. Since 1975, case law has developed in

at least three major arra s. These include: identification and

implemeutdliqu of programs, placement, dud due process.

40

id,:Liti_a.t-i. dui 1!.11t1eme"cAti,"

ter.haE,,a the ieddiag I lith/ .51LI

Action Nu.

I4'Z is Hattie I. v. Rcii.daL
. -------

UC -0-J1-S, N.D. mias. 191). The Plaintiffs tn,this case were

challenging the entire educational system in the state of Mississippi,

charging that au program was available that would meet_ the special needs of

children in alai state. In this," class
to/

action on of handicapped

children in Mississippi, the Plaintiffs charred that the staL, and local

.,school officials failed. to meet' the federal statutory and constittaional

isduties created by the Education For All Handicapped Children Act, the

) 67
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Reh ab itation Act of 19)S, the Elementary and SeconAary,EdUcation- Act of
Rehabilitation

1965, the Fourteenth Amendment and Section 1983 of the Civil Rights Act of

1875. Specifically, they charged that the state failed to: (a) provide any

services for handicapped children; (b),provide adequate educational services

to many other children; (c), provide fundamental procedural safeguards in

decisions involving the identification, evaluation and placement of

handicapped children; and (d) eliminate racially discriminatory tests and

evaluati,p(procedures to identify and place children in sittial'education

classes.

The c0uLL ruund foL aiid ordecc4 the -Ate,

tAncation of the Handicapped Acts of 1975, ' to file a state 1de ogram for

to

nder the

the'approval of the Court for fiscal year 1978.

Placement and Programming

A major problem which has developed as school officials attempt to

implement state and national laws on special education and education for the

handicapped is the misplacement of students. Many ,school officials have

been somewhat loose in their identification of special' education studedts.

iii hutidLcdo tiLltuols normal" minority children have been classified as i

apc..tal eduCaLlou Those who have felt victimized by these

practic.a have sued.

In Hernandez v. Porter, a clads action suit in Michigan,
Al

Sparkish speaking students alleged that theigere p1a ed in spelAal education

classes and as a result were damaged by the experien . They were demanding

remedial educational services and motley damages. Although in this ease the

Court found for the defendants and decided that school officials had acted,

within their legal rights, the Courts did order the Detroit school system to

etake a series of Actions designed to protect, ,students against
4

6 8,
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. .misclassifications. S4These,included such things as reevaluation of Latino

' students by a Latino psychologist, provision for some remedial services to

get students back into the regular program, and correction' of student

records where errors had been made.

In a similar case, Lora v. Board of Education bf the City of New York,.

1
action was brought on behalf of emotionally disabled Black and Hi pa

;

1

st dents in need of special'\ education. They alleged that special day
)

sc ois established, for = 'them were "dumping grounds" for.

Claimin that procedures for assignment were vague and suirteetive, they

minorities.

llegedtlInt their civil rights were being violated. The Court declared
/'

that recommendation for placement in special schools could only he justified

if the treatment provided there was appropriate for the needs of -the'child.'

This finding was based on law, i.e., the Education For All Handicapped

`Children Act of1975. There was, in the Court's view, both a statutory and
,17.

constitutional right to adequate treatment. In is instance, the Court

found that there was a prima faffe case of rafial discrininati(41 in
/

violation of the Constitution and au unacceptah e educational' gland In

violation of f!ie law.

State and federal court:, ,nay he willing l, I,ecopie deeply 1, in4

determining what schools must do ift orderto meet Ole iluitemeuts' of P.L.

94-142. uch was the case of a .Coloraldo District Court in Lopez v. Salida
.i......

School District (1 77). Lup,gz, identified as ,,a handicapped student, had

(hewbeqn excluded from s hool far three years. He claimed as denied a free

pA4ic education, an apprIriaLe Program written especially for his needs,

and due process of law. The Court agremil on all counts. They directed the

Salida school system to provide Lopez wish a program esigned for his needs,.

as well as 'tutorial, psychological and coun!-;ol_ing services. -Moreover, the

local school hoard was directed to provide Lopez'' attorneys with period

progress reports twice each academic scliool year.
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Due Proceee

In Hairston v. osick (1974), the Supreme Court of North Dakota ruled

b

ocess had been doted a mentally competent student with sppa
al

a (inability to control bowels) by excluding him frr regular classes.

Th urt reasoned that there "must be compelling educational

justification" to deny a handicapped student access to a regular( crass. The

Court found that exclusion of the student without notice and hearing denied

procedure' dUe process. Regulatio46 formuleated by HEW 'tinder die

Rehabilitat of 1973 provide for full notice and an extensive hearing

before an impartial person, which was not provided'in this ease. wever a

Missouri Coiirt ruled against the plaintiff Fn a similar case. in 197A (Sherer

v. Water).
11100-,,

In Rainey v. Tenne see Department of:Education (1976), the Chancery

Court of Tennessee ruled that, not providing a special edycatton program for

the handicapped was a xrPation of the plaintiffs' due' process of law. In

answer to the pleas by the state department of eduaiion that funds were not

available, the Court efprased-the )(Jew ;(although it dial not rule' on the

issue) that "whece there is shortage of funds the whole program must
,

'suffer without discrimination as to members of a minority class." This
*. ..)* '

t
ruling c.A4 uatteld in 1977 in t e Tennessee Court of Appeals. /'/ 07

In Frederick L. v. Thomas 408- F. Supp. S32 (1976), the District Ctut+t
'1

--5,--_/

for Eastern Pennsylvania ruled that the failute ot7the Philadelphiahools

to provide a suitable education for students with perceptual handicaps was a

protection' of the laws and denied the plaintiffs due

process cff law. The Court obserVed that the school district- was providing

.
nprmal" children with appropriate free public education, while denying the'

same opportunityto the plaintiffs.

7.0



Sometimes courts find 'limitations placed. handicapped persons

. legitimsil The District Court ruled in Davtt v. 'Southeastern Community,

.. ,
,

College 424 F. Sups., 1341 (EUNC., 1976) that SOutheaitern Community College

in North Carolina could deny admi ion to a student on the basis that she

/77had a severe heai.ing disability.-,The court ruled Stat "admission to a state

community college Is a privilege not'a property right." This was a nursing

program and the Court reasoned that ,it. was appropriate to limit pertions with
...!,

,handicaps from programs ifthe handicap were such that it would not enablee
the person to engage effectively in the activity after graduation. However, ti
on appehl, the Appellate Court ruled inTavor Davis, claiming that the

4 lb
co,/lege had no right to deny someone on the basis of orialifications needed

at the end, of a program. This case was selected for hearing by the U.S.

SupreMe Court'in 1978.
4

A case- in Virginia. (Kruse v. Campbell, C.A. No'. 75-0622, E.D. Va.

Dec;ee Order, 1977) involved a number of Issues in, addition to that of .due

process. This case chM.1e4ed Virginia's program in special education which'

provided up'to 75% of the cost for special education. The 'plaintiffs in

thiS case argued that the 'program was discriminatory Once St subsidized the

rich and provided nothing-for the poor sidtke they could not rate the. --.

-additional 25%. The Court agreed, indicating that the Virginia system was

in violation of the Constitution as well as in 'tonfl4ct with P.L. 941142.-

In citing San Antonio v1`1",. Rodrigo s, where the Supreme Court indicated that

the absolute-,denial, of public education would not, be constitutionally'
40

4
4

acceptable, the C0uLL ruled that. thre Virginia program constituted

--4_4-dieeriMinat.Ory vxclurit.rn tCoM eduk.aLional opportunity" and ard the

.equal pKotection clause and. waA "irrational and failed eto further ,anyu.--- /

legitimate 'state interest.44' y, is,case went to the Supreme Court in October
.

of 1977.whiCh vacated and remanded, the case with clitectionsdto the lower

\
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7,

OP

4
court t Ocide tte Claim based on. Sec. 504

9 e,

the RehabilitatiOri, Act of

In some'"due process cases, the courts have relied on tie Rehabilt6tion

Act of 1973 Pti deterimiting he j.ustice 6'f claims made by plaintiffs. Must a

college provide' deaf.stude s th an interpreter? 'Yes, said the,District
. *.

Court in South 0erolina.in. Barnes v. 'converse College (1977). The Court

that not providing, tie student with assistance constituted

discrimination expressly prohibited by the- Rehabilitation Act of 1973'as ,.

101.1 ale:Ahe Constitution of the United States.

Due protests has been involved in employmerft policieS regarding

handirappet Arsons. Gurmankin V. Costanto 410NOupp. 982(E',.4)* Pa.,

1

.,,

1976) the Court' ordered the school'district to employ the plaintiff, a blind
le 6

person, as an English teat e . The'sthoOl had not permitted the plaintiff,

Ms. Gurmankin, toptake Xhe employment examination" The Court judged this

'action to be a violation of the Fourteenth'4mel3dment,and Section 504 of the

Rehabilitation Act 'of, 4973.

71

P.L. 94-142 has extended the of due process,.. In Stuart v.

Nappi, a ,Connecticut District Court made some interesting legal points. The

court wbuld-not perrlit the extsion of a handicapped student who had been*

disruptive in 'class on the grounMs that "the right to education In the least.
x1/4

-0 A
restrictive environment may be, cirummented if the schools are permitted t6

expel handicapped, children." On di4iplining -the handicapped.the court said:.l
"Handicapped children- are neither .immune from a school's disciplinary

Orocebss nor are they entitled tio participatlo programs when Aheir behavior

impai the eddcztOon of- other,thilaren." What-was clear to the Court in

Vli-0casewes th t there was a prorure which was outlined, by thp EdutatiOn.;,

For All Handicap dlChildren Act' which ha4-b../Si/olloWed, Another Aspect,.,.1

' of this case was't attempt on the. part, of Stuart to get the case defined.

\;') 72 U4,
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\*.
as a class action sUf? .on technical groufids. (This case involved one

'student who was being expelled foi reasons aeemiWy unrelated to any ,400k
_ .

'handicap0
I 4. ,

There seems tO.be nO 'end to how far parents will go in fighting schOol

officials in defense of their children. 4fil1rone P. v. Mischtheyer'in a

C v.401 Action in kiesouri in 1978,. the,Tyrones attempted to get the court to

dentify their expelled`child- as handicapped and as representing, a legal
.

.e., all suspended and lxpellizd students. the plaintiffs wanted

to apply Section 504,of the Rehabil tation Aqt and 94 -142 to the

"class." Since the court did not ftnd the student disabled, it rejected the

plea.

Conetustons"Some Policy. Issues
e

4

The legislation and developing caile lath in .sc ool treatment of

handicapped persons raises some interesting policy isNes. The two major
.

pieces of legislation, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the EdUcation For

All Handicapped Cbildgen.ACt of. 1975 have themselves .created an immense

legal "prObleM. for states which lief well-developed programs for the
.

-
handicapped. It appears from the case law which is developing in the field

that the handicapped have discovered the U.S. Constitution. Even more

stgnificint, the tandidapped have achieved.). gal standing as a class. Thus

f
satesthe with developed pr7)birams for the, Adicapped-are now in the

..

! A
, 4

difficult posittoneof modifying their programs to meet .Gonstitui4o041 tests ,

.

as 'well afk statutory iestp. ironically, those states which had:been

,drggiag their feet on the development of special education,programs may now

be. the most enviable' position--at least as far( as litigation ',is

concernedA
f °

(
. ..

.

.
.

.
,

Unfortunately, for those who are interested in developing programs for
l
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K.

th handidapPed and merely trying to obey the la4, there are fe-

a

ly
tested

t,

guideltnes. There are no lafidmark cases. Even Lau provides little
\

real guidance. 'Taken as a whole, the cages which have been heard iT state

courts and the dempratory Judgements whth 'have been Bade i Federal

District Courts have yet to establish any clear legal standard. About the

only advice ,one could give thosa who are faced with decisions. on -the
. C

implementation of school. programs and policies 3s to know the Fourteenth

Amendment, follow the statutory and- HEW guidelines, and watt for a court

suit.

The major unresolved issues in providing for the education of the

-handicapped,appear'to be: Ip

0 1. How should a schoOP'ldentify the handicapped?

1(2t -What kind 'program will meet all the legal tests?

3'. What, kind of evaluation system should he used (to "proVe" the
school is meeting the needs of all handicapped children)?

4. What (constitutes due process in any specific program?

5. How San legal challenges be avoided in the classification of
minority children?

is by no,miedns a complete list, but it does suggest the complexity

4
of the issues involved. By far the most complex is the issue of minority

children. For years schools have mis- classified "normal" minority children

va as "retarded," "teaming disabled," or othermise,handiCapped. This is no
-3

lifer possible. ,How to help minority children with genuine problems

without being charged with' direct violation of rights-under the Fourteenth

Amendment is well as violations.bf,F.L. 94142 is perhaps the most difficult

'problem faking school ifeople, ...With the best intentions, Congress may have .

created a monster. Futureteachers and school administrators may have to be ,

more A;oncerned with whether they are violating the law.and the Constitution

than with helping kids' le rte.
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Adapting Educational Facilities To Meet

44'

The Needs4 Handicapped StUdepta-

WItynne James''

People with handicapping conditions face a wide variety of obstacles

which make it almost impossible for them to be integrated smoothly and

sily into today's society. The tendency,, in'the past, was to ,ignorenr'

sregard individuals with handicaps in the hope that they woad, '"go away"

and not cause embarrassment. Fortunately, increased awaienese resulting

from more concern for individual rights and expanded legislative efforts

have combined to highlight the problems experienced by handicapped

-students.

It is ironic that one,of the most dramatic incidents.related- to the
Q a

'4problems of handicapped individuals in
o
our society occurred When. Hugo

.

,

,

Diffdkr,,an insurance man from Oklahoma, was un.;le to negotiate .a stairWay

to receive his awardfas the Handicapped American of the Year (1-551) froM

President Eisenhower. This incident highlighted the need for a national

awareness to eliminate barriers for xhe handicapped in public buildings and'
.a

facilities. However,. it was not ?until 1968 that Congress -passed tke

Architectural Barriers Act (Public Law .90-480) that required' public

buildings financed (entire40y or in part) with federal funds to be built

-hatrAer-free accoMileg to American National Standards Institute (ANSI)

specificationsi

It .is ,.el Inatitutions charged with,'essential that educational

mast e ng handicapped individuala do everything in their power to

insure hat each person is treated with respect and oaring. To do such

ove

demands that a,-multitude of barriers-7-both physical and psychological--he

. 4
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removed, Rust° (1474) stated it, perhaps moseeloquently when he wrote: "the'
. 4

goal is to PeArrit 'handicapped students to move about pompus,

indOendently--and with dignity,"

It is-the intent df thid paper to accomplish three basic objectives,

First, it will identify sOme of the barriers that exist in an attempt to
0

create an awareness o problems encountered by handicapped individuals.

Second, it will povide some suggested remedies for al'eviating the existing

,barriers1 and third, it will present possible implementation activities for

an individual or a school.

"Barrier" can be defined as anything that restrains or obstructs
44,

progress., An archttectutal barrier is "any man-made device or structure

which restricts accesaibilitylo, or use ot, a facility 'by a person."
A

Inisible barriers unseen obstacles that limit the potential df

handicapped students to be independent individuals. PsychOloiicif barriers,-..
,---,

.

a e
-0

, mental or emotional states of mind whfth create problerns that roust he
/ , 4

'Overcome ot alleviated.

Handicapping Conditions

.r Each type, of handicapping condition presents ,its own- unique` problems

and required\solutions. . Presghted below is a fairly ComprehensiVe list of

handicapping categories and an explanation, or definition, 'of each

category:

a) Blind and visually impalire : total. loss of vi, on. and liiited

ability to see.

Deaf and hearing impaired: total inability to hear any sounds and (

-limited ability to hear.
a

.

C) Physically impaired: total or partial curtailment of the ability

to 'move.

76
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ue,d) Man impairmentsf partial impairment' implies difficulty in using

both hands to some degree or total disability of one hand. Total'

. impairment' means nd use of hands or arms.

e) Voice: inability to speak or to speak normally, e.g., stuttering.

f) Size: dimensions of extreme size, e.g., short,. tall, overweight.

g) Actii4tY.impairments,: any sort. of limitation -Which curtails the
nr,

-

normal activities of a person, e.g., diseases of the heart, lungs,
IA

or forms of 'arthritis, etc.

1,-

Temporary impairments: situations in which lndiViduals temporarily
, -

restrict their moveme4OW Examples might he: a pregnant woman, a
°

shopper loaded with paCkages, or al$erson WitAll broken leg.

i) Mental retardattlon: unusual difficulties in learning and ge rally

/
an ineffectiveness in applying'what has been learned, to another

situation. 04 4
:Emotional' -disttlrbances: related to stronga agitatke.n,.

,.t"

,

Leatning disability/nonreader: inability to read printed
0,-

materiels whether based on 4iurologiCal disorder or lack of reading '

skills.

Life I support:

functions.

4

dependence .on machines to maintain bodily

These handicapping con44tions all-4crea uisual requirements for the t

adaptation ofeducational programs. Rather,than comprehensively treating

all kinds of_ conditions, the v he discussed in'relatioon
.

to specific examples and expl arrier categories which, will he

considered include:- site developmen trance+ changes in- level,,signage,
:4

4

public service facilities, lasarooms an pmenti and safety. There are

f ,
also attitudinal barfiers.
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Site DevelomElt

-General site accessibility inclUdes such things as sidewalks, curbs,
. .

parking areas, drop-off areas, landboaping, and lighting._ For the most

part, specifications for these areas are derived from thepimerican Sttndard

Specifications for Making Buildings-and Facilities Accessible .io, and Usable

'by, the Physically Handicapped. "ple specifications are provided fo

each of( the followfn areas:
6

Curhl

kb

Curbing )140,,4411 han tix and one half nches if its use is
.-\

necessary. Curb artarg-Or, ramps fo'r acCeds- to walkwa should occur as a
Ai

natural extension of the sidewalk. The gradient of curb tuts shoUld be no
biz'T

;;,4 ,

greater than one fot rise in 12 feet, or Hi,33 percent. Surface should be

non -slip but not'corrugated, since the grooves could fill with water and

freeze.

44,S

44nikwayn

4
Walkwaya-should provide

'44

direct route thrpughout site. -Surf
. _

should be firm, smooth in texture, and level with gradient, or with a degree

1'
of inclination not greater thanfive percent. Curb cuts or ramps should be

necesaary. walks should be open and fret of

ovii4iutel.obs,s,(0):3E! );,encltrtsi. tother street furnitu e. Covered walks
45'

prOvide protctiph in ail. kind of weather. While walkway should be at

leist-famr 'feet, wide, six feet is preferable. The width of four feet

permitsione pedeskrian and one person in a wheel. chair to pass each other.

* .

Parkinglikreas

Wider ing spaces

°

are .nec y fos
.

.

haOdicaived.
,



individuals. One parking specs for the handicapped per twenty cars, or two

spaces per parking lot should .0d considered minimum. All

specially-designated spaces should be actuated as close to the major

entrance of a building as possible.

Drop -Off Areas

Drop-off tikes are,,essential for letting off or picking .up people.

Barrier-free access to a.walkwallr tthe insi4e of the building is essential.

,The.'width of' the zone should he a minimum of .12 feet to allow the car doors

to be opened. Length should accommodate two cars.ollowing 25 feet for each
a

with a, gradual access to the main road.

Landsc ing

neern for hazardou W or nuisance vegetation. is an important

consideration in landscaping. Dangerous plants with thorns or poidoneus-

fruit..should not be close to major walkways. 4 There should he a minimitn

clearance of eight feet six, inches and proper maintenance is essential to

avoid slippery sutfaces that may he produced b Y.Olant material.

Light-14. . I
. .

Adequate lighting myf the site is a vital factor. Five types of groundri

lights are avail

1) "Low leve or heights be1oW eye level, usually incandescent Or

fluorescent. Low maintenance but susceptible to vandals.

2) "11411 or, -Walkway" for hei,hts averaging 10-15 feet, usually
ifs a

'incandescent or mercury vapor 1 Also susceptible to vanklels.

eraging 20-30 feet, usually metal3, "Special Purpoie" for heigh

halide at, mercury vapor; for recreational, commercial, and

residential areas..
4

b



-s
4) "Parking-and Roadway" for heights averaging 30-50 feet, usually

mercury vapor- or high pressure sodium; for ,large recreational,

commercial, or industrial areas. p

"High Mast" for heights averaging 60-100 feet, uswilly mercury

vapor or .high pressure sodium; for. lighting lave areas such as

parking and recreational areas or hi way interchanges.

general, overhead lamps, have an advantage Over low-levgl fixtures in

terms of economy and more even light distribution.

4
Additional items foxy consideration include providing exterior waiting

areas of sufficient size to all, seating space and protection 'from weather

extremes for handicapped individuals; "walls to serve such secondary

functions as seating,_ support for resting of packages, and.* pport for

physically-restricted individuals; gates should foOow he same

. -

Ansiderations that apply'to doors inside a huil1ia4; fences d railing

surfaces should be rounded' to prevent injuries, dead to support 250

0

pounds, placed'between two feet six inches to three feet off the ground, and

adequately identified perhaps.ty a two- to thr ee-inch curb.
cv

Entrances

Entrances

Entrances are defined as those physical, spaceq 'whichaffect the

1714entering 'and exiting of a building. They include (1) the Oproach, (2)

'door areas, an&(3)4vestihules between sets of entrance .doors.

Approach .,

The approach needs to be c earYy- ident*iedataa such: AltetaativeMeans
"

of entrz,-both ramps and sta#s; are impO4Int since different handicapAng
.,11P

, . 16.')
canditiona, ;:Peed diffeak types of aPproachea%, .At least one .ror marV.," s'

, 4 4 4 "lib
t4) , ,

' .

. .
. Alt, A

0' .. i4. ., 9 0
8O+



itc

.11?'entrance to a buildlhg,should be usable by individuals in Oleel,/ichaife and
. .

[

be on level accessible an elevator.' The; entrance plaza should extend a

minimum often feet outside entrance doors.

Doorways

Buildings should never have 'revolving doors orlarnstiles as the s e

---t ,

. .

means of entiy. .Doorways shOuld be wide enough to allow for easy passag of

a wheelchair. A 32-inch'-clear opening is minimum. Doors should in operable

by a single effort--the recommended force required to open ii,door is five to
a

'44
eight pounds. No grade change should occur at the threshold.. A level space

_or platform five feet wide should extend a minimum of one foot- on either

41
side of a doorway to allow the handicapped person to Man ver the wheelchair

hdle opening or closing the Aodr. Automatic' doors are especially

\C
recommended at heavily-used- locatio- ns. Horizontal bars to puss_ s opeh

(throw bars) plaCed between 30 to 32,inches above the floor are,recom ended
4

over knobs, latches or vertical hanAles which are harder to operate.

Vestibule

Where a vestibule is considered a necessity betwey two sets 'doors,

42 'inche's is the minimum distance between door swing,'areas. Both Irs

.doors must swing in the same direction. In addition, there should he a

inFmumHof one foot of clear wid th beyond the sides of each door.

of

,Changes, level encompass any means .of moving from one level. to

Changes in Level

. a
`another! This may include oitairs. amps., and, elevatois. , Ideally at least'.

10r:
. -

two types of pccrts strUctupes should he aliallable.in° each/ levet change t%.

'

', '14- ,
.since 'different handicapp4nsoonditions require diffbtent, ctares.

!.- 'It* '-'41/1,. ,,, ..--..,,,,

r

-
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(Stairs .

.15

StaiA shOnid be. Assigned to utilize the minimum iti7int of ensige and

/e 1.71de' enough individuals'. to pass each dther..7. _Rec,Ommendedoiilth Jis a
-

three/ foot mininnip .for° one-wdy traffic. Maximun indoor should- 6e nine

feet. Maximum od bor ripe, if unprotected, should he four feet; if

protecte, six feet. .Landings should be well lighted with colored or

textured warning line's at the top of stairs and at the beginning of the next

'nt.- of stens.

Risers, or the height of the step, should not exceed seven inches (4-6

1/2 inches outside), while the depth or tread of the Step, should 'range from

.11 inches to 14 1/2 inches (deep enough to .allow a man to place his entire

foot omit). All steps in a series should have a uniform tread width and

rise height. The nosing or projecting edge of the step can not have an

0abrupt or s I cut. Individuals -who are semiambulatory or who,OhaVe

coordination problems will find rounded nosings much easier to negotiates

See drawings below: 1

D

Unacceptable
'Nosings

r

a

ti

-c

Acceptable
Nns

82
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. , 14 Handr.4iis:tilioulcr -be°'32 as -mgdiured, from nosing.

44:ogdattion, at Zeast one-handrail s 4.10 "eit nd at'lelst 18. inches ""!be/ond'ihe
e a

p
- J

J 1-'top step and hottom ste Prefer , handi941S shandld be'placed on eathi-,'cip1 A ,
\

.

. Rid, Of thetaingioi. ,They slioulii birsiutfled Or 6gA,ione .and:Oie=half'to
u

.C.,
..

1 -
: *

- ...
.

,

two inches in diameter. There,-should be a.minimnmHof/three inches spacing

between the rail and the adjacent wall. Handrails ouldbe able to suPport-
.-,

250 pounds and be securely fastened at all times.'

RAmon

-

Ramps provide an alterP.Aave route For individuals who-are unable to

climb stairs. Any surface with a rise of over five percept is considered a

:ramp, The maximum gradient should not exceed 1:12 or 8.13%. Ramps should

not exceed 30 feet. Width shoodd he a minimum of three feet tith five foot

1444rbottom'and t papprohches for turning, etc. it load of 100 nnds per square

foot is the minimum amount to be carried. The surface of the ramp vast be

,
non-slip and kept ckear of hazardous materials. Side curbing of at least

two inches in height on the open sides of ramps are important to provide

surfaces" against which thewheels'of vehicles can turn in order to stop.

_ *
Handrat reptiirenents are similar to those mwtioned above for stairs-.

Ilk

Elevatorq

Elevators in nulti-story buildings are essentiji for the phcsically

handicapped. It is recommended, that at least one elevator in each building

hate access to each floor and he large enAigh to accommodate, an 'ambulance

stretcher measuring 24 inches by 72 inches. .A clear space with a diameter
,

of 60 inches is a /so important. The door width should be a minimum of-36

incheS and have /ensing devices'to prevent closing 'on passengers. The floor

should: be- of anonitlip covering,a5d -Handrails should be on at least one

(

y3



r-
side wall, pl.eferably on three sicies.

4 --i'l

"44p 1:kAtvinge eleVator indicatorslhould be 'au,dible and vigible from central

=, Pointiar fns the Ate"yatOr /Obby: .:Idell;',410"flireCtitin syatbolote contrasting

coloilLshould.signal upward.and'downward bound.cars. Red and' preen are not

suitable colors for'individuals with red-green,rolor blindness.

Call buttons should he focated between 01-48.ifarhes.from the flobr when

measured from the center, line of the top button. Minimum size of buttbn

should he 3/4 inch with visual and' auditory indicators of call attempt.

Elevator control panels should be located from 30-4S inches' above-the

floor when measured to the center line of the panel. Agatn,:visual and

auditory indications of call are important. Telephones or intercoms must be

Mk
locatedascloseito the control panel as possible and must be -operable with

one hand.

Floor identification should include such 'things as:

I) Visual ear-poSition indicator above the entracte door,,in car;

2). Visual indicator on j*mb or elevator opening (above car entrance on

outside);

MI
.

3) ludtble signal car to indicate stopping at floof;

4) Raised numerals attached next to buttons and inside jamb to
,

indicate floor;

5) Oversized numbers on hallway walls op site open elevator door to

indicate floor forivisnally impaired.

Installing elevators in buildings Where non exist may 'involve

Q considerable cost. However, some adaptions can be easily ccompfished.

lir

Signape

Signs perform vital functions related to the relaying of infOrmati90 to

* b lk



:Ns
*1 '

-...

any perso

I present clear and precise informatiOn.. Sign lilcations

but esRecially the

I.

handicApped4 Signs in general should
4

should never present
--... ,

Signs shoulbe designed to be readable by

.
unnec sarrhazaids for - ac

cluding,the visually handicapped:'p'eoPle

*Braille strips placed on sign)edges

* **Raised letters
O

symbols

**Located so sign

(especia4y appropriate .for

can be reOgnized and touched if necessary.

nori.-readers) "

'
, The content of...information must be concise and firect. Lettering'

styles and graphic symbols should he bold and simple (no fancy styles): The

use of contrasting color

Types of signA fall

p

schemes Makes signs isre readable from distances.'
. .

into the - following Were]. categories:
° *

Dirlactionalusuaily included with an arrow4 used to,

chanie in route or confirm a direction.
,

indicate a

* **Informational - -used for overh10,'generil iliformation, campus

plan, building layout, etc.

Identificationgives specific location information, e.g.,, parking

'lot.
*Regulatorygives

Warnings. Often used for 6affic 'control,

operational re remffits
it

I

restrictions,

The international symbol for, access -(illustratekon -the

page) is extensively used in this country as well as-'others. It isused to

indicatethat-specal k"osions,have been made for handicapped persons.

V
or

following

Public Service Facilities

All buildings acestilble
-a )

,I,

eneral public must -have service
. ,

&ctlities. ,to "accommodate the eds of individuals. Public telephones,

' -
ti

es

95
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. .4,

.4, ', -
1P4

drinking fount fns, trash containers, vending machines, and

be locatOd. as clo e to doorways- s possible%

Telephone '7

All groups of telephones

for use by the landicapi;0.1

sto

should have at least

Phones

restroomm

AV.
.

one 16w Aeightielephone

for. the handicapped shou d be -absPut
71
four.

should'

feet from the ground .t o the coin slats:

instructions, voiuMe codiibl, and push

hff0ful for many, situations -._

4-

Oairbomi, 'person, at least one' phone should, be situated in .fisucW' , a manner

C*

" ,

,

SpOWW. adaptations 6405*.bistile
.

buttOn dial,systems" are'tspeg*ml/y
I. _ ,*

phone booths are -inaccessil?le to the

elchair can fit under the phone -area..

Dri ing Founiftns

.
I 41



fountains. Some individuals can nbt bend (Dawn to the lowered positions, but

the staidard fountain is not accessible to an individual in a wheelchair.

At least one drinking fountain which projects out from the will is'

recommended; recessed iountains are not recommended. Contrbls for fountains,

should be hand-operated levers rathei than knobs or bdttons. Spring-loaded
4

mechanisms should not be used since the force needed to utilize the fountain

0

is more than many handicapped individuais,can manage. Foot pedals are:.

appropriate in conjunction with hand levers.

Trash Containers
)

Trash containers fall into three basic types: open top, semi-open, and ,0

hinged door. The open top receptacle is easiest for discarding trash--too

easy,, however, since it is also open to

7
eather and insects if outside.

e
Semi-open trash cans provide protection from weather; however, openings can

only accept certain sizes of trash. Hinged doo3 r receptacles are hard for

many handicapped people to operate; spring-loaded doors mtist be, easy to open

with one hand.

In general, trash cans should he operated by a single hand movement;

the opening should be approximately three feet from the ground. In

Vaddition, the receptacle should be strong enough to support individuals who

need Support in order to be_able to use the trash can; and edges should be

smooth or rounded to prevent injury.

Restroom Facilities

Restroom facilities accessible to the physically handicapped

sufficient space to allow traffic of individuals in wheelchairs. '

one stall in each restroom should be at least three feet wide and

eight inches deep (preferably five feet). The door shouldt

ti

87
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must have

At least

four feet

least 32



;
inches wide and wing out. 'Illarnirails, 33 inches high:and(p4ellel to the

,

floor, should lie on each side. ,.The Collet should' be wall hung- with a narrow
, o

understructure th t receded sharply, with the seat about 20 inc es fromthe

'floor. A flush c ntrol shOuld be within easy reach.

Sinks should be located with a maximum ;rim height of 4 inches and a

minimum clea ance from the floor of 29 inches. Drain pipes and hot water '1'

pipes should be insulated ao wheelchair' occupants without sensory perception

e,
-will not burn themselvei. Faucets should Preferably be lever and pushtype

requiring no more thin - eight pounds of force to operate.. It is recommended.

that dual taps have such. identifying markings as raised letters and_color

(i.e., red for hot, blue for cold).

In addition, at-least one mifror, one shelf, and one towel dispenser

should be located no 'bore than 40 inches above the floor.

Vending Machines

Vendingirachines should he centrally located and readily accessible.

Machines with rower coin slots and push buttons are easier to operate simply

because they can be reached and; because it does-not take a lot of effort to

pull out,a lever.

Table I presents a graphic piciture of the relationship betweeneach

handicapping conditioh and identified elements in the environment. Each "X"

represents site elements Which may caul, barriefs for handicapped

people if the situation is-not given asideratioir.

Classrooms and Equipment

Classroom Facilities,

Most typical classrooms are accessible to handicapped students if they

can gain entrance into the building. Lecture rooms need to have flexible

88
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Table

Handicapping' Condi t ion/Environmental Element Relationship

ENVIRONMENTAL ELEMENTS

.

.
.
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1. V risua XXXXXX

,

2. Hearing X X X
3. Physical: X X X X X _X X X X X X X X
4. Manual X X- X X X X X-
S. Voice

/ 6. Size X X X X '''' X.

7. Activity i X X X X
$ X

8. Temporary X X X. X X X X X X X X
? ,

X X X
9. Mental Retardation X , X X 'X

-10. Emotional X 0 X X X X
11. Learning Disability/

Nonreader X X X X
.

X
12. Life Support X X X X X .X X , X X X X X X, X X X

X areas where environmental elements cause, physical barriers.



a. .

Seating arrangements, movable fur iture, and plenty of aisle space for

maneuverability. .. Protruding obitacies mig't-be. kept to p minimum. High
. .

., . ,

traction surfacing on pathways ptovi es ,ctile cues for the-blind and more
%

'secure footing for those with liMited mobility.

Laboratory and/or work facilities cause special problems .for

. handicapped students. Generally, §ttidy carrels. and work stations are

inaccessible to wheelchair students' because of inadequate leg clearance.

A ess to equipment and/or controls is largely impossible because no
(

adjustments have been provided in terms of reach or strength. needed td,
operate. 1

. .

Flexibility in, designing inStructional facilities is of vital .

importance to accommodate the unique roblems of handicapped students. Such

things as c ass size, choice of colors, selection of surface materials,

arrangement o furniture and aisle Space willdetermine the most effective

utilization o cilities.

EquipMent
A

Regular tools, equIpment, and materials should be used whenever

possible. If a student is being prepared for a job in the "real world,

conventional, as opposed to specially designed, equipment. may be all that is

available to him/her (Phelps, et al., 1978).

Fouy general types of equipment exist:

1) Standard unmodified school equipment;

Standard equipment that Ileer ',11cied;

3) Specially designed, commercially available equipment;

4) Specially adapted equipment for.individual students.

Sample suggestions for modifying equipment for the handicapped are

reprinted from Phelps, and Lutz (1977). As they note, it is important to

90
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remember that equipment modifications must be based on the i'ndivi'dual needs.

of each student and that even similar conditions require \different

adjustments.

' For the hearing'impaired:

' "A red light next to a switch indicating when the machine
operation;

''"Bells connected to a light that turns on when the bell rings
(p. 308).

For'the visually impaired:

Aucittory rather than visual warning signals;

s in

' ''Control dials and switches that are easily accessible. Tactile
rather than visual marking;

"Guard plates on power equipment (p. 308).

For the physically handicapped:.

"'Guard plates on power equipment;

"'Hand controls'added for machines with foot cont.rotl

"'Semistationary equipment on variable_height bases;

Light-weight hand tools or tools with large handles for use by
students with weak hands (p. 309).

Life Safety

Certain minimal and various major adjustments in the physical

environment can be made for everyday, usual` activities, but what about

emergency, or unusual situations? There is very little awareness of the

pro1lems faced by handicapped individuals in emergencies (AIA, Education, p.

2). The variety of emergency situations which must be considered include:

fire, earthquake, flood, nuclear, extreme winds, and power failure. All of

these situations create safety problems for the handicapped as well as the

non-handicapped individual. Unfortunately, the protection and safety of the

P.5
91
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handicapped person creates some unique considiationa

-.T%
. .

philosophy; building design, product development, and equipment

Philosophy

q According to a draft of a workshop conducted by the;

of" Architects (AIA) Research Corporation and the Task,Forge On Life Safety)

, .
, \

and the Handicapped sponsored by the U.S. Fie Administration(1979); "There

,;- ., --exists at present no consensus on,the philosophy that should underlie Codes
. .

. .

.
.

and standards esponalyve to the life safety needs, or
---D

handicapped
.

1

individuals." Howeyer, some of the important and valid issues which the-.,

workshop participants. feel warrant further consideration are:
A

1) Non - discrimination in safAty measures (identiCal safety). Safety

measures should be the game for both handicapped. and able-bodied

individuals.

2) Equivalent safety.'

life - threatening conditions as the able-bodied. There may be

different Euategies for providing safety for the handicapped but

these strategies must have a probability or providing safety to the- .

handicapped equiplent to that of the strategies for the

able-bodied.

handicapped should be as safe from

3) No d
I

invent to. t15ej freedom of the, general public. Life safety

measure for the handicapped should not increase life safety

threats to the bodied. astead, measures for handidapped6

individuals should he designed to increase the general public's

safety

4) Highest risk/least ability'criterion. Safety' measures 'should '{be

designed to provide adequate protection for individuals with the

least capability for'self-protection.

92 J ,)



:
5) ,.Right to risk. Haildiea6ed individuals should be as free to accept

. .

risks as their able- bodied counterparts. Denying the handicappedi
,

,

ccess to .faCilities open tb -the general public-is- 'unacceptaide as

a safety measure.

6) ightlto information. Handicapped' individuals should have access

to the-information necessary to determine their level of risk, in

light of their specific handicaps, in .-different Gilding types.

(AIAetodes and Standards, p. 3)

Building Design

-

In concern for the safety of the handicappea,/) basic concepts needed:in

bulOing-design- a,re i rch the same as those for protection of the

able-bodied. Bbilding_designerL must plan for the (1) management of the

emergency, siation (ire., containment) of a fire); (2) movement within the

building by occupants; (3) evacl:Jpn of the occupants; or ',44 Combination-of

these.' To consider the handicapped en masse is inn exercise in futility.

The needs of the wheelchair patient are different from those of the deaf,
1 ?

the blind, the aged.. . (AIA Building Design, p. 2).

The following 'points are essential in.'designing buildings with the
- .

. fewest barriers and/or potential treats &o the life safecy of the

handicapped;

r

-,.The most desidble solutions are those which leave the greatest
her of options Open% for as long as pegsible. Thisrefers to
tions- "which were raised about the fact that two means of egress
required for the able-bodied, yet usually there is only one foro.rapped individuals.
/ \

ing solutions cannot depend sole on the education of he

.

,

duals who will, be involved in t building. The soluti ns
e :rea.t 13)comprehensible to anyo without special training;

A...,it is't us and unrealistic to expect that people, will be. .

adequat

,,,
V ed in how a particular building works.

. ,
A\
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"!Circumstances-must be identified in which the responses of the
handiCapped are as possible, and just as.effective, as those of the
able7bodied (p. 9)`.

Product.Development

Products which provide life-saving. measures are in. various stages of

)development and/or availability. In general, the level of development of
. .

sophlsticated products outweighs the awareness and u ilisatiOn of these

I
product by the general public (AIA, Products, P."2)..

Three general processes are important to y procedures:

notification, action, and accounting. Notification, or 'he communication

phase, consists of two separate ftinctions: (afof potential victims that an

k

emergency °is occurring and (h) a service for- help, or the requeeefor

4eissistane by thr'atened persons. Action, or the doing' phase, includes

three possibleoactivities: (a) in-place defense, or protectiOn at the spot

where the individual is located; (b) safe area, or movement to a part of the

building which. can serve as a protectIve spot or haven; and (c) evacuation,

or the'leaying jf the life-threatening situation. After-action accounting,

or the cheCk-up phase, requires a system for checking on 'individlials

and/or during the emergency situation

Samr ---; avE..,A,._e jot ,...,,4_1.ife safety process are:

I" . ,

1) Notificationr- of potental victims: smoke_detector/sound sensor/victims':

motor vibrator alarm systems; lthtt detecgors.
i

2) Request for help: programmed telephones, cassettes, Porta-tels.

3) In-place defense:, small h'alon extinguishers, 5-minute air,

4
capsules.

4) Safe area: 'electrical magnetic door hardware (cuts "off

electricity), lights and auxiliary power in areas of refuge or,

stairwells.



J

5) EVracnation: ramps, inflatable socks, chutes,itilking

6) After etio$ accounting:' nothing available beyond roll'calls,(AIA, .

Products, p. 5).

Table II preSentg information relating handicaOping conditions to the

.life. safety procedures most in need" of liroduct development. The squares
41

with X's represent those areas identified by the Products Wqrkshop

participants. as having the greatest need for new products (AIA, Prodiicts,

p.\ 10).

Emer ency E ui m n
*

. k
o The labeling

4'

and positioning of emergency equipment is of vital

importance. Simple adaptation, such as the lowering of emergency phones,

alarms,-and fire extinguishers, can be easily accomplished. OVersized kigns

can be used to in1icate the location of emergency equipment` aid /or
-

'Warning systems with visual as well as audtkoty components will serve both
-7

the hearing and visually handicapped.

invisible Barriers

Although this paper has been looking at architectural barriers as they

apply to handicapped students, the- greatest barriers area no
14,

architectura.1. l

\ ,

but are actually AnNi'sible. barriers. Attitudinal barriers, th on the part*d.,
. .

of teachers and students as well as handicapped persons themselves, present
L l

the greatest, obstacle&which have to be overcome in the integrating, or

) ,

mainstreamiAg, of handicapped sLudents. Physical facilities are easy 90
,

change in comparison to the changing of beliefs, values, and attitudes

towards something.
A

Attitu ,Aes represent positive or negative reactions, adcorpanied by

specific belief,s.. There are two sides to the attitude phenomenon. First,

q
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there is the attitude of the person:having the handicap, and second, the
p....

.

, , .

attitude of other persons toward the handicapped.
v

Attitudinal barrIera can be 'defined as "a ,way of thinking, of feeling` 1,

resulting in behavior that limits the potential of disabled. people Co be.
.

i

indepentlent individuals." (Regional Rehabilitation' Research Institute,
. / 1

undated) Words such as those listed below are often used in astlociatiOn

IWith or in A initions of 'attitudinal barriefs ,as related to th
1,1

handicapped:

Prejudice
Ignorance
Fear
Insensitivity
BigOtry
StereotYping
Misconception

Discrimination
Dislik

Insecurity
Dtscomfort
Condescension'
Intolerance

e-

gif

Unfortunatelytattitudinal harriers are often unrecognized. Awareness

of, problems associ9ed, with handicapping conditions can 6 a ionvrway.

toward alleviating the ignorince.and prejudices associated with 11didiCaps.

According to Darrell Smith and Roger,Ceambers, the greatest a ttitudinal

barriers are:

1) Thecceptance of -handicapped individuals as people who are no

different than the non - handicapped; 1

2) RealizatioALt there arettme and effort problems that do exist,
.

f L

.

AcCepting the fact that common activities such as dfessing or taking a test

v
. consume much time for a handicapped person is the first :sEep. Simplev

I .
_ . .

'.4remdies
. ,

sch avllowing more time to take a test (three hours instead ofu

I\ .,,

\ope) orm4ing alternative arrangements for office hours if the office is
A,

not accessible, provide needed relief and support )or the-handicapped..

Implementation :Activities

t

To this point in the paper, 1 variety of barriers have been identified

a ,
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1

and some possible changes, or remedienhave been presented. The remainder

dof the paper will 'highlight one a roach for assessing a .schOOl's
4 - -

41
facilities,j4entify some speci c actions an individual can tak#', and

''finaliv,liat ideas for 'the nvolvement of the College offl Education at

Oklahoma State University related to this topic,

.

Assessment

Am "Assessment Team" Could be created to evaluate the current fitaEusof

the physical facilities of. a school and make recommendations fOr

improVement. This team might include the following type of persons:

a) 'An individual familiar with architecturallmrriers and ways to

alleviate them;

b) Faculty or staff affected by any proposed changes:;

c) An architect/contractor representative able to estimate costs and

effort required to make changes.

The responsibility of.the Assessment Team would be Co consider the
a

existing facilities in relation to recommended specifications. EaCh of

these steps is essential in completing the project:

,-1) Enlist the cooperation of the faCulty and/or staff td be affected

by any changes;

2)-Develop a systematic plate for conducting the assessment;

3) Corrd6c t. the assessment;

4) , Make Imendations for adapting and/or eliminating the barriers

1/- -----:

-I
1 (Dalll, Appleby, and iipc, 1978). .

, t
.-,

Two sample assessment forms are 'peesented in Appen ces. A and B. Both

consider only'-some of the possible barriers. However, they ,ptovider a

starting point for the development of a'systematio plan.

If the primary intent of4 the assessment is to improve the environment

98' P. /
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fdr particular
_ students, the f011owing adggestions related to the

composition of the team, in addition Ap the ideas' presented above, should
7

prove effective:

a) Include someone familiar with specific handicapping conditions;

b) Involve students and /or parents directly.

In an effort to-overcome barriers, the process eio be utilized would

include these steps:

1) Identify potential
t

problem areas atd suggest tentative solutions;

2) Gather additional'and/or supportive information;

3) Consider safety factors that might arise;

4) Decide on courses of action and ways to implement them.

See Appendix C for sample key questions to ask when assessing barriers

related to physical, visual,.speech and auditory, and intellectual demands.
A"

These merely 'Om)IrmiltV°Mrle guidelines to. consider when selecting and/or

1adapting ,equipment.

Individual Actinn

The seven ideas below are quoted .4irectlyfrom The Invisible Battle:

Attitudes. Toward Disability. They are, stated more effectively and

succinctly than I can rewrite them.

Then you Meet a Disable& Person ...

0, Offer hell but wait until- it is accepted before giving it.
Offering assistance to someone is only polite behavior. Giving
help before it is accepted is rude. It can sometimes be unsafe, as
when you grab the arm of someone using a crutch and the person
loses his balance.

2) Accept the fact that 'disability exists. Not. acknowledging a

disabilityis similar to ignoring someone's sex or height. But to
ask personal questions regarding the disability would be
inappropriate ,a closer relationship develops in which
personal questions are more naturally asked,

3) Talk dire4zilj to a disabled person, not to someone.adcOmpanYing
them. To ignore a*,person's skistence in a group is very

99
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insensitive and it is alwaya'rude for two people to discuss a third
person' who is also present.

4) Don't' park your car in A, park,ing place which is special
designated for use by disabled people. These places are reserve
out of necessity, net conve#ence. Some'disabled people cannot
Walk distances, others need extra space i^ order tom get whe lchairs
in and .out of the. car. . ,If you park 1-

be bonvenient for you but totally pi-(4-
space t may

4abled people.

5) Treat a disabled person as a Because an
individual has a functional limitatiL. dean the individual
is sick. Some disabilities have no accompanying health problems.

Don't assume that a lack of response indicates fudeness. In some
cases a disabled person may seem to react to situations in an

41e
unconventional manner or may appear to he ignoridg you. Consider
that the individual may have a hearing impairment or other
disability which may affett social or motor skills.

e'
7) Keep in mind that disabled people have tie same activities of daily

living as you do. Many persons with disabilities find it almost
impossible to get a cab to stop for them'or to have a clerk wait on
them in stores. Remember that, disabled individuals are customers
and patrons, Intl deserve equal, attention when shopping, dining, or
traveling (Regional Rehabilitation Research Institute, p. 2).

OSU Involvement

During the course of writing this paper, I generated various ideas- for

, 1

the integration of this information into the Dea;l's Grant activities and the

education program. The ideas are presented at random, as food for thought;

1) The Deatl's Ptolect Advist y Committee should have some handicapped

Inalviduals on 11.

4) involve students from OdnAt,apped As6ocia1ivn in ds

many activities as possible (e.g., classes); their input could be

invaluable.

3) Make a conscious effort to start r moving harriers that do exist.

Work with the. hysical Plant people n making adaptations.

4) Create assessment teams in classes. Use these teams to survey OSII

buildings and local public schools. Utilize checklists provided in

Appendices A and A or create one of our own.

100



Haye as many' students and faculty as possible actually experience

"barriers" through simulation activities.

6) Visit East Central-Oklahoma State University to see what they have

done in the way of removing IrchitectUral barriers.

7) Orp possibility for national exposure: work with the idea of life

safety in the educational setting.

8) Compile a list, with the help of handik.,I )(±Ci ;t11'- some of

the activities and/or adjuptments that teachers can under,take to

help save time and effort for the handicapped.

9) Get Input from handicapped students reloted to any ;'renovations of

buildings.

10) Request to be involved in the AIA Task Force on Life Safety related

to Education--there was no one from teacher education involved.

11) Create a resource center for equipment4nodifica6ipns or listings of

availability of special equipment. Provide consultant activities .

to other schools in equipping vocational or lab-type programs.

12) Conduct a follow -up twelve years later of McGregor's thesis.
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APPENDIX A

*
AN ARCHITECTURAL BARRIER CHECKLIST FOR SCHOOLS

Building Name or Identification

Number of Stories

Number of Entry Ways (not individual doors)

Number of Classrooms Shops , or Laboratories

'Age of Building (approximately)

PA 1

Yes No

1/4 -years

Are' parking spaces reserved for handicapped students and
faculty?

jf yes, are spaces at least 10 feet wide to allow loading
5T"wheelchairs?

PA 3 Are ramps placed near, handicapped parking areas?

PA 4

EN 1

Is parking area,,sheltered?

Are ground-level entry Ways to all, buildings?

EN 2 If multiple 'doors are used as wind break, do they all
opeh the same way?

, EN 3 Do doors have an opening pull of 8 pounds or less?

BU I Are floors a non-skid surface (Note: Vinyl or asbestos
tile or terrazo floors can be'coated with non-skid wax)?

BU z Are there interior ramps to. allow passage from one fl6or
level to another?

BU

EL 1

EL 2

EL 3

Are all interior doOrs'at least 32 inches clear?

If there are two -OT more floors in the building, is there
an elevator?

If yes, are control buttons located at heietmavenient
to a person in a wheel,plair?"

If'no elevator, is there an interior or exterior ramp ,

on the second floor?.

RA 1 Are interior and exterior ramps coated with non-skid surface?

RA 2 Are exterior ramps at least 48 inches wide?

I 1
104



Yes No

RA 3 Are ramps equipped with hand rails?

RA 4 Are.ramps within th6/1:12 ratio ono more than 1 foot
rise for 12 feet in length)?

SI 1

SI 2

Are sloped sidewalks at least 48 inches wide?

Is there a six foot level rest area every 30 feet?

SI 3 Are sidq4alks at least 48' inches wide?-9.--

SI 4 Are there curb ramps at pedestrian traffic areas?

SI.5 Is there a sheltered walkway between this building and
adjacent buildings?

WA 1

WA 2

RE 1

RE 2S..

"RE 3 -

RE 4

RE 5

RE 6

RE 7

RE 8

RE 9

U

Are there one or more accessible dater fountains in each
buildingi?

Do water fountains have hand controls at front (Note:
Bubbler should be no more than 30 inches from floor)?

Is there at least one accessible restroom for men and 1
women ifi each building?

Does toilet stall have wide door (32 inches minimum)
that opens out?

Does toilet stalIwhave hand rails (11/2 inch hand rails
mounted )1/2 inches away from wall is preferred)?

If thert is a privacy screen, does it allow wheelchair
turning radius (36 inches is minimum turning radius)?

Isdolavatory raised to allow chairs to fit under it?

Is one mirror lowered so person in wheelchair can see. '4. _

Is hand towel dispenser low enough to be reached by all?

If there are doors in'series, do they both open in same,
direction?

- Are lavatory drain and water supply pipes wrapped or
insulated?

TE 1 Is there a public telephone with accessible handset (maxi-

'

mum height of 48 inches) convenient?

TE 2 *- Is phone wall hung rather than in a bootpfr

TE 3 Does phone have amplifyinglcoWns for the hard of hearing?
.

St.

* Taken from material presented by-East Central State University.
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APPENDIX B

TRUMENT

_,/

The survey instrument i

I. Campus Grounds'

II. Parking Lots

,III. Entrances and Exits

ed into the following 'six parts:

IV. Interior aneF.xteriOr Doors and Doorways

V. General Building Interiors k

VI. Areas

I. Campus Grounds.

Onthe attached map, locate by letter, any of the following barriers:

A. Surface irregularitY
B. Incline
C. Abrupt change in level
D. Walk width (4')
E. General safety
F. Other

A

Note: In the follbwing tables
4

" * " signW.es spaces for needed measurements

while " ** " ifi6 spaces for the degree of accessibility or utilization.

(X = Full; 1 = limited; 0 = Lack of;, d ='Does not apply)

II. Parking Lots.

A. Proximity to facilities

B. Width

C. Identific ion

D. Abrupt chae in levEll

E. CircUlation within lot

F. Incline (5%)

H. Egrvs

I. Other

* ** *
.0..

*, * * **
0

T
k

4

I

,
)

tii

i

\

.

-

I

.1
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III. Entrances and Exits

A. Approach

1. Common level (5% incline)
2. Ramp
/a. width (4')
b. n-slip surface
c. ine (8%)
d. length
e. clearance after ramp

(6')

f,G.urb (2" x 4")
3. Or

B. Exterior Platform Adjacent
, to Threshold

1. Widtr)
2. Depth'

a. Outward Swing Door (541
b. Inward Swing Qmoor (.3')

3. Step at Theshold.
4. Non-slip surfa0>
5. Other

IV. Interior and Exterior Doors and
Doorways

r-

A. Doors

1. Resistance of door closer
2. Handledia4ht (36" x 39")
3. Handle-design
4i Clearance to glass in door
.5. Type of hinge
6. See-through panel in swinehg

door 0
7.. Other

B.,Oborways
.

1. Clear-opening (32'.')
2. Threshold (3/4")
3. Interior clearance,

e

(5' deep by
I.: on both si4ps)

4. Exterior clearance (5' deep
by 1' on both sides)

5. Clear area next to door handle
(15" opening side)

6. Interior steps
Id. Other
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V. dengial\Interiprs

A. Corridors

1. An-slip surface
2. Steps '

3. Width (60").
4. Ramp incline (M.
5. Meaxance. after ramp (6')
6. Other ,

B. Elevators

1. Exterior controls (48")
2. Interior controls (48")
3.--Door clear- opening (32")

4. Clear-.9pening time OS sec.)
5. Interidr space

00" x 60" or 63" x'56")
6. Other

C. Water Fountains

1. Basin height (36")t
)2: Front controls
3. Mbunt ng
4. Appr ach (30" wide recess)
5. Other

D.Telephones'.

1. Booth
2. Wall mo ted 1

a. Heig t of receiver (4')
,b. Dep of controls (12")
c. Chair clearance

(30" x 21" deep)
d. Other

VI. Areas

4t,k
A. Class and Activity Area

1.Aisle width (60k')
2. Floor surface.
3. Aisle,incline'(8%)
4. Space for chair
5. Abrupt chapge in level
6. Approach to desk and/or

equipment
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VI ./ Areas

7. Use of deAk and/or
equipment.

.8. Access to stage and d
area.

9. Other

Eating Afeas

.1. Serving aisle width\
2. Serving line height
3. Accessibility of self-service

i;pms.

4.'Tgble height .

S. Table width
6. Chair clearance
7.,-Floor surface

8.1,,isle width c
9, Tray return.)

10. Other

C...Digrmitory Roots

1. Floor surface'
2. Floor space
3. Use of dresser
4. Use of mirror'. ('40"

S. Use of desk (24" x 3Q"
chair-clearance)

6. Use pf closet rod
(48" height)

Otherot.

D. Nestfooms

1. General
.

a. Floor surtace
b. Circulation space

z. Lavatory
a. Height toPaprun (30")
b. Total.height (32")
c. Knee clearance height (261
d. Knee clearance depth (10")
e. Insulated pipes
f. Depth of chair clearance (18")
g. Other

3. Mirror, shelf and dccessories
Toilet Stall 'w

a. Clearance for approach
b. Door clear-opening width (32")
c. Door swing (out)
d. Depth of stall (36")
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I

Grab
1. he '(33")
2. posi -(Parallel to ffoor)
3. diameW (11/2")
4. clearance from wall (1")

f. Other
5. Water closet

. ight of seat (20 ")'b
c. Other

6. Other

* **

_L

J

Note: In the preceding tables "*" signified spaces
measurements, while " * * "'' signified spaces for
of accessibility or utilization, (X = Full, 1

for needed
the degree
= Limited,

0 = Lack of, and -%= Does not apply).
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APPENDIX C

Questions

AssessinelArriers Related to P6sicg,-Demands

Is l'iormalhand or armisthrigt4 or reach required?4"
, 1/

-Is normal upper.limtvdeAteritylor steadiness required?

Are two hands required?
)

Must manuals, instruction books' or diagrams be referred to frequently?'

Must foot contr be operated? ,

essing Barriers Related to Visuay'Demals

1. Must measureme is be -made, dials set, ormeter readings taken?'

2. Must contrels or other items be. old .part by low relief lettering,''
_color or seffie other visual cue?

3. Must the student operate tape recorders; hand calculators, or Other
.ancillary devices'while working in the lab or shopR

`-'7. 4. Mist the student read blueprints, diagrams, instruction manuals, or
other printed' matefialt tg perform shop tasks properly?

,5. Is sight normally involved in positioning, guiding or otherwise using
hand tools or other hand held objects?

6. Are materials guided through pow45quipment?,

Assessing Barriers Related to Speech and Auditory Demands

1. Must the student'hear.the instructor under difficult listening conditions?,

2. Must the student use the telephone?

3. Must the student monitor and ,adjust equipment based on auditory cues?

4. Must the student use slide/tapes or other audio-visual aids?

Mist the student speak to fellow students or the instructor to cary out
/learning activities? .-

sessijig Barriers Related to Intellectual. Demands

1. MUst the student carry out a long sequence of steps in using a piece of
equipment to complete a task? e

2. Must the student gather tools and material's from around the lab or shop?

3. Must the student mister abstract ideas or solve intellectual problems to
'complete work task

* Taken from Dahl, Peter R.; Judith A. Appleby; and Dewey Life. Mainstreaminj
GuidebookifIr Vocational Educators: Teachin the Handicapped. Salt Lake
tit', Utah: Olympus Publishing Company, 78:
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Using "Books To Brea Attitudinal Barriers 3oward)The Handic

Carolyn J. Bauer

Mainstreaming is the practice .of providing educational programs tor:

handicapped students in environments that ma1cimize contact with

"nonhndicapped peers. This practice reflects changes in attitudes abou

educating the handicapped that have repulted in federal mandates and cou

decisiona. Both'require that handicapped students have access to educational

and social opportunities that are afforded tatheir. nonhandicapped.peers.

While a major reason for mainstreaming handicapped children into regular

diassroams is Ito increase their' contact with nonhandicapped ChilAren and
dob,

decrease their isolation, studies of mainstreaming. have fopnd prollifik with
the social integration of handicapped children (Semmel, 1979). As a group,

404-.4
handicapped children are not chosen as friends-as )Often as other children 1i

the class. Even though they are physically in the mainstream, they often

continue to be socially isolated. Helen Keller asserted that the heaviest

-burdens of diaaidlity arise' from personal interaction and not from the
a j.

impairment itself (as .inoted in Baskin and Harris, 1977). While educators

1

can exert little con(L01 over the reality of the dtsahility, they can help

change othel .ttitudes and fosCer more beneficial. Social

4
These ,todl,s anti sug6,,st LLuL Out oueicly la Contaminated with

negative perceptions. regarding the handicapped. What can be done to break

the barrier and foster konhandicapped children's positive "attitudes toward

handicapped Rers ns? increased contact with handicapped individuals can

help, but teache s and parents should not overlook another important tool for

barrierbreaking--the honest, objective depictions of handicapped individuals

in literature^ Books that children read provide continuous stimuli throughS., ,. ,
.4k

,,
7'1
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their formative ')I:ears,:,gind laterit ,ancr' ovent messages in stories of.',

exCeptional.individUalS.ACOmulate to forim subsequent 3erceptions',

Research on how epilpn-are influenced or changed byTbOOkS,:is 'a recent
. .

phenomenon. While most studies agree that literature_ is potentially

important in the child's valise development the extent of that learning and
/if

its Termanenbe have yet to be determined (WsP1i B4eleOn,. and Bradshaw,
-

1958). The :results of the study.done:by thellerg-Crosses g.(1978)' indicate.

that the expressed attitudes and Nelues of four,to-six-year=Old,children can

be significantly changed by hearing read tO- them a iicture Storybook that

espouses different attitudes. The research by Noland Shurtleff (1919)

indicates that the use of nonpriht,media can influence. children's attitudes

toward. people wit physica,1 handicaid, particularly when coops~

teachers provide good Models and encourage positive attitudes. The research

of Gottlieb (1980) found that in ,a regular clissroom attitudes of Students

-toward' retarded childpgn could be improved by using group 4iscussion.

A search was made.throUgh bibliographies and library collections for

books to help develop positive attitudes toward the handicapped. Emphasis

Was pia on 'quality literature that accurately reflects the reality of

impairment and avoids false impressions. tie to the abundance of books,

published about handicaps or handicapped' persons the titles included are

.necessarily selective.

mainstreamed children

,categories: visual

Books dealing with the more prevalent handicaps of

in elementary school (K-6) are listed in, eight

h%Lndicaps, speech handicaps,, emotionally disturbed,

learning ' disabled, auditory handicaps,

orthopedically, handicapped, and other. ;

intellectual impairments,

Reading leVel
00

designations for elementary students are at two levels.

The heading Young Readers refers to'children approximately 5 -8 years old or

.)
Age



in grades K73.

grades 4 -6.

Mature Readers are considered to be 9 -12 years old. or in

Their wider, experiential bacXgrounds"giv6.them the ability, to

Lead more mature bOoks.

Visual Handicaps

,,Young Readers. Stories about glasses predominate in

to visual handicaps. Only one dealswith blindness.

preglasses state of the heroine is detected in a medical

the books relating

The foggy, fuzzy,

examination during

kindergarten in Katie's Magic Glasses. The situation is corrected and

information is also C given on how visual- problems cause ( social

misperceptions. Jennifer Jean, the Cross eyed Queen is- a picture book

portraying a feisty, determined heroine and her discomfort resulting from

the rehabilitation process. Spectacles is an amusing and entertaining

picture boolcabout Iris who adamantly resists getting glasses until a clever

optician wins her over by suggesting that the right frames will make her

look like a movie star. Mike and Sally are the butt of teasing 'because they

are the only children who wear glasses in The Cowboy Surprise,, but the

situation is remedied when Wild Bill; a bespectacled cowboy, comes to school

and explains- why some people need glasses. Apprehension about blindness is

replaced by desire for friendship as two young brothers become acquainted

with the blind man who plays a harmonica and lives in the same apartment-

building in Apt. 3.
L

Mature Readers. For more mature readers, books about visual handicaps

are told-from both first person and secondary perspectives. Two books

feature the training of guide dogs. Follow My Leader is a story that

communicates the feelings of Jimmy, who is blinded by an exploding

'.firecracker. His rehabilitation includes learning braille and using a cane

and guide dog, and during these adjustments he also overcomes his hatred
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toward the boy who threw the firecracker°.

The importance of providing comprehensive assistance to children with,

difficulties, in tbiacase visual impairment, and how such help can have

implications far beyond the classroom is given in From Anna. Qtiig Smith is

*typical young adolescent, who happens to'be blind, in Dead End Bluff. He

courageously saves his younger brother from drowning and that act signals

his independence from moderately overprotective parents.

Sound of Sunshine, Sound of Rain is the story of a young black girl, Abram,

and her blind brother, who narrates the story. He attempts to help the

reader understand how he knows his world through tactile, auditory,

-olfactory,:,and gustatory senses. Abram's impatience and unhappiness are

partially a result 'of prejudice that yictimizes her. She in turn displaces

it on her brother through.insensitive treatment. Laura Ingalls Wilder tells

of her family's strength, resiliency, and ingenuity as well as love and

cohesiveness in dealing' with/the blindness of Mary, her older sister, in

Little Town on the Prairie. ,This series is unique in looking at an impaired

character during the'growing-up process. TheseHappy Golden Years portrays

Mary as a competent, mature, and playful young adult.'
/

S)eve and the Guide Dogs is a story of the initial failures, and

eventual success in training an animal to be a guide dog. Brotherhood is a

Tql.rior theme in the book and it emphasizes the need for better relations

between whites and Native Americans. An informational book,

Connie's New Eyes, tells of a young girl's 4-H project which involves the

care of a young puppy until the time it goes into training to become a

4
seeing eye dog and is then_assigned to its new owner, Connie.

0 Speech Handicap!

Young Readers. Avoid exists for quality primary level books dealing



with the speech handicapped. The topic is considered in

aA Certain SmS11'Shuherd but it cannot be evaluated on a literary basis since

it is .a religious parable.

Mature Readers. Realistic chiracters with speech handicaps are

represented in one case as a stutterer and in three books as mutes. The,

frustrations that accompany the inability to communicate as others do is well
.

portrayed in The Unmaking of Rabbit, which is about. Paul an.elevenyearold
.

Stutterer. Muteness is presented as a terrible inconvenience, but only that,

in Journey from Peppermint Street. A.poor French orphan boy caught in the

silence of muteness is the focus of Burnish Me Bright. The prejudice and

violence of the villagers are .very real, yet Auguste overcomes their actions

by mastering the art of pantomime. Insight into the feelings of Agba, a mute

stableboy in Morocco, about his lack of speech is presented in the Newbery

Award book, Ring,of the Wind. He learns to accept events and tries to make

the best of them.

Emotionally Disturbed

Young Readers. No books which dealt with the emotionally disturbed were

found for young readers.

Mature Readers. The ability to cope with stressful situations prevails

in the books about emotional problems for older readers. The Bears' House is

an exploration of the manifestation and aftermath of stress as Fran Ellen and

her four siblings try to cope. with an absent father and an emotionally

disturbed mother. Despite their desperate attempts to carry on with

pathetically limited resources, outsiders are finallxcalled upon to salvage

the deteriorating situation. Mental illness and drugs are combined in

(George) which is about Ben, a young schizophrenic. George is Ben's alter

ego who manages to keep his schizophrenic symptoms to himself until family



and peer force them to the surface. The book ends on a positive
,

note of recovery. Teetoncey tells how a girl survives a shipwreck off the

North Carolina 'coast. She is aphasic,fiom shock, but with loying care and
, .

understanding from Ben and his mother, she gradually begins to improve

physically. Teetoncey helps Ben and his mother come to terms with their own

needs in regard-to the death of their father/hudband. While only a limited

amount, of information is given regarding the impairMent, the model of

persistent', loving care is carefully described.

Learning Disability

Young Readers. The frustrations of youngsters whb have learning

problems are presented in twS books for younger children. ,The image of
c

P

sibling affection, the.exploration of frustration, and. the accuracy of

information presented are stre the of He's My Brother. Jamie',. ..disability

creates difficulties in school and.on.the playground. Leo, the Late Bloomer

is a fanciful animal story about a baby tiger who can't do anything right;

he can't read, write, or draw; he (iv a sloppy eater and never talks. His

'mother asSures "his father that Leo,is. hldother and in his own good

tine," he. bitioms1

readers

I -;

flux ;4/1403;..';The.-t06"-I6 '41:434TngAlrthllatniwRroblftms for older

exemplify CAncerp.0: "00tatspient:'064-,41-Tovery of the

difficulty. Kelley's Creel( !frqs0ation0, and self-doubt

experienced by nine-year-old 'Kelirwfio is In a-special class. This story is

beautifully illustrated with marsh scenes of the creek area. The Viaduct is

a story of how the presence of a learning disability generates ingenious

artifices for camouflaA and how the problem may persist' throughout. life.

The central character is a'grandfather who has dyslexia.
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A
Auditory Impairment,

Young Readers. There- are few-trade books for the primary level on

auditory impairment. The two fiction tits are about girls, and the,..

nonfiction title has a matter-of-fact approach. Lisa and Her

Soundless World 'tells how eight-year7old Lisa's handicap was discovered and

how hearing aids, lipreading, and sign language were utilized in the

'treatment of her disability. The bodk provides good background on hearing

and, speaking processes and promotes' empathy and understanding. A

show-and-tell story in which Angela tells how her hearing deficiency was

detected and corrects, with a hearing aid is told in A Button in Her Ear.

Encouraging evidence of increasing social acceptance of auditory impairment

is found in A. Show of Hands; Say it 14 Sign Language. In cartoon-type

drawings and narrative text, it demonstratds the manual alphabet and. more,

than 150 signs, while dealing in a matter -of -fact way with the probieni of.

what it is like to be deaf in a hearing world.

Mature Readers: Far the advanced readers there is one title dealing

with profound heari loss, two titles about deafness, one book dealing with

the deaf and mute, and one about a woman who was deaf, mute, slid blind.

Australia,is the setting of The Nothing Place, in which dien is anxioul"to

conceal the severe hearing loss that resulted from a recent illnesb. trThe

I
;problem of adjustment is handled in a matter-of-fact way and

characterizations of the children are noteworthy. The Sand...Bird, an unusual

fantasy, is about a deaf boy, and the story provides exemplary models for

accommodation to the demands of the disability. A replistie and

straightforward approach to deafness is given in David iniSilence.' The

family's adjustment as well as David's own inner thoughts are incorporated

into this gritty Story. Water Rat focuses on Lani, a thirteen-year-old who,
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though deaf and mute,is a swimming champion. She is presented as a .

youngster with abundant talent and drive who functions even though she is

handicapped. Information nn swimminrand racing competition is pr.esented in
4

this excellent sports boOk.- A story of accomplishments earned in the face

great handicaps is told with warmth and insight in the authentic

biography, The Helen keller Story.

Intellectual Impairment
al

Young Readers. The importance of love and understanding from
''161

supportive family is presented in the book for young readers about

41kintellectual impairment. Even though One Little Girl, suffers from a lack of

focus as to its appropriate audience, it does emphasize the importance of

positive attitudes toward a slow learner: Laurie has intellectual and

visual impirmInts and her parents and teachers see her improved response
,..

after they stop thinking

)1

nd saying that she.is slow and begin emphasizing

her abilities.

Mature Readers. The mixed feelings of brothets an !Aisteki igwatd

their retarded siblings_ are found Aw three titles for older readefW.p Two,

titles have main characters who have desires for a fuller life .e en though

they are retarded. The.setting for two books is Australia and one title 'is4

situated in school. One volume is a case study. A forthright explanation

of retardation is given in the sensitive novel Don't Take Teddy, .which

provides excellent detail of a younger brother's agonies regarding his low

functioning sibling. Another beautifully written story about a sibling's

love and responsibility and how mental retardation affeCts brothers and

sisters d
is Summer of.the Swans, a Newbery Award book. Take Wing has

extensive information about retardation and deals with family problems1R
s

related to denial and caMmunfty problems of unresponsiveriAss. Zekei in

II.



n, is a child. hobbled by': miiationa, untended by either his

family or sytety,'And
/
locked into a'barren, isolated environment.

this, he hungers for a fuller life as represented by the jazz didn* .

.
.

The main character' In The Hayburners is a decent; hardwqrking,

retarded man. (The message is about how the weak are treated in society,

Despite

'e music.

generous

particularly the 'abandonment of those who are presumably losers by

conventional standards. It further., communicates how -care and love can

.produce a winner. Australia is, the setting f A Racecourse for .Andy in

which friends acknowledge tlielr responsibility toward retarded Andy. Another -,

book with an Australian getting is Hill's End 'in which Adrian, a mildly%

retarded boy, has a modest but important role in his community. Sibling

support for an intellectually impaired thirteep-year-old brother is one of

the strengths 'of Long Shot for'Paul. Another strength of this sports atory

(is °a coach more interested in players than winning at any cost.

Jon Oki A Special Boy describes the life of a y ung boy with town's Syndrome

who/ts adjusted to being a very special child.

Orthopedic ,Impairment

,Young Readers. The books for young readers bout orthopediLimpalrment

focus' on individual chiracters and the tone is o e of encouragement, hope,

14nd' normalcy'as the youngsters, despite their handicaps, lead full lives.

The problems of daily living associated with terebral,palsy are presented in-
,

Howie Helps Himself. A real value of the book lies in its Atest, ac6irate,

and direct presentation of the problems of a segerely physically handicapped
0

chit. Rachel depicts a young child who enjoys life fully and ignores

whenever possible the inconvenience of using a wheelchair. An Alaskan Indian

folk tale that treats disability as a mark of favor is found in

ACthe Mouth of the Luckiest River when Tatlek, who has a weak, pronated



foot, is 'encouraged by his gran ther's assertion that *03-ood spirit-is
. . ,

looking after him. Tatlek deals with his difference in a natural, pragthatic

fashion. '

s.information\\
,

-,,

Mature Reader.. Much realistic about the social, emotional

and physical consequences of orthopedic impairments is found in ehe titles

for Older children.

available.

-_--

Several titles dealing wfth the effects of polio are
., ..

,.
Much realistic. informstto4n.ahout the social, emotional,. and

Al

physical consequences of polio is prOvidedin Screwball_in which Mike, who '

.

is a twin, has a struggle with himself as well as his external world.
. .

4-::(1,

Mustang, Wild Spirit of the West isthe story of. Annie Bronn Johnston's two

fights, one to overcome the effects of polio and the other of hdt efforts to
II

. . .

1,.7.'

protect the wild horses of the Western ranges. The Runner is thCstory of

J
Shadow, left with a Slight limp after recovering from polio, who works on a0 -

.

ranch breaking in horses and trelning.polo

with as just another of life's problems o cope with

biographies, including The FDR Story, are available on
4

and his struggles with polio.'

e disability is dealt

nd overcome. Several
4 '

rsnklin D. Roosevelt

Five books were found which were about han4icaps involving legs or"'

fedi't A,castle in thirteenth century England is Ohe setting; for the reirry- 4,\

Medal winner, Th0.-Boor j.n the Wall. It describes Robin, who is unable to
01

walk, and his rescue by Brot$er Luke.Rob(11;,4hhabilitation is gradual,

/

natural,land believable, and -the theme of the story is that one should make

the best of what one has and he ready'when thryoors of opportunity open.

The theme that all are useful and needed by the community is portrayed.in

The Wheel on the School, where a legless man, Janus, ingeniously saveti

townspeople, rescues some storks, and readies a nesting base for the great,

birds. The theme for Turn the lie3ct CAner is imprisonment of ma' types.. The
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first is a boy's reaction to his father's incarceration and secondly, the

paralyZed state of the soy's friend. The message in Red Eagle is a simple

one: There, is no disgrace in failing, only in not trying. The young Sioux

Indian boy, who has a club 40t, is disparaged4for his imperfect physique,

but once he proves himself, his companions can see beyond the impairment to

the. qualities the wise man of t e tribe has noted all along. A hardworking

caring, black family1;that-.4is exceptionally poor ptdVides the focus in

Roosevelt Grady. M#tthew, one of the' children, has a clUb foot, but the .

family has neither mopey nor time from the migrant father's_ schedule for
4 ,

rehabilitation of t ljri led foot. A scheme for permanence in the father's

employment and'hope feir Matthew's rehabilitation evolves in this title which

is rich in the expression of Loving family feelings.

Cerebral palsy is considered in four books. A recent title. that deals

with understanding of both orthopedic and imp ent. ia
4

41,

The 4fred Summer. Through the thoughts of thirteen-year- ld Lester, 4

cerebral palsy victim whose handicap includes deficiency in articulation, the
Asy

readerlearns of the crippling effect of overprotectiveness by a parent. His. °

friendship with Alfred,. who is retarded, Myron, who is overgrown :and clumsY4.

and Claire :a tough, noff-comformist girl who acCePta'them a.l as1 they'are,

helps him to emerge from an emotional Orison. The physicalland ps ological

adaptations necessary when leaving the protected environment of a special

school for a public school are explored in. Mine for Keeps.. Sal, who has

cerebral palsy,'adjusts well in the regular class. Another disability is

brought into the story through a character who has had rheumatic fever and

cannot attend school. Readers may also be interested in the sequel,

Spring Begins in March. An accurate and-moving account of cerebral palsy is

found in Let the Balloon Go which centers around a twelve-year-old boy's
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overpowering need to assert himself and.to'prove.the emptiness_Ot the. then.

children's derogatory opinions of hiM.

'i 5 )

-The Golden Mare is the story of a-.young boy whose activities are hphly

restricted because of the aftereffects of. heumatic f vet. He spends.

great deal of'time with an old horse and f ntasizes aho t an idyllic lind

where the horse can become immortal. The portrait of a poor family

struggling to survive economic and personal hardshipa is found in

The Dark Didn't Catch Me. Minor characters involving the handicaps of cleft

lip and palate, a slow learner, ands person who has epileptic seizures are

flawless example of a
naturally depicted. About Handicaps

fictionalized problem book. f Two parallel and complementary books are found

within one cover: a story Eor children and an accompanying interpretive
.

text for adults., he general.theme is that confrontation, buttressed with

information and awarenes child development, yields the mostprOmising.

means for coping with fears related to handicaps.

Other

yi.4l
4 .

All riders. One title is especially noteworthy because .it' epc6utages

children to imagine themsves in various situations faced by the disabled.

What f You Couldn't...? is an informational hook about disabilities that
I I

asks the reader to imagine that she/he' is the person with. the diaab ii it

1 11;

and then introduces experimehts that YX to understand how it feels to have

that disability. Hearing and visua impaiument, other physical handicaps,

emotional disturbances, and learning disabilities are among the conditions -.

, included. The direct and matter-of-fact text is an excellent'resource book

tifhelp dispel ignorance about both the causes and consequences of speitifi-c-

handicaps.

It can 40e said that 4 distinctive features of books, about the
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handicapped fOeNlementarq school children =ate that they are generally
'

. 1
written about'children.an e majOrity are about an individual chill, Most

r

kl'
boOks deal with o y one handicap 'rather than multiple handicaps. imps

b
.

all of the recent books focus on the handicapped airac ositive

outlook on life and the great gains they have made despite their diimb lity.
.,/

Educators shoilld emphasize the i portance of helping each child fit in and

helping others to understand and accept handicapped. students. The mo t

crippling handicap is in the mind,' not. the body, and that handicap is e

attitudinal barrier. Children's books can play a 'positive role id breaking

the,attitudinal barrier toward Ehe handicapped.
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Nonbiased Assessment

Paul G.'Warden

°Litigation and Legislation

There have been four landmark cases which have influenced the thinking

of those who wrote the assessment rules and regulatiopa of Public Law

94-142.e In Hobson v. Hansen (1967), the constitutionality of the tracking

system used in the Washington, D.C. public schools was challenged because

the test used led to an overrepresentation of black students in the lower

tracks and an underrepresentation of black students in the igher tracks.

In Diana v. State of California (1970), the plajntiffs ntended that

inappropriate intelligence tests were used to pace minori students in

classes for educable mentally retarded students. The tests w e,in English

and the primary language of the homes was Spanish. As a result of the

consent decree issued by the court,_several thousand minority children were

returned to the regular classrooms, and the Office for Civil Rights issued:a

'memorandum that specified procedures to guide the assessment of minority

students. In Guadalupe v. Tempe Elementary District (1972), the issue of

overrepresentation of minority students in classes for the mildly retarded

focused on the inappropriateness of using only English language intelligence

tests as the sole criterion for placement. Lastly, in Larry P. v. Riles

(1972, 1974), the court focused on the issue of test bias in the placemen

of black students in classes for the educable mentally retarded, and, in

October of 1979, declared the use of standard intelligence tests illegal for
4

use with black children 1. California.

The'dispoRitions of the above/ cases are .1- reflected in the rules and
1

regylations of P.L. most important features of P.L. 94-142
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regarding assessment are:

1. Procedural safeguards which proV,ide for informed consent and due
process are required.

2. The assessment must be conducted in the child's native language if
at all possible.

3. Tests and other evaluation devices are validated for the specific
purpose for which they are used, and administered by trained
personnel.

4. Classification and placement decisions are not based on a single
source of information (such as IQ) and areas of specific
educational need are'identified in the evaluation process.

5. Inferences about aptitude or achievement are not made from
evaluation procedures which reflect the child's impaired sensory,
manual, and speaking skills.

6. Assessment must be conducted in a broad variety of areas and
placement procedures shall draw upon information from aptitude and
achievement tests, teacher recommendations, physical 'conditions,
social or cultural background, and adaptive behavior. Further,
information from the.above sources must be docUmented and carefully
considered.

7, Decisions are made by a multidisciplinary team with participation
of parents.

8. Placement options are selected according to the principle of least
restrictive alternative and an individualized educational. program
is developed. 0

9. The educational program is reviewed annually and a comprehensive
reevaluation which meets the requirements stated above is conducted
at least every 3 years (Phye and Reschly, 1979, p. 229).

The Meaning of .Bias

Before bias is discussed,, the basic myths regarding the IQ

(intelligence quotient) should be dispelled. The myths that an IQ score is

fixed, unitary, and predetermined by heredity are still held by many

professionals. Phye and Reschly (1970) state:

'4?

al

IQ tests measure only a 'portion of the competencies involved with
'human intelligence. The IQ results are best seen- as predicting
"performance in school, and reflecting the degree to which children
hae mastered, middle class cultural symbols and values. This is
useful information, but it is also limited. Further cautions--IQ,,
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tests do not measure innate-genetic capacity and the scores are not
fixed. Some persons do exhibit significant increases or decreases in
their measured IQ (p. 224).

4
Ti p use of the word "bias in the Assessment of, intelligence can he

consideied from two perspectives: customary usage and statistical usage.

In discussing bias, I wish to note current proposed remedies, where they ,

exist, for some of the problems. One particular instrument, the System of

Multicultural Pluralistic Assessment (SOMPA), is designed a remedy to

biased assessment. Altbongh I will note which problems the S9MPA purports

to remedy, a detailed discussion of the SOMPA will follow this section nn

the meanings of bias.

Customary Bias

When a person customarily thinks of bias in testing, either the content

of the test comes to mind, or the procedures used 'during the testing sess )lon

are thought of as unfair. Also, it is contended that the placement

decisions, dependent dpon intelligence test results, often have a negative

influence upon students. 4ret, let us consider the nature of the content

of the intelligence test.

The administration of an English language intelligence test to a person

who does not speak English as a primary language is a blatantly obvious

example of biased assessment. Either the test should be translated by an

".4
examiner or the test should be published in the examinee's native language.

Both of these remedies have been done with varying degrees of success. In

one instance, a person whO vias fluent in Cherokee Indicated that a number of

abstract concepts used in a standardized intelligence test had no counter

parts in:the Cherokee language. In other instances, the Spanish version of

the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale used Spanish phrases that were no

easily understood by'persons using a, North American regional dialect of
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Snanish. Mot' to minimize the above problems, I hellevr. 'hat the larger

issue focuses on the absence in many instances o hiltngual 6ducation

programs. A subsequent consideration involve s the issue of whether

bilingual education is,only a transitory experience to prepare the student

to .ultimately function with English or to continue to function with the

non-English language in the majority environment.

The second problem in the area of content bias is related to what is

called item bias. Item bias exists when an item disproportionately loads on

one specific culture to the extent that persons frOm another culture have

not had equal chance for exposure to that item. Frankly, research is

equivocal regarding which items are culturally loaded. The research that

has been done indicates that the.ferreting out of such items might be a

never-ending endeavor.. Some, items chosen for investigation have been found

to he answered '.correctly more often by Min ty examinees than by

core-culture examinees Admittedly, item bias does exist; however, the

SOMPA attempts to partial out,the influence of sociocultural difference from

the composite score (let us call it an adjusted IQ for the moment) rather
4

than deal with each specific item.

Procedural bias is also referred to as atmosphere bias in that the

testing.situation is unfair to minority examinees. Two possible sources of

unfairness are the nature of the interaction with the examiner and the kindp

of responses and effort required of the examinee. Regarding examiner

effects, that is the effect of the examiner's race, sex, degree of warmth,

time .spent establishing rapport, and amount of encouragement, the results of

research have been inconsistent. No remedies offer certainty to eliminating

bias, but examiners are cautioned to be sensitive to conditions which might

distract from eliciting maximum performance from the examinees. These same
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cautions apply to the problem that the kinds of required responses and

concomitant expected effort might he unfamiliar to the examinee.

As indicated by previously noted litigation, a disproportionately large

number of minority persons have been qualified for special education

service, specifically for classes for the educable mentally retarded.

Research indicates that persons labeled as 'educa.hle mentally retarded find

the labels highly aversive. Contrary to 'popUlar belief, it is unclear

whether labels create expectancies, and the widely held iwlief,regarding the

selffulfilling prophecy 4s not supported by data (Phye and Resthly, 1979).

Regardless, persons have been qualified for special education programs which

have been purported to be ineffective, so these persons might have suffered

the burden of a label and might have been placed in education programs which

could have constituted reduction of opportunities dUe to the purpOrted

ineffective int ervvtions

Statistical Bias

Many measurement exilikrts contend ithat statistical bias is the only

legitimate bias Co be ascribed to a test. The above contentions (customary

bias) are examples or misapplication of tests. Statistical bias exists and

a test is unfair:

1. if the vaLiat,ility aLonnA the eisi.c.bdloh Ilhd lo hot
both groups;

2. if the level of the regression line is not similar for both groups
and, hence, produces a constant error in reduction; or

3. if the slopes of the regression lines are not similar and, hence,
produce different predictions for each group.

The results of a number of studies conducted by Jane Mercer (the author of

the SOMPA) indicate a statistical bias against blacks and hispanics using

the WISCR. The SOMPA purports to eliminate this statistical bias.
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SOMPA 4

The System of Multicultural"Pluralistic Assessment (SOMPA) purports to

offer a nultifactored and nonbiased approach to the assessment of

o

intelligence. The SOMPA is comprised of a number of scales, each of which

fits one of the three models of the instrument:

Medical 14Odel
I. Physical Dexterity Tasks
2. Bender Visual Motor Gestalt Test
3. Weight by Height
4. Visual Acuity
5. Auditory Aduity
6. Health History Inventories

Social Syst m Model
I. Adap ive Behavior Inventory for Children (AMC)
2. Schoo Functioning Level (gFL), the WISC-R IQs

Pluralistic Model
I. Estimated Learning Potential (ELP), the WISC-R IQs, adjusted
2. Soc ocultural Scales'

Family size, family structure, socioeconomic status, and
urban acculturation.

4 The four scales of most importance' to our concern with nonbiased

assessment are the Adaptive Behavior Inventory for Children (ABIC) and the

VSchool Functioning Level (SFL) of the Social System Model and the Estimated

Learning Potential (ELP) and the Sociocultural Scales of the Pluralistic

Model. The atudent is compared to a sample set of nationally represenAlk

norms when his/her adaptive behavior (ABIC) is evaluated and when his /!rV

school functioning level (SFL) is determined. Jane Mercer, the author of

SOMPA, contends that the tasks required in the ABIC and the SFL are common

and/or required across subcultural groups; subsequently, separate 'norms for

specific sodiocultural gralps are not justified. Spetifically, Mercer found

'The remaining scales yield information which is used to support
diagnosis or assist in planning remediation.
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that subcultural groups' performances on the ABIC do not differ appreciably.

She further contends that school achievement is dictated by the core (Anglo,

middle class') Culture, and the moat appropriate norms are those of the core

cuiAire. The ABIG and SFL are vital in-determining mental retardation. An

examiner would suspect that mental. retardation would be inappropriate as a

diagnosis if a student performed well in adaptive behavior. even though

he/she performed low on the WISC-R (SFL).

The Sociocultural Scales are necessary to determine the Estimated

Learning Potential (ELP), an estimate of the person's ability to learn

school-related tasks with sociocultural influences partialled out. The more

one's sociocultural background approaches impoverishment, the more ELP

points are added (in a sense, the more IQ points are added). Mercer uses

the'example of a minority child 'from an impoverished background who has a

fullscale WISC-R IQ of 67 and an 4LP of 130. This child is not considered

retarded; in fact, he is, likely potentially gifted.

The SOMPA provides a number of data which.potenislAy could disqualify

minority and poor students from being eligible for educable mentally

retarded classes. it the ELP is used as an indication of intelligence,

minority stndentn ,te6orized as retarded could be reclassified as normal or

even gittedi ho,,evcc, it ire likely chat they will demonstrate some

weaknesses iu school functioning. It is conceivable that some of these

students will be classified as learni.og disabled, but this category

stipulates that the learning disability must not be due to cultural

disadvantage. Will these declassified students be expected to succeed in

the regular classrooms with no special education funding availa le for

support services?

1An underlying question yet to he answered deals With t validity of

%.,..
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7imu
the ELP. This index has no validity studies supporting it as an indicant f

learning potential. Mercer contends that the only means to determine its

validity is by research 'relating the ELP to rate of learning.
. d

Rate-of-learning studies dealing with meaningful materials and of long

enough duration are costly and cuMbersome, so . we will have a while to wait

before we can use the SOMPA with certainty of its validity.

I

1
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Multicultural Approach to Mainstreaming: A Challenge top

selors, Teachers, Psychologists, and Administrators

John M. Dillard

Lloyd R. Kinnts5n

Barbara Peel

1'
The conc%ts of both multicultural education; and mainstreaming are

slowly emerging into the forefront of educational consciousness. Altflough

-mainstreaming is more widespread, multicultural educatiqn has come into

being among some professionals only during the last four or five years

(AATCE, 1973; Hunter, 1974; Klassen & Golliger, 1977). Mainstreaming is

commonly referred to as a process wherein students who have been diagnosed

as handicapped and placed -in special education classes are returned to

regular classroom for all or same portion of the school day (Dent, 1976).

Advocates of mul icultural education emphasize the necessity for i eased

awareness and se(Ntivity among counselors, teachers, psychologists, and
04

administrators that ouv handicapped students are of diverse ethniq and

cultural back6koundJ bpeLial education is only vae of the many dimensions

undet thc. umbt ella ot "lticultaral edpcation, while mainstreaming is one

proems that. opet,,t1o,Lall4ea or pla_es both (multicultural education and

mainstreamino into a degree of practice in meeting handicapped students'

personal cultural, and specialized academic needs. However, relatively

little in professional literature or practice on mainstreaming deals with

students of varied cultural and ethnic backgrounds, as suggested in the

standards adopted in 1977 (effective January 1, 1979) by the National

Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education and the guidelines under

Public Law 94-142 in 1975.

dd
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Brief History of Changes in Special Education

Since the beginning of the present decade, there has been a dramatic

reduction in the use of the self-contained classroom for handicapped

students. The issue of whether or not to segregate handicapped students in

special self-containga classes has been debated since 1940 (Chaffin, 1974).

The. shift of emphasis' from predominately segregated, self-contained

claksrooms to other delivery systems was clearly influence .y Dunn (1968)

in his now classic,' article, "Special Education for the Mi y Retarded --Is

Much of It Justifiable?" The timeliness of Dunn's article had much

influence on the implementation of alternative educational ervice delivery

systims for handicapped students.

Since publication of Dunn's article, three major forces have combined

to establish( a' receptive atmosphere for change. First, parents of

handicapped children have organized and are politically active (Reynolds &

Birch, 1977); second, the federal government has provided interest and

leadership th'rough the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped. (Saiaso

Doris, 1.978); and 'third, civil rights issues have been the cause of the

decade.

Development of the Least Restrictive Environment Conte211

In 1976 the Council for Exceptional Children defined mainstreaming and

described xhe school environments most appropriate (i.e., leastirestrictive

environment) for educating handicapped children. Officially, the Council

for Exceptional Ch ldri defined mainstreaming and, in so doing,, described

the school environment most appropriate to the education of exceptional

children:

Mainstreaming is a belfefiii-tfi-iny ves an education
placement procedure and process for e ptional children,
based on the conviction that each such child should be



O

educated in the least restrictive environment in which his
educational and related needs can be satisfactorily
provided. This concept recognized that exceptional
children have a wide range of special education needs,
varying in iWtensity and duration; that there is a
recognized continuum of educational settings which may, at
a given time, be appropriate; that exceptional children
should be educated with non-exceptional children; and that
special classes, separate schooling, or other. removal of an
exceptional child from education ',with non- exceptional'
children should occur only wherithe intensity of the
child's special education and related needs is such that
they cannot beApsatisfied in an environment including
non-exceptional "children, even with the provision of
supple9ntary aids and services ("Official Actions...,"
1976, p'; 43).

The mainstreaming concept was incorporated into' P.L. 94-142, Education

rul All handicapped Children Act of 1975, through use of the phrase "least

restrictive alternative" for educating handicapped c,hildren. The least

4
restrictive environment is thus that educational setting itt which the

handicapped exceptional child can perform academically and socially in as

"normal" a manner as possible. These environments range from regular

classroom placement with individualized materials or methods to homebound

and instiLutional placements, as needed. It is through this concept of the

icdot restrictive environment that multi,ultural education and mainstreaming

.Lge iu Lticll "Lpoodd. Yet LkeLc dit sever-A.1 crucial pitfalls and

IlmILAkiu-o uhl 1, ,mstu 11.4z pi.ss ..1 Lad1l1tte&Wlllg.

ellrall lu ilalunCreculalla

Cultural Conflicts. It is d1cr1,u1L nut Lu agree with .the theoretical

notion of mainstreaming, the delabeling of students and the inclusion of

§
those who once ware excluded tic/in the mainstream of our education system.'

Mainstreaming allows many handicapped students, for example, the

wheelchair-bound, to enjoy school in attendance w1Lh -normal- students.

However, others (e.g., Puerto Ricans, Chicanos, Blacks, American Indians,

pp .°
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Southern Appalachian Anglos) who experience learning disabilities, mental

retardation, etc., and who are further handicapped by thelAthnic and

cultural backgrotTds, are less fortunate. Their diverse* ethnic. and/or
4

Cultural experiences are Hof such magnitude that counpelors, teachers,

psychologists, and administrators cannot affoild to ignore them. These

latter students are often placed Ln least resErict'd learning environments

with attempts made to instruct within the cognitive doma0 without regard

for their personal and cultOral experiences. 'A fundamental assumption,

whichrhas perhaps undergirded this approach, is that cultural values,

li uitics, learnihg styles, etc., are unimportant in the education milieu.

exampltb DeAvila (1976) argued that: "Far the children for whom English
7 f

.

is not t1)0 home language, "there are special considerations and, at a
, ....

superficial level, one is tem ed o conclude that these children are 'so
,e

s

7 \

,

different' that mainstreaming is at best paradoxical and- consequently

represents no change in rice status quo" (p. 94).

V Puerto Rican and Chicano students for whom English is a second language
4 ,dr

,>

have several problems which work not only aipainst the use of current tests

but also against attempts Co adapt or translate testa.
\

ItV is highly

\inlikely that a single translation across various geographic,locatibns would

render a valid measute of original goals simply because there tare variations

in dialect. There are differences among Spanishspeaking gro4s as well.

For instanc4Ithere are several translations for the term "kite": paplote,

cometa, volantin, chiinga,'r huila are based on the country of origin.

Regional differences .further compliftte communication. The term tostone to

.a Puerto Rican means a squashed section of a banana that. was fried but may

signify'a halfdoIlat for a Chidano ( DeAvila, 1976, p. 94).

Inadequate Testing. The process of mainstreaming has yet to resolve

r 142
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the cultural tonfliers that remain in t sting sitnatians., This statement

Appears more evident' as we refer.-to the testing environment as a social'

involvement grnanded within a caltntal. context that dictates ,certain
t -

expectations relativeto the interaction of students and tests. Aowever,
,

cthere is no assurance that handicapped students' cultural experiences will
. s 1, 1

be:included by,the culture ,that is,embedded in the testin setting.: Barnes
. -.

: .. /
(1973) argues that test '.developers of the StanfAdBinet And ',..the'Wechnler

°

Intelligence Scale.for Children have designed these tests with

middle-clAss Anglo experiences. Carnes states:

reference to

. For yample, one question asks, 'What would you do ifyou
were sent to buy a loaf of bread and the grocer said he
didn't have any more.' (The only answer on which maximum
credit is given is 'I would go to another Store.') 'Thiel

question rests on devera/mssumptons, namely that there is
more than. one grocery ;,store in the immediate vicinity and
that it' is a safe walking distance. lt.does..not consider
that out of. concerti for the child's.eafety the parents may

,have made-it a standing rule.thatthe child go straight, to ,

anfrom the `store indicated ot,that'to's.',2 to another stpre.f,
might involve Mosaing into re territory of.a-gang. Nor
does it condisler that in'some poor communitteachildren,are.
not sent tor11,0' ti*are,withMoney becauseof. the prevalence
of extortion'Oractires or that credit may be ''extended'-the,
family only by this. atoree: 1Tbus, itts-not surprising .that

inner-ctty minority and ratal children are less likely to
_offer the responde which earns full credit (p. 7).

0
)eAvila (1976) suggedt that we might understand some Latin American

-41

studddltal:efustil to.guess at answers to test questions where fhey have been
'

socialized. within a itradition that disapproves` this kind Of hablandmoAn

sabet, or speaking v thout knoWing" (p. 96). Therefore, refusal to

positiveL0 recognize ndicapped students-linguistically and culturally 1,6

viewed by the present authors as. gratuitfas and a massive denial or

mitteterpreiation of what we have, learned about human behaVior..

,
othe

Impact oflabels. It is well known that students can, stigmatize each

as "duMmies," "retards," or worse. Other labels often. expressed are

1.4
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"culturall died v ged "culturally deprived," "educable mentally

retarded," in addition to/ethnib or racial slurs. The negative effeet of

4 various labels on ethnic minority students may occur'in regular classrOoms

as well as special clidsrooms. To what extent do these labels vanish as a

result of mainstreaming? Jones (1976 contends that lebeltrare stigmatizing..

iand negatively bfluenie students' self-condepts. Ethnic minority students

are already discriminated against on, the basis:of :their ethnic, (or racial)

A. .

identity in addition to stigmatizing labels. Jones (1972) has' demonstrated

r

li
in his. research that students enrolled in regul clasdis perceive mentally

retarded, lower class, culturallY depriVed, cu turallf.disadvantaged, and

slow learners'as.negative categories.

Therefore, mainstreaming may do, little to generate positive social

climates for both handicapped and "normal" students within regular classroom

environments. It appears that respect for individual, cultural; and ethnic

differences as well as similarities must' be part of the socialization

process among these students. Such a process may warrant awareness and

sensitivity on the part of adults, for instance, teachers, counselors,

administrators, and parents. This latter statement is- particularly true

since students tend to "learn what they'live.".

Teachers' Mind Sets. Often, claisrooM teachers know which students

will, be promoted and which will be retained. Students, too; are

characterized as slow, average, or fast learners. Some students may even be

judged as bright with a lot of potential while others are viewed as having

limited ability. Aside from the h rrors of test results thae professionals

use for ability grouping, teachers' anticipated notions (mind sets), of

students' ability or potential at the outset of a school year corregeb

highly with end-of-the,-year grades. Positive m -sets seem to be strongly



related to high teacher expectations of students and high .performance

results',

Teachers' Attitudes and 'expectations:, that influence studentAl

achieirement have ':been demonstrated by Rosenthal and Jacobson (196$)

concerning the self-fulfilling prophecy. Some studies support the notion

that teachers hold negative attitudes about ethnic minority students. For

example, Corwin and Schmit S1970) reported that up to 70 perCent of the

teachers in lower socio-economic status schools of a large school district

believed that teir Atudenta experienced low motivation. However, these

.teachers' opinions were not supported in a similar. study by Jones (1968).

Hence, anticippted notions, mind sets, attitudes,'or expectations may

surely inflpence handicapped students' achievement in regular, classroom

settings. This statement might:be valid especially in 'situations where

students were Once" in special classes or labeled "special."

-Lack of Skills among Teachers and Counselors, The reatity of whether

regular class teachers and counselors are prepared and willi g to work with

handicapped students is a major variable influencing the success of

mainstreaming in the least restrictive setting. Decker and Decker (1977)

contend that "very often teachers in the public school setting are not

equipped to deal with special problems presehted by the learning disabled

- child and family, because of limited training, motivation, resources, or

materials" (p. 3).

Present research data indicate that the majority of ,regular classroom
lb

teachers fel they are not equipped to teach handicapped students

(Chrichshank,,1977). Gickling andTfieobald (1975) found that 85 percent of

regular% classroom teachers in their survey indicated a lack of necessary

skills to effectively teach handicapped students. Where the responsibility

ti
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for such preparation,lies remains a question.
,

.

Likewise, many Counselors have completeditheir professional preparatiop

without sufficient,trainingin effective counseling services for handicatPeds.

ethnic minority students. Limited exposure in
$

coursework and practicum

counseling experiences f with handicapped students. lessens counselors

'conceptualization of cognitive and perceptual problems. Such problems are

coupled w4th:specific exceptionalities which influence handicapped students'

self-worth and personal-social develOpment Kinnison, & Peel;

197). In' short, many counselors'. delivery of services to handicapped

ethnic minority students is hampered by their limited. exposure to a variety

of special education skills.

.

-PaperworkOceanof'.for Counselors. The April 15, 1979' issue of'the

American Personnel and Guidance -Guidepost states that:' mainstreaming has

generated.an' abundance of paperwork for counselors.' A great "deal of. work

.

goes into mainstreaming a handicapped student. The burdensome paperwork is

generated at% he state.and federal levels as 'a result of 94 -142. .Nendt

at \' (19'79) contends

. each ece of papei$40represents a chunk'of time;, time spent
organizing '79eekings, attending those me ings, observing
students, inclass, writing up those obser ationS, making
,phon calla, and generally expediting the federally and
stat mandated 'paperwork, up to' the next. level: (p.4)

A FairfaxPCounty, Virginia, superintendent asserts at by'the 'next school

I
year (1979-80) colliklors may spend approximately 30 peortent of their time

\

on paperwbrk involved in screening and evaluating handicappId students. The
,

1 ----
superintendent further states that such paperwork reduces couipelors' time

. .

to work with the students, both normal and handicapped.

The degree 'of the burden that mainstreaming place:4 on counselors seems

related to the size of the school, number bf,handicapped studets it serves,
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the nature of the handicapse. and the prinapil's policy regarding

counselors' use of time. , Physically haddicapped students are mailletreamed

more smoothlyl than the learning disabled (Wendt, 1979)., Therefore,
a

mainstreaming hits a number of entangleitients to be Worked out before
x

professionals involved ',can effectively function with the process to

facilitate handicapped &dents' growth rather than work externally toward
./

theliroblei area.
7

3.

Psychologists' IsOtericlanguage and'Lack of. Practical Suggestions.
,

The use of professional jargon, i.e., terminology, -does not serve as,an
4

.1

effeCtive vehicle of communication between two different professions ar

betWeen professionals and parents. This is particularly evident among many .

psychologists ho use different' terms -!or 'similar concepts or define the

sam terms in dif erent ways. slEi.any case, theme of strict psychological
'

:

.

jar onconfUses, rather :than rifles, most concerns outside of the

psychological profession. Many o the terms' are general or categorical
e -

.

concepts, thUs limited in their use as practical information for parents and

iteachers. The use of psychological jargon ih interpretations of formal test

results and,thie lack, of pradtical_ suggestions to classroom teachers and

parents have been a major criticism of clinical and school psychologists
%

(Tallent, 19-76).

41
The extent to which diag ostic information and areas ofstrengths and

-

weaknesses can be incorporated into working instructional programs

dete

q

fined by their degree of specificity. Specificity refer

and quantity of details supplied,

information may be applied. Stating

discrimination" problems, for example,

s often

to the

including directions on, how this

,that a .student has "auditory ,

tells the teacher little without

being related- to the materials available, methods used IN . the learning



environment, time of day, subject, matter involVed, nature_ of .severity,

Einciel4n1plicatiOns, and various Sher factors which.qbange from indii4dual

to. individual..

'A one-time .Conference that deals with interpretations and

recommendations of diagnostic evaluations is less than adequate. Often,. ,

teache s and parents say that they understand the information being conveyed

,

ring a conference. .Later,:hoWever, they may become confused and

misinterpret, the intent, of the.communitation. In this way, teachers and

1:,.arents often feel "put' down" by, some psychologists, thus not following

through on recommendations..

Awareness and 'prevention, of these. stumbling blocks to effective
s-

communication are- important responsibilities of psychologists as well as

other professionals. 'Awareness and - prevention are the keys to effective

educational policies)and practices.

Inflexible Administrative Policies. The mainstreaming process in some

schools is stifled becadse administrative ,policies are too rigid and/or fail

to adhere to mainstreaming procedures. Such policies tend not to provide

ongoing in-seryice progiams ;that allow ,couneelors, teachers, :.and

if
- , .4Pt

.

pSYChOlOgiStS to share their:kofessidnal -experiences with handicapped4-
students of various ethnic and cultural backgrounds: Other in-service

progrtms do nokinclude or make provisions for these professionals: to

acquire new skills which will enable them:to function-more effectively with

ethnic minority students.who a e andicapped.
4

Some administrative policies do not advocate changes in physical

A! acilities within the educational .plant to accommodate the physically

handicapped as-well as the "normal" student.' Current mainstreaming programs

are geared toward non - handicapped development that isolates "normal"
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. students from the physically handicapped. This, kind of)o,blicy restricts

opportunities for full -integration Of personal, as well as ethnic, and

academic developMent among. handicapped and non-handicapped students.

Regular professional staffing sessions--including teachers, counselors,

psychologists, administrators, and, often.parents who share .facts pertaining
4 !k

to handicapped :students' development? -are not part of the mainstreaming

process.' Such- informatibn' ins vital, In arriving at new and improved

strategies to facilitate.handicapped students' prograss.
, "N

Ongoling assessments of programmatic procedures in mainstreaming ,

situations are rarely implemented to determine whether or not certain goals

are being, obtained. It would appear that effective assistance to

handicapped students who are ethnically and culturally different depends on

regular assessment of behavioral'input and outcome. It is well-known that

long intervals elapse in some school situations before student assessments

are made. Therefore, an ongoing assessment permits school personnel to

monitor their procedures and strategies and make ad47tments _according to

I.,

the output of handicapped s1tudents' rsonal, social, cultural, and academic

performances.

In summary, mainstreaming appears limited,, suggesting that it w not

fully serve handicapped students who are ethnically . and cultutally

different. Other factors must bey incorporated into the mainstreaming

proCess to assure that handicapped stu ents receive a fu l education2,./ We

h§ve discussed some of the significant factors, such a culture, values,

lack of skills, and negative attitudes and expectations, that limit j?

students' achievement. There is need to permeate the process of

mainstreaming with multiculturalism.

3
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'MUltieultural Education

The National Council for AcCreditait* Of Teacher Education, ha 4

result of AACTE's study,for the:National Institute:Of-Education, adppted a

Angle standard,on.iulticultural education. This standard has implications

'415olication-to all facets of the teacher education and counselor

A portion of the preamble, and the standard follows:

ticultural education' is preparation for the social,
olitical, and economic realities that, individuals
experienceexperiencefi culturally diverse and complex human

;_encounters. These realities have both national and
nternattonal dimensions. This preparation provide's a
process by which aRindivid3Ial develops competencies for
perceiving, believing, evaliiating* and behaving in

, differential cultural settings. Thus, multicultural
education is viewed asan intervention and on-going proceWs,
.to help institutions and individuals become more responsive
to the human conditions* individual c tural integrity, and
ultural pluralism in society. Standa d: The institution

, Awes evidence of planned provisi for multicultural
education in its teacher education curriculum including
both the general and'profeasional studies compon nt.

4
)

Effelftive January 1, 1979, teacher education programs in -colleges and

universities will attain accreditation on the basis of their meeting this

multicultural educati standard, among other criteria.' This 0tandard,

how ver, simply states that the process of multicultural edUcation stems

the philosophy OrculturaV pluralism. Cultural piurali1 !delineates

and acknowledges the existence of various cultural and ethnic groups and
1

their anthropological, sociological, economical, and politichl

relationships. Such a philosophy does not just acknowledge the existence of

many ethnic and cultural groups, but promotes their 'co-existence by

en ouraging respect for diversity. The multicultural education standard is

aimed at both accreditation of teacher .education progiams- in higher .

4

education and in-service'teaching profekionals. Th'AACTE recognized that

there is "no one 'model American" in both pre- and in- servile, educational,

*no



programs. 17his philosophy can bes be described by part of AACTE's
statement on "no one model American" as follows:

Multicultural education is education which valued cultural.plUralism. Multicultural education rejects the View thatschools should seek to melt away cultural differences orthe view that schoor; should merely tolerate culturalpluralism. Instead, dulticultural education affirms thatschools . should be oriented toward the
cultural enrichmentof all children and jiouth through programs rooted to thepr }nervation and extension of cultural alternatives.Multicultural education recognizes cultural diverlaty as afaCt of life. in American.Sgrety, and it affirms that majoreducation institutions should,. strive to preserve and

enhance-cultural. pluralism. (
1 To endorse cultural pluralism 'is to endorse theprinciOle that there is no one model. American. To endorsecultural ipluralism.is to understand and appreciate thedifferences that exist-along the naeVivn's citizeop It isto see these differences as a positive 'folkr.in ,thecontinuing development of a society which professes awholeSome respect. for 'the intrinsic worth of everyindividual.

'What Does A Multicultural Approach Mean to Mainstreaming?

A monocultural standard of counseling, instruction:, or psychol

(school model) is no longer viewed as a suffictent.approaCh ,tq assisting

handicapped (or 7norma). ") Students in achieving their fullest educational.,

potential. Multicultural approaches' to handicapped students educational

environment require recognition of individual, ethnic,. 'and cultural
differences as Aflect d in their styles of learning, communications,
incentive motivation, nd human' relationships. It is suggested as a goal

that lie multicultural philosophy permeate the total educational curriculum.
Such permeation enables teachers, counselors,. school' psychologists, and

adirtini,strators to facilitate iviidual needs bf handicapped students so

that they will develop to i fullest capacity. Traditionally, this goal

was not ebMplished, because our assessment methods based on mildle-cless
,values twe not sensitive to nor capablecof ;accurately diagnosing,

I.

f
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cot

psycliological. and academic capabilities of handicappea students of diverse
4,

..caltural and,,ethnic backgrounds,

Teachers applying Multicultural approaches to mainstreaming recognize

that handicapped as well' as. non-handicapped students hirie a variety Of

learning styles that require different or flexible modes of'-instruption.

Several studies have documented that students learn best through either, or

a combination of, cognitive, affective '(group,interaction),: or paychoMotdr

modalities (Bloom, :1976). For' example, .many Black, Alerican Indian, and
.

ChiCano students do not., readily learn through cognitive modes of

instruction. These students' 4bieveient,iserSted through affective

and/or psychomotor activitievather- than cognitive ones. According to

Gitter, Black, and Nostofsky (1972 and Hale (1978), many Black children

tend to be more feeling oriented, more people oriented, and more proficient

a

at nOnverbal:coMidnication'than Anglo children. Ragan (1977) contends that

Chican? children are more'group or.family-oriented. For instance, Ramirez
r

and Castaneda (1974) reported from their research that Chicano students tend

to have what they refer to as a field-sensitive cognitive style compared to

a field-independent cognitive 'style. These students preferred

communication human-relational, and incentive-motivational learning styles;

preferred working.with others to achieve a common goal; desired to assist

others; were sensitive to the feelings, and opinions of of era; etc. These

illustrations are o4y few examples of variations in lea ing styles among

some'ethnic minority studenta. Culturally' competent feac erg conceptualize

.ehe signifitance, of extracting basic learning patterns of culturally.

different handicapped: students,'. and A6:144 adjust they '''instfucions to

fetoilitate and enhance the academic, social, and _personal development of

'these students.

1.52 1GJ
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Professional contemporary' counseling literature advocates,the need for
1

in-service counselots to. seriously consider the diversity of, cultural

behaviors between thecorm elor and the handicapped student. Traditional

middle-class Anglo counselin methods are less than; adequate in providing

Ar. effective services to culturally and ethnically ,different students, as

expressed in a 1977 special issue of The Personnel and Guidance Journal.

Authors of this issue stress. the impOrtance of counsel being sensitive
4-

and respecting the differences as well as the similarities of culturally

different students. Counseling _paistance to these students fr4quegrry

requires counselors to be flexible in their approaches. For exampIe, no
% --

longer can counselors' functions he limited to their office or one-to-one

relationships. In many instances, effective counseling services are

Provided through consultation with other persons (representatives of

community agencies, teachers, parents, administrators, etc.) who share

information and ideas to arrive at mutually agreed upon decisions concerning
Now"'

how to effectively assist handicapped students. Dillard, Kinnison, and,

Caldwell-(1978) maintain that counselors are the most flexible resource for

catalyzing Ideas, coordinating programs, planning other resources, and

ameliorating human relations. "Cormselors may serve as advocates for

handicapped students 4 in assuring close and positive) home-schodl

interaction. As consultants, counselors .provide necessary information

concerning handicapped students' strengths and Weaknesses and learning
F

styles to clissroom,teachers, othei significant professitonals, and parents.

.Culturally competent counselors share their special skills with others

make constructive changes among other school petsonnel and the
t

institution in which they function. Such counselors. ini6rpret handicapped

students' needs to the institution. A multiCultural approach to counseling



requires an expikon of -counselors' es to help integtatedevelopmentaki

tasks of. handicapped and, "normi students into -the total 'edudational

strucklip,including ethnic and ,culturil factors-, as well as academic and

Curricular areas. Finally, culturally competent counselors also funct n as
'..,.. .-

social. activists or change. agents. They may advocate changes to be made,

i
for example, in administrative policies or curriculuM, to meet the needslof

handicaPped students.' : For instance, a Southern Appalachian Anglo'who is
. .

high achoOluiY.enior and .confined to a wheelchair, may not graduate ...this year

because she hag been receiving failing grades in En ish. The school does

not have.Alopriate facilities to permit her gets ng to the class which is

located on-the third floor. Administrative policy, likewise, has notjsdel

changes in instructional procedures to meet thisstudent's needs. Does:this .

/7

student have the right to attend her class so that she might have the

opportunity to graduate as scheduled? This situation may certainly require

more than one--one-counseling sessions." The point to be made is that'

counselors-who assist handicapped students are expectectio be flexibld-in
411F:

their role ,to provide effective services that meet the needs of handicapped

students,

'Multicultural ly-oriented

4

school psychologists demons gyrate their

effectiveness and professional wort}{ as an 'integral part of educational

4.)

environments byrecognizing variations to professional and nonprofessional

preparation be en themselves and others, such as parents, teachers, or

.admfnistrators. They are cognizant ,of the fact that most parents, teachers,

and 'idministraeors lack the -expertise of communication in pSychological

jargon. Similarly, there is an awareness of and a sensitivity to the

variations in parents' 'cultural experienceE4 such as *education, values,

attitudes, and socio-economic status. Thus, thippe psychologists communicate

.`11 r/
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erfinic minority. handicapped. students' strengths and weaknesses to .othersin

simple or less complicated terms to facilitate understanding among parents
1

and, school ,personnel. Clear communication' between psyChologista and

significant others abler the latter to take a more active roll in applying

trategies in the classrooms and homes to ease these students'

handica Likewise, recommendations are provided through practical

Suggestions that may be easily. understood' and applied by parents and

teachers in the hot!e and school to-benefit handi6apped students.

Additionally, ,a multicultural approach emphasiz s the need for

sychologists to' SeriouslycOnsider cultural and envir nmental factors in

t eir, testing, repotting, and recommendations for ethnic minority

handicapped students. According to_Tallent (1976), psycho,logista' areas of

concern vary from rapaychic causes to environmental forces.

[A] recen variation of [the psyChologists'] :mission. has
followed .the introduction of community .psychology, the
'copmuni y mental health movement.' Here naturalistic
observation takes on increased importance. Concern is
likely to center about environmental "rather, than

.intrapskchic forces,-. since a community model of
psYchoPatholOiy stresses etiological factors that are
'outside' rather than 'inside' the individual. Although,
testing may not be-central to a mission - -it may in fact be
eliminated or minnfzed, especially when Che psychologist's
interpersonal assessment skills are high -- psychological
instruments are typically a valuable resource. The
competent psychologist, of course, can never overlook
social and cultural factors, and he must be wary that what
he derives from his instruments does-notkinfluemOt him to
negle9t the individual' unique ,situation (p. ,5):7:7=

Administrators or princi is have the responsibility to change and

develop building climates, and cia s organizations, and to create schedules
o

thaepermit teachers tb.be available to consult with parentp at mes which

are mutually agreeable. It is also important that administrators recognize

the need for additional -counselors in the schools to counsel with

handicapped students, consult with parents, teachers, and rs, and
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,
Coordinate activities .essential to these students' needs. .Seho61.

°administrators can be strong adyocafes and facilitatois of effetive

mainstreaming programs in their schools. inallY, they can strive toensure

that school personnel, attain the ,goals set' by the 'school to satisfy

-individual, ethnic, and cultural needs ,of handicapped students in regular

Classroom settings.

I 4A .

Some.Expectations from a Multi ttural Approach.'

#
Full permeation' of Multic itural approach

.

mainstreaming wil
-

Ultimately in positive unftrstanding-and acaptance.8flkulticulturaT sM.

* by in- service ,counselors,' teachers, psychologists, and administrators..

Expected outcomes of a multteultoral apptoach may be simiLar' for each
.

professic4al.involVed. Obvioutly,'the-depth and-breadth of outcomesitwithin

our multicultural approath will Vary ac ording to profeseral elltles, length '

-i

of professional service, interests, c lture,
,,

etc. The, ensuing
r
xpected-

)--

outcomes are designed basically for professional,°.in-service development. ,

Out suggested outcomes arel grouped under three general ,multicultAral:

categories in "table 1: ' (1) Social attitudes -, (2) Facts, and (3) Readiess
1

14."4
Table 1

-

411111t

= Some Expected 'Outcomes froma Multicultural 4proach to Mainstreaming

, ,
ateissearmr.--zrasesna .1e-a

,

, 'social Attitudes a
.

;.

1. Enhanced self-worthper oval acceptance of one's cultural identity
as well as i4, professio al peers. Positively accept other cultures
found in our society.

4, .

. Recognize. that cognitive learning styles, vary4inrelationship to
socializational practices and life `patterns. But these differences

. _

are - positively accepted. .4

ea

3. Reinforce iri-seeVice prbfessionals' attitudes thit positive effects are
occurring in education through -application of most factors of

_ 156.
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.1

SlUltidulturalism within the educational. enterprise. Positive effects
will be 'reIlected, in various ways such as administrative poll -ties,curriculum, counseling , psychological procedures,, human relations, andinstruction.

Facts

1. Basic understanding of multiculturai(sm, ethrility, racism, sexism,
prejudice, pluralism, and bilingualism.

2. Conceptualization of bicognition by suggesting development of cognitiveflexibility through reinforcement off ,cognitive styles that emergefrom socialization practices and life stye41.es of
, ethnic minoritycultures.

gts'

3. Understand major cultural aspects of learning.

4. Understand impact of negative effect of pressures and expectations ofthe general culture on handicapped ethnic minority students.
or

5. Understand impact of socioeconomic factors on handicapped students' .social-emotional, physical, attitudiffIli, and mental development.

6. Understand the nature of handicapped students' value discrepancies.
1

7. Understand curriculum and instructional procedures appropriate for.handicapped ethnic minority students.

Readiness

l.\Readiness to create-positive human relationships across cultures.

2. Reaeiness to eueoufage permeation of multicultural approaches tomaihstreamtog.

Readiness to eoLALII,,I,
tc,T.,414cm to prevent personal and

instructio.kal .actsm and sexism.

4. Readtttess to tostet Lk, eAl6Leil, ot litdividualS of divettse ethnic andcultural backgtounds of society.
P

5. Readiness to integrate activities and materials into the curriculumthat relate to handicapped students of diverse cultures.
44.

IF6. Readiness to design administrative policies that meet personal,cultural, and instructional needs of handicapped students.
.

7. Readiness to apply various counseling approaches to,meet %the needs ofhandicapped students of different cultures who are -in regularclassrooms.

Some Ways to Achi ve Expected Outcomes .

Procedures s Bested. in Table 2 can facilitate achievement of the
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4
expected multicultural, outoomes. Professionals included in the procedures

. I
'are counselors, psychologists, administrators, special,. 4 education teachers,

0..

a and regular teachers.\' College and university faculty members might work
t

\

,

...

closely with local sct.41 personnel to assist in implementing the suggested
. .

procedures.

Table 2 v ):

Some Suggested Multicultural Preparation,rocedures

mmessa,m sat avap-f -M,12CCV.791. 1M a/ W. ..a.ziomorsaLara=ffan,agra:marMeica:OPEras

1dr

IntensiV050 tral,ping concerning the nature of multiculturalism within
our Society; focus on sociological, psychological, histofical, and
economic dimensions three or four sessions suggested.

Presentatio on tiacism and sexism--three sessions suggested.

.pet rive te:traielhg' in if*tpersonal. communicative skills tacroj
itureS--fou sessions suggested.

,

4. Training administrators in appropriate leadership
multiculturalism in mainstreaming.

styles of

5. Provide students with training in methods to develop positive
multicultural relationships.

6. Train administrators to develop long-range multicultural plans for
mainstreaming thatinclude hiring, promotion, evaluation, curriculum,
policy recommendations, and community relationships.

7. Provide assistance to parents, of low-achieving ethnic minority students
with strategies which enable parents to facilitate their children's
educational development.

R. Establish assessment techniques the"' will assist local school board
members to understand information related to multiculturalism' and
mainstreaming.

9. Provide procedures that will enable students to positively reveal their
unique culture and heritage through the curriculum.

10. Provide ongoing in-service programs for counselors on nontraditional
approaches to counseling and other services to handicapped students who
are culturally different. e

11. Provide ongoing in- service programs for psychologists that deal with,
new and innovative approaches in diagnosis, test interpretationA, clear.
report wring, pracEical suggestions or recommendatigns, etc.

\S:
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12. Provide ongoing -service programs that allow teachers to attain a
variety of instructional strategies and,their purposes fi* working with
handicapped studehts who are ethnically,and culturally different;

CONCLUSIONS

The fol wing o sequence Of events pertaining .,,to multiculturalism in

malnstreamink may be the process which will result in the expected outcomes:

(1) awarenessof and need for multiculturaliim in a pluralistic society; (2)

awareness of present multicultural skills and strategies among inservice

school-personnel; and (3). awareness of and need far new and improved

multicultural skills and strategies. The suggested sequence of vents may

best be attained through cooperation among local schools, communities, and

4
colleges or universities.
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